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Economy is not struggling...the business models are changing.
Often heard nowadays that " Economy is struggling _ ".

Sit back & dispassionately think "is the economy really struggling or are business
models struggling ?
Some food for thought:

1) Car sales are going down... but Crab / Uber are rising.
2) Restaurants are going empty... but home delivery is rising
3) Tuition classes are not getting students but online studying is rising
4) Traders are struggling but on line market sites are breaking all records in sales.
5) Old commission based businesses are snivelling... but online services,
at low cost, are finding takers.
6) Cell phone bills have reduced & internet penetration is increasing.
7) Stable (read "Govt Jobs") are dwindling but "Start up" jobs offering equity
& Flexi work time are expanding.
If truth be told what we are experiencing is a transition phase & Any transition is
painful for the "well set"...... "the masters of the past".
It's challenging for those who's business models are based on ancient data....
It's a mystery for those who have never looked beyond traditional methods or
have assiduously resisted change of any kind.

Economy is not struggling...the business models are changing.

Some Very Interesting but also scary Predictions..
1-Auto repair shops will disappear.
2-A petrol/diesel engine has 20,000 individual parts. An electrical motor has 20.
Electric cars are sold with lifetime guarantees and are only repaired by dealers. It
takes only 10 minutes to remove and replace an electric motor.
3-Faulty electric motors are not repaired in the dealership but are sent to a
regional repair shop that repairs them with robots.
4-Your electric motor malfunction light goes on, so you drive up to what looks
like a car wash, and your car is towed through while you have a cup of coffee and
out comes your car with a new electric motor!
5-Petrol pumps will go away.
6-Street corners will have meters that dispense electricity. Companies will install
electrical recharging stations; in fact, they’ve already started in the developed
world.
7-Smart major auto manufacturers have already designated money to start
building new plants that only build electric cars.
8-Coal industries will go away. Gasoline/oil companies will go away. Drilling for
oil will stop. So say goodbye to OPEC! The middle-east is in trouble.
9-Homes will produce and store more electrical energy during the day and then
they use and will sell it back to the grid. The grid stores it and dispenses it to
industries that are high electricity users. Has anybody seen the Tesla roof?
10-A baby of today will only see personal cars in museums. The FUTURE is
approaching faster than most of us can handle.
11-In 1998, Kodak had 170,000 em- ployees and sold 85% of all photo paper
worldwide. Within just a few years, their business model disappeared and they
went bankrupt. Who would have thought of that ever happening?

12-What happened to Kodak and Polaroid will happen in a lot of industries in the
next 5-10 years … and most people don't see it coming.
13-Did you think in 1998 that 3 years later, you would never take pictures on film
again? With today’s smart phones, who even has a camera these days?
14-Yet digital cameras were invented in 1975. The first ones only had 10,000
pixels, but followed Moore's law. So as with all exponential tech- nologies, it was
a disappointment for a time, before it became way superior and became
mainstream in only a few short years.
15-It will now happen again (but much faster) with Artificial Intelligence, health,
autonomous and electric cars, education, 3D printing, agriculture and jobs.
16-Forget the book, “Future Shock”, welcome to the 4th Industrial Revolution.
17-Software has disrupted and will continue to disrupt most traditional industries
in the next 5-10 years.
18-UBER is just a software tool, they don't own any cars, and are now the biggest
taxi company in the world! Ask any taxi driver if they saw that coming.
19-Airbnb is now the biggest hotel company in the world, although they don't
own any properties. Ask Hilton Hotels if they saw that coming.
20-Artificial Intelligence: Computers become exponentially better in
understanding the world. This year, a computer beat the best Go-player in the
world, 10 years earlier than expected.
21-In the USA, young lawyers already don't get jobs. Because of IBM's Watson,
you can get legal advice (so far for right now, the basic stuff) within seconds, with
90% accuracy compared with 70% accuracy when done by humans. So, if you
study law, stop immediately. There will be 90% fewer lawyers in the future, (what
a thought!) only omniscient specialists will remain.
22-Watson already helps nurses diagnosing cancer, its 4 times more accurate
than human nurses.

23-Facebook now has a pattern recognition software that can recognize faces
better than humans. In 2030, computers will become more intelligent than
humans.
24-Autonomous cars: In 2018 the first self-driving cars are already here. In the
next 2 years, the entire industry will start to be disrupted. You won't want to own
a car anymore as you will call a car with your phone, it will show up at your
location and drive you to your destination.
25-You will not need to park it you will only pay for the driven distance and you
can be productive while driving. The very young children of today will never get a
driver's license and will never own a car.
26-This will change our cities, because we will need 90-95% fewer cars. We can
transform former parking spaces into green parks.
27-About 1.2 million people die each year in car accidents worldwide including
distracted or drunk driving. We now have one accident every 60,000 miles; with
autonomous driving that will drop to 1 accident in 6 million miles. That will save a
million lives plus worldwide each year.
28-Most traditional car companies will doubtless become bankrupt. They will try
the evolutionary approach and just build a better car, while tech companies
(Tesla, Apple, Google) will do the revolutionary approach and build a computer
on wheels.
29-Look at what Volvo is doing right now; no more internal combustion engines
in their vehicles starting this year with the 2019 models, using all electric or
hybrid only, with the intent of phasing out hybrid models.
30-Many engineers from Volkswagen and Audi; are completely terrified of Tesla
and they should be. Look at all the companies offering all electric vehicles. That
was unheard of, only a few years ago.
31-Insurance companies will have massive trouble because, without accidents,
the costs will become cheaper. Their car insurance business model will disappear.

32-Real estate will change. Because if you can work while you commute, people
will abandon their towers to move far away to more beautiful affordable
neighborhoods.
33-Electric cars will become mainstream about 2030. Cities will be less noisy
because all new cars will run on electricity.
34-Cities will have much cleaner air as well.
35-Electricity will become incredibly cheap and clean.
36-Solar production has been on an exponential curve for 30 years, but you can
now see the burgeoning impact. And it’s just getting ramped up.
37-Fossil energy companies are desperately trying to limit access to the grid to
prevent competition from home solar installations, but that simply cannot
continue - technology will take care of that strategy.
38-Health: The Tricorder X price will be announced this year. There are
companies who will build a medical device (called the "Tricorder" from Star Trek)
that works with your phone, which takes your retina scan, your blood sample and
you breath into it. It then analyses 54 bio-markers that will identify nearly any
Disease. There are dozens of phone apps out there right now for health purposes.

WELCOME TO TOMORROW – it actually arrived a few years ago.

Jack Ma was born in a poor family when China’s Cultural Revolution was at it’s peak. As a teenager, he used to
guide tourists for free, just to improve his English. He knew that the only way he could get rid of poverty was
through education.
So he started applying for jobs from different colleges but he got rejected from each of them.
“I applied to Harvard 10 times, got rejected and told myself that “Someday I shall go teach there.”
Even after applying for 30 different jobs, all he ever faced was a plain rejection in 3 single words “You’re no
good”
When he applied for a job at KFC, he was the only one who got turn down out of 24 people. But that only made
him stronger.

In 1995, when the internet was blooming, he got shocked when no result appeared from China when he
searched ‘Beer’. And that’s when he came up with an idea of an online marketing place – Alibaba.
But even after starting Alibaba , he couldn’t make it profitable and was about to get bankrupt. So, he asked his
friends to invest in his vision because he still believes in his idea.
And soon Alibaba became the largest E-Commerce store in the world.
“First as small business, try to learn as many mistakes as possible from others”. Don’t learn from successful
cases. The MBA teaches successful cases. But we should learn from failure stories, why people fail, because
when people fail, they have the same reasons. If you learn why people fail and you learned that, you will make
progress.
Second is that, always do not learn from Bill Gates and Jack Ma…”
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Wisdom in times of Crises
• “It’s only when the tide goes out that you find out who’s been swimming
naked.”
• “Be fearful when others are greedy, and be greedy when others are fearful.”
• “Bad news is an investor’s best friend.”
• “The best thing that happens to us (investors) is when a great company gets
into temporary trouble. We want to buy them when they’re on the operating
table.”
• “Business schools should refrain from teaching their wards about profit
making and profit making alone. It gives a sense of onedimensional outlook
to the young students that loss is a curse. In reality, in the corporate world ,
failure and loss making are inevitable. The capital market without loss is like
Christianity without hell.”
• “Wall Street is the only place where people alight from Rolls Royce to get
advice by people who use the public transportation system.”
• “Most people got interested in stock when everyone else is. The time to get
interested is when no one else is. You can’t buy what is popular and do well.”
• “Average investors got in when they felt comfortable and got out when they
felt uncomfortable – which is just another way of saying they bought high
and sell low.”
• “If you wait for the Robins, spring will be over.”
• “No one can go back and change a bad beginning. But anyone can start now
and create a successful ending.”

"We must have a silicon valley type of mind set... creative and willing to
take risks.”
Goh Chok Tong
Former Prime Minister of Singapore
"We have to encourage a culture which tolerates failure in society. In
Silicon valley, for example, I’m told that if you cannot show in your
resume that you have failed a couple of time, it shows you do not want to
take risks.”
Tony Tan
Deputy Prime Minister of Singapore
"Singaporean youth must dare to dream, resort to action... accept failure.”
Chan Soo Sen
Parliamentary Secretary in the PM Office,
Singapore
"Fear of ridicule, Punishment or loss of job destroy innovation.
Smokestack management saw as its main task the ruthless elimination of
error. Innovation, in contrast, requires experimental failure to achieve
success.”
Alvin Toffler Author of “Future Shock”

"To learn from our failures is to achieve success.
Never to have failed is never to have won. Unless we experience failure
and its bitterness, we will never appreciate the sweetness of victory.”
Venerable Dr. K. Sri Dhamananda Nayake Maha Thera, J.S.M., Ph.D.
Litt.
"The greatest achievement in life is to be able to rise up from the depths
of failure.”
Master Cheng Yen “...life is an

adventure, dare it... ”
“Do not allow yourself to be disheartened by any failure as long as you
have done
your best.”
Mother Teresa
“... Entrepreneurs take the possibility of failure in their stride.”
Chan Teng Heng Author of Access the Minds of CEOS
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This book is dedicated to the millions of people who have tried and failed in
whatever they have attempted; to those who have still not achieved the things
that they want; to those who have climbed to great heights but have fallen; to the
multitudes who have suffered greatly in their journey through life.
Let them not be disheartened, for by the time they finish this book, they will
know that it is they who have been most richly blessed, that they are the
chosen ones.

“Judge not those who try and fail
Judge those who fail to try.”

In a different light, this book is also dedicated to all the fortunate few who have
succeeded in amassing wealth and are content with their present status.

“The rung of a ladder was never meant to rest upon but to hold a man's foot
long enough to enable him to put the other somewhat higher.”
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MINISTER OF ENTREPRENEUR DEVELOPMENT

FOREWORD
Today, entrepreneurship has become a trendy word. Everybody wants to become
an entrepreneur, for they equate entrepreneurship with success, and invariably,
lots of money. While it is perfectly all right to dream and strive in the pursuit of
success, one must not forget that success does not come easy. The reality of
success means the possibility of failure.
“Dare To Fail” deals with failure. But what makes the book special is the manner
its author, Billi Lim, treats the subject. He believes it is perfectly all right to fail,
because we all learn from our mistakes. We should not look down upon those
who fail, instead we should question those who fail to try.
Failing to try for fear of making mistakes has prevented many people from
becoming what they could really be. It is my sincere hope that all aspiring
entrepreneurs approach failure from this perspective, and thus continue to work
hard and push themselves to greater heights.
I believe this book would augment efforts by the Ministry of Entrepreneur
Development in motivating would-be entrepreneurs.

(DATO’ MUSTAPA MOHAMED)
(Datuk Mustapa Mohamed is currently the Minister of
International Trade and Industry, Malaysia

Commentaries
In the book, Billi endeavours to share his personal observations and to point out
the mistakes often made by many during the trying and tough periods - setbacks
which may serve as useful lessons for others.
Tun Daim Zainuddin Former economic Adviser to the Malaysian Government. and
Finance Minister of Malaysia.

The book contains wisdom and experiences that span thousands of years, notably
on the struggles mankind made against the challenges that come his way... I
would highly recommend this book during any trying time in a person’s life.
Tun Dr Ling Liong Sik, Former Minister of Transport, Malaysia.

If you sincerely want to be a millionaire, this is a book you must read.
Mr. Sam Low Managing Director, Edmark Industries Sdn. Bhd.

“Without knowing failure you will not meet success. Every Indian
must at least read Dare To Fail once. It is the ultimate book about
failure.”
Lakshmi Shankar Vajpayee
Director Of All India Radio (AIR)

“You will find success at the end of failure. Read this book as early as
possible!”
Radhakanth Anthwal
Editor Avishkar Magazine
National Research Development Corporation (NRDC)
New Delhi, India

“You will realize that failure is not a destination after you dare to read
Dare To Fail!”
Ranjeet Rawal
Professional Networker, Pune, India

Commentaries
I don't think I've ever seen a personal success book based on failure!
This book has really inspired me.
Mr Ron Seibold President, Pines International Inc USA.

In my profession, a lot of people often ask me what motivates a
motivator. Well, in this case the answer is this book written by Mr. Billi
Lim. It is like no other book that I have ever read.
Mr. Gan Ah Seng Internationally acclaimed motivator.

Dare To Fail challenges one to pick up after failure and to be able to
have the courage to take control of one's life.
Madam Chang So Thoi Agency Manager A.I.A.

...this book would attract a lot of people in Japan... I would like to
introduce the book to my fellow country people...
Joe Kanatani Kyoto, Japan.

If learning is not having to repeat the same mistake a second time, then
I believe that the time you spend reading Billi's Dare To Fail is a worthy
exchange of your life (the time spent) for a significant learning experience.
Dr. Yeoh Oon Chye
Nanyang Technological University
National Institute of Education, Singapore

PREFACE
Most of the time we hear and read stories about success; about the rewards of
success; about the good times etc. Somehow most people do not like to talk
about their failures and bad experiences. Some may talk about it only when they
finally succeed - by which time, many would have forgotten about them, let alone
wanting to talk or write about them. Other reasons could be that somehow on
their way to achieving what they want, people may deliberately or otherwise
resort to questionable practices which they prefer not mentioned.
This book touches on the “other side” of the success story. It is the side from
which I sincerely believe many can really learn a thing or two.
The world today loves a winner and losers are not tolerated. We have reached
the stage where “Nobody should make mistakes” and people who make mistakes
are punished. It seems if you are not number one or in the top five, you have
failed. Ironic as it may seem, but through the ages humans have only learnt
through mistakes to reach what they are today.
The image that successful people are like “Supermen” without making mistakes
and possessing no weaknesses is not realistic and may lead to very unhealthy
effects.
People do need to understand that mistakes and failings are perfectly normal and
in fact occur more often in the lives of achievers than in that of non-achievers.

In the ancient oriental belief that all ideas and knowledge were already there, I
would not like to lay claim to having originated the ideas which are presented in
this book. I would only like to call myself a compiler of what Victor Hugo defined
as - “An idea whose time has come”. In the words of Mahatma Gandhi, “I
represent no new truths, but I do claim to throw a new light on many an old
truth.”
In the process of continuously updating the book, the author will be conducting
interviews with prominent people or businessmen who are prepared to share the
other side of their story so that their experiences would not be buried with them.
Instead they can be used as guide posts for the future generations who may
choose to follow their path.

If you are one of these people and are willing to share your experiences of “the
other” side, please do not hesitate to write to:-

E-mail: billi@daretofail.com H/P: +6012-2781991

Also, to those who have photographs and interesting details about the people
that I have written about, or if there is somebody in your country whom you think
I should include in this book, please do not hesitate to write in with your views
and comments.
Do visit our website: www.daretofail.com

CHILDHOOD
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CHAPTER 1
CHILDHOOD
I was born into a large family of 14. My father was a butcher
and my mother was an ordinary house-wife. I must say I was
born into the lower ranks of society, among people who
spoke rudely and roughly, where “bad” and “dirty” words
were the normal order of the day. Being in that category, our
childhood was tough and there wasn't a day that went by
without one of my brothers, sisters or my mum being scolded
or beaten up by my father.
We were usually fed on the leftover bones and pork
from my father’s counter when each day was over.
I do not know whether it was my father’s marketing
policy or disgruntlement with his many dependents
that he would give the best to his clients and leave us
with the crumbs which nobody bought.
My father had been brought up to think that the “tough” and
“hard” ways were the best ways of bringing up children
whatever the circumstances. He once told us that during his
childhood there was not a single day that passed by when he
didn’t have a “knock” on his head by his adopted mum (My
father was an adopted child) and somehow till the day he died he
believes that he was better off and more intelligent than his
other adopted siblings because of all those “knocks.”
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I remember a time when my eldest sister was beaten so badly
that she finally couldn’t bear it and reported it to the police.
You can imagine how bad it must have been because our fear
of our father was so great, we would never report it to
anybody - much less the police.
There was another occasion when I remembered I was beaten
and my shirt was burnt because I was not ready when the taxi
that was supposed to take me to school that day had arrived
earlier than usual.
My mum on the other hand was the kindest and
simplest lady a person could ever wish for. Through
all the scoldings and beatings she got from my
grandparents and my father, she would still humbly
accept and serve them. She once told me that my dad
only “loved” her for the first three days of their
married life. I really couldn’t imagine how the 14 of
us came about!
Besides my home the only other place I was able to go to was
school. Much as I looked forward to going to school, it was
also a lovehate situation. This was because I had a teacher
during my primary school days who seemed to love pinching
us more than teaching. Whenever we were unable to answer
a question, we were asked to stand on our chair and he would
walk by, slip his hand inside our short pants and...... PINCH!
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Home was like the proverbial “fire” and school was like the
“frying pan”. The other alternative was to be part of our
childhood “gang”. Each day after school I was always
reluctant to go home but would lepak (loiter) around with my
gang, joking, gambling, etc. We even formed a basketball
team call “FORTISS”, the same name which we used for the
company that we were to establish in years to come. Such
was the scenario of my childhood days.
I was born between two extremes. I must say that all my
brothers and sisters’ childhood have been scarred and I dare
not vouch that their adult lives would not be affected at all.
It’s the same with many of us in this life. Life may have
been very bad to us. We may even say it is unfair and
wonder why. In the search for an answer some become mentally
deranged and psychologically many remain deeply scarred. Some are
so badly affected that they “sink”,
never to rise again.

The shack where I was born.

With
my
elder
brother and sisters.
Billi (Seated 2nd
from right).

With my mum and dad and all their 14 children. Billi (Standing 2nd
from left)

CHAPTER 2
FAILING

There are many books in the market today that talk about success. How to be
successful, how to achieve, etc. ... To my knowledge so far, little has been written
on the subject of failure. I guess the reason why it has not been widely touched
on is that our society has been programmed to shun failure. We look down on
people who have failed. We look at “drop outs” differently. Failing is considered
taboo. We measure people by their achievements. We put a high value on
“success” but little or no
value on “failure”.
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Is there little or no value in failing? If that is so, why is it that in all the lives
of great men that I have had the good fortune to read about - the tougher
the failures they suffered, the greater they finally became?
I would go so far as to say that great failures actually made great men!
There are very few if any, great men who have not gone through hardship
and failures in their lives.
In fact it produces so many great men, that I can safely say that the value of
failing is greater than that of success. But alas! Many people do not see it that
way, we only think of winning and winning all the time.

This attitude can be summed up by a statement made by the great American
coach, Vincent Lombardi:“Winning is not a sometime thing, it is an allthe-time thing”.
I mean no offence to Mr. Lombardi because I know what he is trying to say but
sometimes people take it too literally. I do believe it should read:-

“Winning and losing are not sometime things
Winning and losing are all-the-time things”
Winning has been over glorified and we forget that it is through learning from
losing that we become greater winners!

Glorifying winning or success alone is very dangerous because many who have
tried and failed feel so bad about failing that they succumb to failure and never
rise again.

We have read of many successful men committing suicide after a major failure.
Young people who dared to try but failed have often slipped into despair and
oblivion. It is not that these people were unable to handle the failure but the
stigma that failure carried was too heavy and when society pulled the “planks”
from underneath them, they had no other choice but to “sink”!

We have also heard of the saying:“Give me 10 bad losers and I’ll
Give you back 10 good winners”

To me I think you will get back 10 bad winners, definitely not 10 good winners!

Sometime ago I had the good or bad fortune of watching a game of competitive
tennis. I had never seen a worse bad loser. The world seems to have a lot of bad
losers like this person and they seem to be able to get away with all that vulgarity
they hurled about. It seems that when you curse and swear when you lose then
you have the potential to be a
good winner. I think the best they can become
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is a bad winner not a good winner, and definitely not a great winner. I
believe the great winner is yet to come - one who has understood what
failing really is! As the saying goes :-

“Give me 10 losers who understand what losing means and I’ll give
you 10 great winners!”
Maybe it’s the misconception of what
“success” is all about.

Many people tend to associate achievement with success and nonachievement with failure.

If you have obtained a lump of gold, you are a success. If not, you are a failure.

If you obtain a paper degree, you are a success. If not, you are a failure.

If you close the deal, you are a success. If you don't, you are a failure.
If you get the job, you are a success. If not, you are a failure.
If you manage to get the girl, you are a success. If not, you are a failure.

Some have defined “success” as a day to day progressive journey towards
a pre-determined worthwhile goal. To me that is one of the best
definitions of success. But what I want to focus on here is the failure part
of the journey. Is it really that bad?

In our journey through life, we have always thought of sunshine as good –
and equated it with success, and rain as bad associated with failure. Most
of us don’t like the rain. We would prefer the sunshine. We would prefer
the good times rather than the bad.
But are good times really that nice? Or are the bad times really that bad?
Are easy times really that good? Are hard times to be dreaded?
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What would happen if we were exposed to sunshine every day? We
would get sunburnt or even suffer from skin cancer! Now what happens if
we stay in the rain every day? We will get pneumonia and may even die of
cold. It looks like both sides don’t seem to be the answer. We do know
however that both sides do give some benefits. As a wise man once said,
“Summer is delicious, rain is refreshing, wind is bracing, snow is
exhilarating; there is no such thing as bad weather, only different kinds of
good weather.”
“Something good always comes from something bad.”

A PRODUCT THAT FAILED!

3 M Post-it Notes was an adhesive that had failed all of 3M's standard tests – a
totally ineffective adhesive – an adhesive that couldn't stick properly. By 1984 it
was the most successful new product in 3M's history and one of the five most
profitable products in the office-supply industry of all time with sales exceeding
US$100 million annually. Failure is not bad after all!

We have also heard many sayings regarding success which seem to be very ironic.
“Success is a journey not a destination - half the fun is getting there.”
Gita Bellin.

“Satisfaction lies in the effort, not in the attainment. Full effort is full
victory.”
Mahatma Gandhi.

So what actually is real success? Well, I am sure we have all known or seen a
rainbow. You will agree with me that it is one of the greatest natural sights in the
world. How does it come about? It can only come out when there is a mixture of
rain and sunshine. In the absence of one, the rainbow disappears. We need both
the rain and the sunshine to make the rainbow and as the proverbial saying goes
- at the end of the rainbow is your pot of gold! How very true.

We need both “success” and “failure” to find our “rainbow”. To me the
ability to experience and grasp this rainbow during the journey is true
success. Whoever can truly understand this will get his pot ofgold if he so
wishes.
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Take Mahatma Gandhi, the “father” of India for example. He ended up
with nothing at the end of his life but let’s say at that point in life he
wanted some material wealth, would he be able to have it? Surely he
could! These are people who had grasped the “rainbow”. A person who
has material wealth may not be able to grasp the “rainbow” but those
who have grasped the “rainbow” shall have material wealth if they so
wished!

Satisfaction lies in the effort, not the attainment. Full effort is
full victory".
Mahatma Gandhi.
Revered as the father of India, he was the greatest advocate of
non-violent protest. He became the head of the Indian Congress
Party and achieved Independence for India against the might of
the British Empire.
He died believing that he had failed, thinking that his message
of non-violence was unheard.
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Gandhi's earthly possessions:
Dinner bowls, wooden fork and spoon, the famous porcelain monkeys, his diary,
prayer book, watch, spittoon, paper knives and 2 pairs of sandals.

I have come to the realization that failing is a part of the process of
growth. It is something like ageing. Many people don't understand it and
are fearful or detest it. But since the day we are born we are undergoing
a process of decay (failing) simultaneously with growth. Our old cells die
and are replaced by new cells. It is a constant process of renewal. When
an old tree dies, the cells break down to their elements which later
become nutrients to the new seed which grows into another new plant.

CHAPTER 3
VALUE OF FAILING
Why must we have this rain? Why is it that we must fail? I
would rather put it in another way - why must we have these
failing experiences? In order to illustrate this, it would be
better for me to give a couple of examples.
Have you ever seen a diamond in its raw state? I am very sure if
today we had a couple of these uncut diamonds in front of us, many
of us would not be able to recognise them. They just look like
ordinary rough stones. Anyone who has read the famous book Acres

49 of Diamonds by Russell H. Conwell will attest to it.

The man of the story, Ali, actually left his “Acres of Diamonds” to
look for diamonds elsewhere because he didn’t know what
diamonds in their raw state looked like then.
Now how is it that this rough stone can be made to be
that lovely diamond that every woman loves? By polishing!
Yes, the rough diamond is polished and rubbed with a lot of
friction! It undergoes a tremendous amount of friction
before it finally becomes the diamond that you see in the
showcase. It must undergo all that polishing for that
“diamond” to come out. It’s the same with all of us. We need
to be polished, going through hard times,

suffering times, before the greatness in us is revealed.
“A diamond is a chunk of coal that made good under pressure.”
Anonymous

A polished diamond

A photograph of a raw
diamond.

here is a saying :- “It is in great crises and wars that great men are born.”

It is not that there are no great men born in other periods, it is
just that there was no crisis to bring out the best in them.

If we look out into the sky at night, we will realise that the DARKER the
sky, the BRIGHTER are the stars! Why is it that we can’t see the stars in
the day time? Not that they are not there. It’s because there’s too much
sunshine! We need darkness to bring out the stars!

Talking about stars, if you were to look into the lives of all
the great Hollywood stars, you can bet your bottom dollar
they have undergone a lot of “grinding” in order to be what
they are today!

Michael Jackson has been “ground” from an early age to
become what he is today. He was pushed to the front of
the Jackson 5 when he was barely out of Kindergarten.
His 1983 album, Thriller, sold 45 million copies
worldwide and became the No. 1 best-selling album in
music history. Michael Jackson passed away on 29th
June 2009, owing to a heart attack.

“When I came to America – boom! First, I don’t know English. And
second, nobody knows me. When I walk on the street, nobody cares
about me.”
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Jackie Chan

Unable to afford to feed him when he was a baby, Jackie's parents had
considered selling him for US$26 (RM99) to the English obstetrician who
delivered him. At the tender age of 7, Jackie was apprenticed at the
Infamous Academy of Chinese Opera where for more than 10 years from
5 a.m. to midnight, seven days a week Jackie endured a brutal
programme of music, dance and traditional martial-arts training. The
training he received was particularly harsh and cruel, where students
were beaten and starved for not performing up to par.

Later he appeared in some early Hong Kong films as a stuntman and
worked his way up to stunt co-ordinator, then to director. When Bruce
Lee died, Jackie, along with many others, was picked to fill the vacuum.
He failed miserably.

“Very hard, very hard”, Jackie says, “so instead of trying to be him (Bruce
Lee), I decided to be myself.”
Jackie was born as “Steve” which was later changed to Jack Chan and
later Raymond Chow of Golden Harvest changed it to “Jackie”. His big
break came in 1978 with Snake in Eagle’s Shadow.
Today Jackie is indisputably Hong Kong's biggest movie star and is
currently making it big in the United States with fees reaching up to
US$50 million (RM190 million) a year!

“Adversity and defeat allow us to develop our wits and go
forward.”
Take gold for example, the ornament that many human
beings would die for. The hotter the fire the purer is the gold.
It is a fact - ask any goldsmith and they will tell you.
Hard times, bad times, low times, suffering times are all there
to mould you, just like fire moulding gold.
How is perfume derived from flowers? The flowers have to be
crushed first before we can actually get the perfume from it.
You see, it is this process of crushing, these failing experiences
that will bring out the best in us.
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“Character cannot be developed in ease and quiet. Only through
experiences of trial and suffering can the soul be strengthened, vision
cleared, ambition inspired and success achieved.”
“Some people when they fail they stay in it. Some people
when they fail they learn from it and they keep going.”
Perhaps the following will explain why we learn more from
failure than success. First we have to analyse this something
known as “learning”. How does a human being learn? We
learn by seeing, hearing, experimenting and copying.
Assuming nothing goes wrong – we continue to learn by
walking just the right path.
But how do we know which is the right path unless we know
what is the wrong path?

So it’s actually from trial and error that a person learns to do the
right thing. Just like a plane flying from Kuala Lumpur or
Singapore to London. It corrects itself so many times before it
reaches its final destination. Looking at the diagram below, you
will notice that the plane takes more wrong path than right path.
right path
Kuala
Singapore

LumpurLondon

wrong path

You will note that the only time when we are truly on the
right path is that moment in the zig-zag when the plane
crosses the correct path.

If you were to ask any pilot, they will tell 57 you that once the plane
is in the air, and when it is switched on to auto-pilot, the plane’s IRS
(Instrument Reference System) takes over. The system ensures that
once the plane strayed off course, it corrects itself to finally reach its
destination. And as you can see from the diagram above, the plane
strayed away more times than not.

So it is the same with our lives. Our ‘life’ which is represented
by the ‘plane’ will constantly go off-course. And it’s through
the mistakes, set-backs and failures that we ‘learn’ to do the
right thing and finally reach our goals. We should therefore
not be afraid of the mistakes, setbacks or failures. They are
partand parcel of the journey towards our goals. And there is
no way that we can avoid them – so long as we going to learn.

Listen to what a wise-person say: – “If I’m not making any mistakes, I can be sure
I am not learning and growing.”

At this point, I would like to share an interesting finding with all of you. Why does
a pilot have to go through years of training when once a plane is on auto-pilot –
he practically doesn’t need to do anything? The answer was given by the
Chairman of Boeing Inc. during an interview on CNBC – the pilots spent years in
their training to learn about what to do WHEN THINGS GO WRONG!
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There you are. Life is not about running away from mistakes or giving up when we
fail. It is about learning how to handle them to finally reach our goals.

Consider the following that happened during the Olympics decathlon, a 10-event
athletic contest that consists of the 100-meter, 400meter, 1500-meter runs, the
110-meter high hurdles, the javelin, discus throws, shot put, pole vault, high jump
and long jump:-

Gold medalist Silver medalist
1952 Olympics:
Bob
1956 Olympics:
Milton
1960 Olympics: Rafer JohnsonC.K.

MathiasMilton Compbell
CampbellRafer Johnson
Yang

On the 28th April 1963, during an open meet in Valnut, USA, C.K. Yang
(Yang Chuang Kwang) of Taiwan won the gold and broke the world's record for
the decathlon. You will notice that in each case, success always follows a major
failure.
There is a saying that states “Suffering times are learning times!” How very
true, yet a lot of us do not realise it. Many a great man can attest to it. Their
greatest lessons in life were learnt during hard times! During the good times,
when everything is fun, somehow or other the least learning was achieved.
Things I learned that day
“I walked a mile with Folly,
She chattered all the way,
But never a thing I learned from her,
I walked a mile with Sorrow,
And never a word said she,
But oh, the things I learned that day,
When Sorrow walked with me!”

For all she had to say!
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“Failure is only the
opportunity to begin
again more
intelligently”.
Henry Ford
At an early age Henry
Ford found a job as an
apprentice mechanic in a
machine shop and at
night he worked with a
jeweller cleaning clocks.
He was 40 before he
formed the Ford Motor
Co in 1903 and even then
he appeared to be going
no where. He had
difficulties getting started
but finally he was able to
dredge up 12 hesitant stockholders who contributed a total of US$28,000 but five of them
were not too happy and soon withdrew from the tiny company.
Although he only had limited schooling, he became a technological genius and the
“father” of mass production. His innovations changed the economic and social character
of the world and the automobile industry. A newspaper once labelled him an ignoramus
(ignorant man).

It is very important, therefore, for you to realise that we should learn even in
good times. And how can we do that? By occasionally reflecting on the bad times,
when we were suffering, when we were down, when everything seemed to go
against us - because only hard times give the best teaching.
There is an ancient proverb that states: “When you are rich think about the
times when you were poor.”
Once two dejected assistants of Thomas Edison said: “We’ve just
completed our seven hundredth experiment and we still don’t have the
answer. We have failed.”
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“No, my friends, you haven’t failed,” replied Mr. Edison. “It’s just that we
know more about this subject than anyone else alive. And we are closer to finding
the answer because now we know seven hundred things not to do. Don’t call it a
mistake. Call it an ‘Education.’
“A failure in life is one who lives and fails to learn.”

By now I hope you can understand the value of hard times and the
value of failing. In fact it definitely surpasses that of success.
The value of failure is now beginning to be appreciated by more
forward and indepth thinking organisations. Many MNCs (MultiNational
Companies) today are looking out for “failed” entrepreneurs to recruit
because they have learnt lessons from their honest failures to make them
good business managers. Americans have the highest number of new
companies incorporated every year. They also have the highest number
that fold up each year and IT IS NO STIGMA TO HAVE TRIED AND
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computer business.
“We became uncompetitive by not being tolerant of mistakes....You
can stumble only if you're moving.”
Coca Cola CEO Roberto Goizueta.
“Most people make a common mistake....by thinking of failure as the
enemy of success....You've got to put failure to work for you....Go ahead
and make mistakes. Make all you can. Because, remember that's where
you'll find success - on the far side of failure.” IBM's Thomas Watson.

FAILURE often talks to us

in

a

“dumb language” that we do not
understand. If this were not true, we
would not make the same mistakes over
and over again without
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profiting from the lessons that they
might teach us. If it were not true,
we would observe more closely
the mistakes which other people make
and profit from them.

LIFE IS A STRUGGLE
We have often heard the saying “Life is a struggle.” What can we learn
from it? Turn it around and what do we have? STRUGGLE IS LIFE. Many
of us may not realise that since our conception we have been struggling.
We may not like it but in actual fact “STRUGGLE” makes us more alive! In
many cases nature has always been sending that message to us. Take
those trees which are always facing storms and winds. They are not only
stronger but their roots also grow deeper into the ground. The trees
which fight for sunlight in the jungles are definitely stronger and taller
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their shelter.
People who exercise are stronger than those who don't. Our muscles
need to struggle to make us stronger. People who work are somehow
more active than those who just sit at home doing nothing.
According to a research team from the MRC Dunn Nutrition Center in
Cambridge, England - cars, televisions and modern labour saving devices
can be harmful to our health. The trouble is – everyday levels of energy
expenditure have dropped. The study found that more than a third of
adults get less than 20 minutes of moderate exercise each week and
fewer than half ever participate in active sports. With the dramatic
increase in car ownership, people are less likely to walk even short
distances. The biggest culprit is the dreaded television set.

The calm which puts us to sleep may be more fatal than the storm
which keeps us awake.
Most people think that taking the easy way out or having an easy life without
difficulties or problems is good. It is a very serious misconception. Who wants a
tough, hard life? I for one would not like it. But what I am 65 putting forward
here is that struggle, be it physical or mental, is necessary to make us grow
stronger in body and mind.

Struggle forces us to move when we would otherwise stand still. And it leads
us eventually to the full realisation that success comes only through struggle.
Nothing worthwhile in life is ever achieved without a struggle. If it were easy,
everyone would do it.
When we climb up the ladder of life, we need to think (mental struggle).
When we let ourselves slide, doing nothing and succumbing to an easy life, we
tend to stop the thinking process.

The following two findings may cast some light on what I want to put forward:-

An experiment was held at a nursing home in Connecticut USA where elderly
residents were each given a choice of houseplants to care for and were asked to
make a number of small decisions about their daily routines. One and a half years
later, these people were more cheerful, active and alert than a similar group in
the same institution who were not given the choices and responsibilities. More
than twice the number of them were still alive compared to the other group.

Another study revealed that people who did volunteer work at least once a week
outlived those who didn't by more than two and a half times to one. That implies
that doing something (struggle) for other people is a powerful contributor to
health and long life.

Now, under what circumstances does a person need to struggle? Definitely not
when things are moving smoothly or when things are easy. Struggle is needed
when we face difficulties or problems which usually occur when we FAIL!

When we fail we need to struggle to climb up. When we fail again we have to
struggle again. During my research to write this book, I found out one thing that
stands out in the lives of all great men. Those who underwent greater or MORE
struggles became stronger and greater men!

Failure will give rise to great difficulties and problems but interestingly
enough they also offer us the opportunity to be exposed to struggling
again.
“Struggle is an opportunity”.
Napoleon Hill.

“Failure is in a sense the highway to success, in as much as every
discovery of what is false leads us to seek earnestly after what is true, and
every fresh experience points out some form of error which we shall
afterward carefully avoid”.
Keats.

“The battle of life, in most cases is fought

67 uphill, and to win it without a

struggle is almost like winning without honour. If there were no difficulties, there
would be no success; if there would be nothing to struggle for, there would be
nothing to be achieved. Difficulties may intimidate the weak, but they act only as
a wholesome stimulus to men of resolution and valor. All experience of life,
indeed serves to prove that the impediments thrown in the way of human
advancement may, for the most part, be overcome by steady good conduct,
honest zeal, activity, perseverance, and by a determination to
overcome difficulties.”
Edmund Burke.

“Maybe Malaysians feel that by taking it easy, they do not need the
challenges faced by other communities such as wars, starvation and abject
poverty. As a result, we have lost our dynamism and spirit of adventurism.
All these must change. We must prepare ourselves mentally to scale the
highest mountain, explore the deepest sea and venture into areas alien to
us.” - Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad
The Former Prime Minister of Malaysia, who was once sacked from the
ruling party and who once lost an election in 1969. These adversities have
honed his political skills and he became a minister only after 30 years of
struggle. At one stage he came close to being behind bars.
He was born on Friday 20th December 1925 and was raised by a loving
mother and a father who was a disciplinarian. His studies were halted by
the Second World War but he made use of it by opening a stall to sell
drinks, cakes and fruits. On other days he would sell handicrafts. He
worked as a clerk in a District office before he took up his medicine course
at the King Edward VII College in Singapore. He became one of the longest
serving Prime Minister in history – 22 years! Even after he stepped down as
the PM, his words still carry weight.

“It is not what we read,
but what we remember,
that makes us learned.
It is not what we intend,
but what we do, that
makes us useful.
It is not a few faint
wishes, but a life long
struggle, that makes us

”

valiant.

Henry Ward Beecher

To close this chapter, I would like to share with you the story of the Emperor
Moth. The Emperor Moth as its name suggests is the most majestic species
among all the moths. It has wide wings spanning out majestically when it flies.
Before it can become a full grown moth, it has to be a pupa in a cocoon. Now, the
very interesting fact about the Emperor Moth’s cocoon is that the neck of the
cocoon is especially narrow.
In order that it can become a moth, the pupa of this Emperor Moth must first
squeeze its way out of the narrow neck. One day while watching a “poor” pupa
trying to struggle its way out of the cocoon, a “kind” scientist decided to help by
using a scalpel to cut and widen the neck so that it would be easier for the pupa
to come out. Sure enough the pupa came out without much of a struggle, but the
poor moth was not able to fly when it came out. It could only crawl on the
ground. After a few days it died crawling on the ground instead of spending its
life flying in the sky with its majestic wings!

It was later found out that in order for it to be able to fly it has to undergo the
process where it struggles and squeezes its way out of the narrow neck because
it is through this “squeezing” process that the fluid is being pumped into the
veins of the wings making it strong enough to be able to fly when it comes out!

Well, you see, the struggles of life, the heartaches, the pains are all a necessity
if you want to be great. So instead of cursing and swearing, understand and
cherish them while you are experiencing them as they are part of the making of a
man.

The Making Of A Man
The making of a man, the making of a man.
I walked down memory lane today
Reliving moments of the past,
I saw the making of a man
And the joy that came at last.
Shattered hopes and broken dreams
Marked the pages as they turned,
I saw the making of a man
From the lessons that he’d learned.
Every heartache through the years
( Through the years )
Had been sent by Nature’s own hand.
And the shedding of those tears were
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Chorus:
The making of a man,
The breaking of a heart.
How Nature can take a life
And give it a new start.
If you’ll just believe
All things are possible!
Oh, what Nature can do
If you’re willing to go through
The making of a man, The making of a man,
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And each trial along the way
Brought him closer Nature,
He was strengthened day by day
As he learned to love Nature more,
Through it all, shone bright and clear
(Bright and clear)
From these memories of the past
(The memories)
How Nature’s love had used each tear
To make a better man at last.

Chorus: SUCCESS & FAILURE

SUCCESS & FAILURE
I DO NOT CHOOSE TO BE A COMMON MAN
I DO NOT CHOOSE TO BE A COMMON MAN IT IS
MY RIGHT TO BE UNCOMMON I SEEK
OPPORTUNITY, NOT SECURITY, I DO NOT WISH
TO BE A KEPT CITIZEN, COWERED AND DELUDED
BY HAVING THE STATE TO LOOK AFTER ME
I WANT TO TAKE THE CALCULATED
RISK, TO DREAM AND TO BUILD, TO
FAIL AND TO SUCCEED.
I REFUSE TO BARTER INCENTIVE FOR THE
DOLE

I PREFER THE CHALLENGES OF LIFE TO DOLE
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I PREFER THE CHALLENGES OF LIFE TO THE
GUARANTEED EXISTENCE; THE THRILL OF
FULFILLMENT INSTEAD OF A STALE UTOPIA
I WILL NOT TRADE FREEDOM FOR
BENEFICENCE, NOR MY DIGNITY FOR A
HANDOUT.
I WILL NEVER COWER BEFORE ANY MASTER,
NOR BEND TO ANY THREAT IT IS MY HERITAGE
TO STAND ERECT, PROUD AND UNAFRAID TO
THINK AND ACT FOR MYSELF TO ENJOY THE
BENEFITS OF MY CREATIONS AND TO FACE THE
WORLD BOLDLY, AND TO SAY "THIS I HAVE DONE".
ALL THIS IS WHAT IT MEANS TO BE A MAN

die too
Ssoonomefrommenover-eating.
Others die from strong

drink, while still others
just wither up and die
because they have
nothing else to do.

and growth
Scometrength
only through

continuous effort and
struggle and disuse
brings atrophy and
decay.

T he creative thinker realises

the potential value of mistakes
and errors.
The history of discoveries
is filled with people who
used
erroneous
assumptions and failed
ideas as stepping-stones to
new ideas.

I f you have tried and met

with failure; if you have
planned and watched your
plans as they were crushed
before your eyes; just
remember that the greatest
men in all history were the
products of courage, and
courage, you know, is born
in the cradle of adversity.
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CHAPTER 4
FEAR OF FAILURE
During the Business Award ceremony in 1993, the former Prime Minister
of Singapore Mr. Lee Kuan Yew quoted several entrepreneurs saying that
Singaporeans seldom like to try and have a “Kia-Su” attitude, which
translated means “scared of losing”, “fear of losing or losing out” or “fear
of failing”. (The whole text of his reported speech is given free as a
supplement together with this book.)

Having visited this island republic quite 79 often and having a number of friends
there, I do truly understand what Mr. Lee was trying to say. In fact it was already
a common joke in Singapore that men there were suffering from 3 “K”s - Kiasu
(fear of losing), Kia See (fear of dying) and Kia Bo (fear of the wife). It may sound
like a joke but there is always some truth in humour.

There is even a book “Mr. Kia-Su” which has become a runaway success in
this island republic. The last I heard, it had become so popular that they
will be “exporting” the character Mr Kia-Su internationally.

Billi (right) with Mr. Johnny Lau, the creator of the “Mr. Kia Su”
character.

I have seen how the people of Singapore struggled to transform their country
from a backwater into one of the most modern and affluent societies in the
world.
Today the people of Singapore are having a wonderful life - a
good life, an affluent and easier life. They have abundance,
quality, standards, all the good things of life. It’s a natural
tendency of human nature that when we reach a state of
comfort or contentment, we begin to fear the rocking of that
“state”. When we don’t have, we don’t have such fear because
we have nothing to lose. When we “have” we begin to fear as
we now have “something” to lose.
This reminds me of a conversation I had 81 with a successful elderly
businessman when I first entered the world of business. When asked
why he was being conservative, he said, “we are conservative because
we have something to conserve.” How very true!
Ironically, from all the studies made regarding success, one of
the things that pull people away from success is the fear of
failing. It is the fear of failing that usually prevents a person
from succeeding.
“Everyone has talent. What is rare is the courage to follow the
talent to the dark place where it leads.”
Erica Jong

“A great deal of talent is lost to the world for want of a little
courage. Everyday sends to their graves obscene men whom
timidity prevented from making a first effort.”
Sydney Smith.
“It seems to me that people have vast potential. Most people
can do extraordinary things if they have the confidence to take
risks. Yet most people don’t. They sit in front of the telly and
treat life as if it goes on forever.”
Philip Adams.
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"Life is either a daring adventure or nothing".
Helen Keller
She was deprived of sight, hearing and the ability to speak before the
age of two. She later not only learned how to read, write and speak
but became the author of several articles, books and biographies.

The fear of failure is not embedded in “failure” per se. It is
actually also embedded in how society will react to those who
fail. What would people say if I fail? How would I be able to
face others?

“Men are disturbed not by things that happen, but by their
opinion of the things that happen.”
Epitetus.

Somehow it boils down to the stigma that society has about failing
which again comes 83 back to what I said in my previous chapter
society has put a very negative and low value on the failing
experience. I hope this book will begin to put a different perspective
on failing and accord it its rightful value so that the fear of failure shall
no longer hang over our heads.
Imagine a society where people would be prepared to try and
fail. Where people are not scared of failing. Imagine how many
more inventions could have been made. Imagine how much
more the world can achieve. If you were to observe carefully
you would note that all the great works of the world have
been accomplished by courage, and the world’s greatest
victories have been born out of defeat.

"For more people to become entrepreneurs, we have to
change our attitude towards those who fail."
Lee Kuan Yew
The former Prime Minister of Singapore who transformed
Singapore from a backwater port to one of the most
affluent societies in the world. When he was four years
old, his angry father once held him over a well by the ears
to punish him for breaking a jar. As a kid, he played
games that nurtured “a fighting spirit and the will to
win.”
Lee’s youth was marked by hardship, resilience and
resourcefulness, some of the qualities that lie behind
Singapore’s emergence as a successful city-state. To keep
his family fed during the Japanese occupation of
Singapore, he tried everything – working for the Japanese
propaganda department, dealing with black market
goods, selling cakes and even starting a gummaking
business. He credits the 31/2 years of harsh methods of
Japanese rule with providing him a “first degree in the
realities of life.”

In order for us to continue to progress it is inevitable that we
should take on something more or enter a new frontier. And
to do that there is always a risk and risk is always accompanied
by a chance that we may fail to achieve the goal. Yes, it is
inevitable: We cannot discover new oceans unless we have
the courage to lose sight of the shore.
It is very interesting to note that the Chinese character for
“opportunity” is derived from two words “crisis or trouble”
and “gathering or meeting”.

+

=

crisis or
trouble
gathering or
meeting
Crisis and trouble all gathered together gives you
“OPPORTUNITY”. And as Einstein said, “Hidden in trouble lies
the key to our own magnificent opportunity.”
In other words, we can’t have opportunity without going
through some risk, which is what you will experience in crisis
or trouble.
“If something fails despite being carefully planned, carefully
designed, and conscientiously executed, that failure often
bespeaks underlying change and with it, opportunity.”
Peter Drucker.
Entrepreneurs throughout the world understand this more than
anybody else. If you want to be an entrepreneur, there are several
reasons why you should understand this. There are no two ways
about it. You just can’t play it safe and expect opportunity to fall onto

your lap. Any great opportunity is never safe. There has to be some
risk involved, whether it be a calculated one or not. To the true
entrepreneurs there is no such thing as a “safe” great opportunity.
The greater the risk the greater will be the opportunity because only
very few would dare to attempt it.

The entrepreneur knows that a ship in harbour is safe but that is not
what ships are built for. To sum it up, I would like to say that those
who only want to succeed and are not prepared to fail have already
reached the limits of their success.

With the fall of communism and the breakup of the former Soviet
Union, the opening of Indonesia, the opening of Mainland China,
India, came all the risky markets, paths that have not been trodden.
Governments are urging their people to invest there.

Entrepreneurs are jumping in. Not all are going to succeed. Many are
going to fail but that is exactly how the human race is going to
progress. “No pain, no gain.”

"Businessmen fish in troubled waters. When the sea looks
very calm, you are unlikely to catch fish. But when you
see trouble in the water, then you should fish there
because the big fish are driving the small fish up to the
surface... In every crisis, big fortunes are made".
Mr Robert Kuok Hock Nien, Malaysia's most successful global businessman.

“There are risks and costs to a programme of action but they are far less than the
long range risks and costs of comfortable inaction.”
John F. Kennedy.

If we are not prepared to risk the possibility of failing, do not envy those who
have better things in life. They have paid their price.

There is a saying :
“If your life is free of failures, maybe you are not taking enough risk.”
How very true! And this applies to people in every walk of life.

“During the first period of a man’s life, the danger is not to take
the risk.”
Danish philosopher.

“Our doubts are traitors and make us lose the good we often might win by
fearing to attempt.”
William Shakespeare.

rporation under its wing, is one of the largest companies
of its kind in South East Asia.

man who
TmakesHEnoonlymistakes
is
the man who never
does anything. Do not
be afraid of mistakes
providing you do not
make the same one
twice.
—Roosevelt.

man's reach
A
should exceed his
grasp or else what's
heaven for?
Robert Browning

CHAPTER 5
FAILURE IN RELATIONSHIPS
There is a very popular saying that “Behind every successful man there is a
woman.” In fact, behind every failure there could be a woman, too.
In legends and history we can remember Delilah and the downfall of
Samson, Helen of Troy - the face that launched a thousand ships, Queen
Guinevere of Old England, Cleopatra and the fall of the Roman Empire.
Josephine de Beauharnais, Queen Anne of England, Czarina Alexandria of
Russia and the Empress
Dowager of China.
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I am not trying to say that women are the cause of failures. For that
matter it could be that a man is the cause of a woman failing in her
endeavours. It so happens that history always shows man playing the
leading role. There could be countless numbers of men who caused the
downfall of women that have gone unrecorded. In fact more and more
women today are playing a more and more important role than any other
time in the history of mankind; examples of which are Margaret Thatcher,
the former Prime Minister of Britain; Benazir Bhutto, the former Prime
Minister of Pakistan; Khaleda Zia, Prime Minister of Bangladesh;
Chandrika Kumaratunga,

President of Sri Lanka; Indira Gandhi, former Prime Minister of India;
Golda Meir, former Prime Minister of Israel; Tansu Ciller, Prime Minister
of Turkey; Corazon Aquino and Gloria Macapagal Arroyo, former and
present President of the Philippines respectively; Evita, the first lady of
Argentina; Madeleine Albright, the first US lady Secretary of State; Helen
Clark, the Prime Minister of New Zealand; Megawati Sukarno Putri, the
Former President of Indonesia, Michelle Bachelet, Chile’s first female
president and Sonia Gandhi, just to name a few. Anyway in this chapter I
would just like to focus on the relationship which ever way it causes an
effect.
You will recall earlier that I mentioned about a failed relationship. In fact in the
course of my years I have had three failed relationships! I guess that makes me
quite qualified to touch on this topic. If you feel it is not enough I would like to
add that I have many friends, both married or unmarried using me as their “ears”
to listen to their problems in their relationships. I have sort of become their
unpaid marriage counsellor.

First and foremost I would like to touch on a topic that most of us may not be
totally aware of. Don’t be surprised! Men and women are basically different!
What I mean is precisely that - different! Most of us tend to think that men and
women are different just by sex only, that the rest is the same as we are all
human beings. I would like to categorically stress here that a man and a woman
are two separate and different human beings! If we expect our spouse or
girlfriend/boyfriend to think and feel like us, to be the same as us, from day one
we would be heading for the “rocks” in our relationship.
Even though I was a biology student, it never occurred to me until later in my
years when everything became quite clear and further investigation proved that
the biological difference between the male and the female gave rise to a different

set of hormones and chemical components in our bodies resulting in different
emotional and thinking patterns.
The emphasis is different, the priorities are
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example, can change the mood of a person dramatically. You can understand why
some women are very moody during their menstruation. I have personally
experienced a state when I was down with “jaundice”. Because of the bile in my
blood stream, my skin and my eyes turned yellowish. My whole countenance was
different. I was not interested in anything. Life seemed meaningless and I felt
suicidal. Ask any doctor and they will confirm these symptoms, which is primarily
the result of excessive bile in the blood stream. So do you expect woman and
man to be the same when the hormonal composition of man and woman is not
the same?

Women and men look at love with different eyes. It is an ideal for one to
expect the other to love us for what we are. To my knowledge most men
love a girl physically whereas a girl would love a man for what he can
provide. There is nothing wrong in both aspects. A man loves what he
sees and girls love what they can get. They are in a way very similar.
Because, for a man, what he sees is what he gets. We are talking about
the different priorities between men and women. Of course on a different
plane, there will be things which overlap like power and money. Generally
at the level when both you and your partner are just starting out in life, a
man would go for the beauty aspect of a woman whereas a girl would
look for the money or status. Generally a girl would go for money and
time. This is where the conflict usually comes in. When a man is struggling
to bring home “money”, most of the “time” he is not around. Life is such
that we need to “sell” our “time” in exchange for “money” and by the
time the man gets back, the little “time” left could be the time that he
needs to rest, not time to care for his partner. This may be the beginning
of a rift in their relationship . But if the man tries to keep time for her
instead of spending it to earn more money, in the end he will not have
enough to buy what she wants or bring her to places that she longs to go.
Money would then be a problem in the relationship. A survey in the
United States of America some time ago cited 30 percent of problems in
marriages as financial in nature.
“Money isn’t everything, but it sure keeps you in touch with
your kids.”

It is very important for the spouse to understand what the other
party is trying to do especially when one is struggling towards one's
financial goal. Give him or her all the necessary support that you can.
Temporary sacrifices have to be made for future happiness, especially
when we know how money can affect our relationship.
“Money is not everything but everything needs money.”
Never, never, never hen-peck your spouse. You should at all times encourage
your spouse to 99
venture out, to be himself or herself should that be his or her destiny. It is
sad to see many enterprising people being kept in their house, against their
own basic nature. Many end up “glued” to the television set.

Don’t expect people to love you for what you are. In fact what we are
changes every minute, every second. Even our values and perception
undergo changes through time. Bear this in mind, I will come back to this
important point later on.

But how am I going to handle a broken relationship ? Especially when
the one who wants the break is the other party and not you. Well, you will
feel devastated, your heart will “ache” and you may have sleepless nights,
you won’t be able to eat well etc. ... All this is very understandable
because you have been emotionally torn. A part of you is attached to the
other party and it's been cut yet is still attached. Imagine your arms being
cut while you are still holding onto the other party. You can imagine the
pain. If you don’t feel the pain then either you have emotionally cooled
off or your feelings are abnormal.

Under these circumstances, the best way is to channel your emotional energy
into something else, if possible your work etc. ...

We all know that one of the greatest energies is that of our sexual urge which if
properly channelled will create great things. (I recommend a proper reading of
Napoleon Hill’s book Think and Grow Rich Chapter 11 – The mystery of sex
transmutation). At a time like this I would not personally recommend channelling
the energy to a new guy or girl. Chances are we may make a wrong move. But if
you do, make it very clear to the other party that there is absolutely NO
commitment. Never go for the bottle or drugs because that will definitely pull
you down further. Well, you may not care at all, you may already have felt like
committing suicide - so what the hell!
Well, committing suicide is not only hell but it is also plain stupid!
For one thing, the other party will be having a hell of a time while you are
committing suicide and secondly, committing suicide is the sure way that
she will never be able to come back to you even if she wants to!
“There are no real successes without rejection. The more rejection you
get, the better you are, the more you’ve learned, the closer you are to
your outcome.”

Concentrate on building your future in your work or your business and let time
pass by. The emphasis here is to let time pass by because after a couple of years
either pay our
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notice that he or she is a different person. He or she may not be the person you
have loved. A lot of us, when we broke off, are caught and stuck at a moment in
time. And that moment is like a vision and until we see the reality, only then will
the vision be broken and you will be free. As I said before, people change every
second and minute. The beautiful or handsome person whom you thought you
would love forever is now an old hag, bogged down by children or an old
unsuccessful haggard man!

Fikiran Syndicate.

Elizabeth Taylor then.....

.....now

Fikiran Syndicate.

Marlon Brando then.....

.....now

Similarly in business, don’t feel bitter. To have loved and failed is better
than never to have loved at all. There is so much to learn from a failed
love affair than from a successful one ! Just as you can learn so much
from a failed venture, you too can learn a lot from a failed relationship.
One day you may look back and thank Nature for those failed
relationships. And you will realise that good times, bad times and all
times pass over.
And always remember,

“To be upset over what you don’t have is to waste what you do have.”
Ken Keyes Jr.

“Do not take life's experiences too seriously. Above all, do not let them
hurt you for in reality they are nothing worthy but dream experiences.
If circumstances are bad and you have to bear them, do not make them
part of you. Play your part in life, but never forget that it is only a role.”
Paramahan Yogananda.

Many people rush into relationships and marriages for various reasons. One
reason is that they feel lonely and therefore need a partner. But remember that
loneliness can still occur even when you have a partner. There are many people
who have many friends and yet they feel lonely inside. Everything comes from
within you. In my opinion, if you are meant to be by yourself without a partner, it
is absolutely all right. Do not force or be forced to tie the matrimonial knot unless
you find a real good reason.

Alone does not mean you are lonely
There are 3 laws which I have observed that affects one’s happiness:-
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4(1) Man-made Laws
(2) Natural Laws
(3) Social and Moral Laws
Man-made Laws are laws which are set or made by man. For example,
like when you break the speed limit and you are fined. That would not
make you happy. But I am sure you would not be unhappy for the rest of
the year just because of a traffic ticket! So, man-made laws only can
affect your happiness temporarily – unless of course if you are sentenced
for 40 years in Jail. But interestingly even in jail, people can be happy
after a certain period because they don’t have to worry about where the
next meal is coming from or about a job or money.

Natural Laws are those like the Laws of gravity etc. It’s natural for people
to grow old and die. Nobody lives forever. So, let’s say one day your
loved one passes away. You would feel very sad and grief for a certain
period but would you grief for the rest of your life? Those who do so
would be “unnatural” because whatever grieving in the world would not
be able to bring their dear one back. Hence, the effects of natural laws on
our happiness is normally also temporary.

Lastly, we come to the main culprit which affects a lot of people’s
happiness – the social and moral laws. It’s interesting to note that this
culprit is not even written at all. It’s just an “unspoken law” or perception
set by a 105 particular society or community in which one lives in. A
good example would be marriage. Who says one must be married? Who
says a woman must have a baby? Who says a woman must be married by
such and such an age? Who says a man must go out and work? Is there
anything wrong being a house-husband?

The list can go on and on. Countless of social and moral laws are
unwritten but they are the causes of a lot of unhappiness in many
people’s lives. As far as I am concerned – to HELL with them! I am here to
live my own life and not my neighbours’. It’s our lives not theirs! And if
you analyse them carefully, most of these social and moral laws don’t
have much fundamental basis at all! So why let them affect your
happiness? Life already has enough of its problems.

Perhaps the last word in this chapter should come from one of the greatest
teachers of all time – Socrates.

When Socrates reached his 50's, he took a wife, Xanthippe who was known to be
very bad-tempered and a nag. Socrates was certainly not an ideal husband. He
would leave home every morning without fail and returned each evening
sometimes quite late if he had a function to attend. At the end of the week,
though, there was no paycheck.

Story has it that once Socrates, as usual, was discussing ideas and thoughts with a
friend in his (Socrates') house. They discussed non-stop the whole day until
Xanthippe was so fed-up and began to scold and chase them out of the house.
Outside the house they would gather two stools and continue on discussing and
questioning till the middle of the night. Xanthippe, driven finally to desperation,
took a pail of water, went over to the balcony and poured it onto them. Socrates
soaking wet, reacted by saying “You know my friend, after the thunder, there will
always come the rain”.

Socrates
Socrates had the distinction of being one of the ugliest men of his time. He
was short and pudgy. His eyes were frog-like, his lips were thick and he had
a stubby nose. His manner of dress added nothing to his grotesque form.
He owned one wool cloak which he wore the whole year round. He was
also in the habit of going shirtless and barefoot even in winter. However he
is one of the greatest figures in the history of philosophy.

Florence Nightingale
At a time when the nursing field was considered only for the ignorant or “loose” women,
she announced her intention to enter nursing much to her mother’s horror.
Owing largely to her selfless effort, Nightingale transformed nursing from its lowly
beginning into a modern and professional discipline which has tended to millions of sick
people all over the world.

Dedication

DEDICATION
This page is dedicated to my beloved sister
Betsy Lim Peng Gek who passed away unexpectedly at the peak of her nursing
career on the 17th July 1996. On the morning of that fateful day, she had saved
the life of an Indian woman who had a dead foetus in her womb.
Being the first in our family to work, it was her nursing income which helped to
supplement the funds for the education of many of my younger sisters and brother
including myself.

The nursing profession had always been her first love.

The

CHAPTER 6
CONSEQUENCES OF FAILING IN OUR SOCIETY
Failing is definitely not the “in” thing in our society today. The world today loves a
winner and losers are not accepted. We have reached the stage where nobody
should make mistakes and people who make mistakes are punished. The message
seems to be that life is made up of winners and losers. If you are not number one
or in the top five, you have failed.

It may seem ironic that through the ages, humans have only learnt through
mistakes.
The billions of humans in history have had to make
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quadrillions of mistakes to have arrived at the state where we now have
150,000 common words to identify unique experiences, yet we are
castigated for any mistakes - the same mistakes which helped us reach
our civilised stage today.

It is interesting to note that in the thirteenth century, people who did not become
monks were considered failures.

So, notwithstanding the fact that we actually learn from mistakes, we are going to
be punished for making them. As such we must be prepared for the
consequences that will follow once we fail.

When you fail, there are a number of things which you should not expect. For
example, don’t expect people to praise you for failing. Don’t expect people to

understand why you failed. Don’t expect not to be blamed. Don’t expect all your
“friends” to be still around you. Don’t expect to live in the same kind of luxury
which you are used to. Don’t expect to get much moral encouragement from
people. Don’t expect to have people lending you money to tide you over. Don’t
expect your bank to further provide you with a loan. Don’t expect your girlfriend
to treat you the same way. Don’t even expect any member of your family to
understand you. Don’t expect to eat or sleep well. Don’t expect that you would
still like to go out and meet people.

Why do I paint the scenario in such a bad light? The fact is that the above
happens naturally in a society which rewards the winner and punishes the loser.

I remember when I experienced my first major failure in my life, I had to sell off
my car and get a second-hand old crock. I had to live on instant noodles for
breakfast, lunch and dinner. I had to stoop to living in a rented room. A lot of my
friends were not anywhere to be seen. I was accused of squandering the
company’s fund. The bank was on my back for a guarantee I gave. And finally
almost six months later my girlfriend left me. My funds were running low and all
the bad things seemed to be happening at the same time. To tell you the truth I
nearly “died”.

Throughout my life, I have yet to see someone being praised or rewarded for
failure. Such is the society that we live in. So it is imperative to know what to
expect when one fails and to prepare for it.

Many of your opponents will pass comments like “There! I told you so ...” And
personally you will inevitably feel a humbling effect and feel a bit awkward at
meeting people. All this is in fact a very natural process when one experiences
failure. You are not going to be the first person in the world to experience it. In
fact all great men who have had major failures in their lives have gone through
this stage which has moulded them to prepare for their future greatness.

In my personal experience, when one fails it is useless to brood over that failure
but it is very important to find out where and why one failed. To me, to know
why we fail is more important than succeeding without knowing why. Perhaps
the following statements can prove my point further:-

“... The courage to adhere to the truth as we learn it involves, then, the
courage to face ourselves, with the clear admission of all the mistakes we
have made - mistakes are sins only when not admitted.”
R. Buckminster Fuller.

“I’ve made mistakes all my life, and if there is one thing that has helped me, it is
the fact that when I make one, I never stop to talk about it. I just go ahead and
make some more.” James B. Duke.

It’s never fruitful to regret or blame others for the decisions that we have made. I
have learnt and learnt well that whatever decision we make ourselves even if it is
influenced by others is our responsibilityy and remains ours alone. Nobody is to
be blamed for that decision. We can listen to all kinds of opinions but always
remember that the responsibility of the decision is ours and ours alone.

Accurate thinkers permit no one to do their thinking for them. Successful people
have a definite system by which they reach decisions with accuracy. They gather
information and get the opinions of others, but in the final analysis, they reserve
to themselves the privilege of making the final decision.

Do not blame yourself if you have made a wrong decision, learn from it. Most of
the time we make a decision which at that point in time we felt was right and if it
turned out to be wrong it’s okay, don’t blame yourself for it. One can’t avoid the
fact that we may make a wrong decision. But all it takes is a right one in so many
wrong decisions to turn everything around. The factory of the great inventor
Thomas Edison once caught fire. As he helplessly watched it burn, his costly
experiment and equipment going up in smoke, he called his son Charles. “Come
Charles!” he said, “You will never see anything like this again!” And then he called
his wife. As the three stood gazing at the blazing inferno, Edison smiled and said,
“There go all our mistakes! Now we can start over afresh!”

Immediately he started rebuilding his factory and it was not long after that he
invented the phonograph!

“Past failures are the guidepost for future success.”
Anonymous.
“Until you try, you don’t know what you can’t do.”
Cardinal Newman.

"Don't call it a mistake, call it an education".
Thomas Alva Edison (1847-1931)
Despite having only three months of formal education, he became one of
the greatest inventors of all times. When he died he held over 1300 US and
foreign patents.

To further prepare you to take the bombardment when it comes I would
like to share this interesting story with you.
Once there was a middle-aged monk who lived near a village. One day a
young village girl became pregnant by her boyfriend. Because of her fear
of exposing her boyfriend, she pointed her finger at the monk when her
parents asked her who was responsible. What? A monk making her
pregnant? The next day the whole village turned up to blame the monk.
“How could you?” “You dirty monk!”

“You are a disgrace!” “Get out of our village!” “I have always thought that you
were a hypocrite!”. Some even attempted to beat him
up.
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After listening to all the accusations made, what the monk said was “Is
that so?” and went back to meditate in his hut. Months went by and
finally a child was born to the girl. Forced to find a father for the child,
the parents and the villagers once again went up and approached the
monk saying “You are responsible, therefore you should bring up the
child” “You should be the father!” Once again the monk said nothing
except “Is that so?” and took the young baby in his arms and went into
his hut.
By this time, the monk had lost his reputation, which did not trouble him, but he
took very good care of the child. He obtained milk from his neighbours and
everything else the little one needed.

After a year or so, feeling very ashamed and guilty and longing to see her child,
the girl finally told the real story to her parents. When all the villagers came to
know the truth, imagine the shame that they felt. So all of them gathered
together and approached the monk offering their apologies and to ask for his
forgiveness. And again the monk said “Is that so?” and handed the child over to
the young mother.
I have always believed that when you are right, one thousand angels swearing
that you are wrong does not matter but when you are wrong, ten
thousand angels swearing that you are right will not make any
difference.

“Seek always for the answer within
Be not influenced by those around you, by their thoughts or their words.”
Eileen Caddy.

At this point I would like to share with you one very important truth in life. The
ancient Chinese call it the “eight winds”! It is called the “eight winds” because it
tends to sway a person from one end to the other or vice versa.

All human beings tend to be affected by the eight winds which are :Praise

and

Blame

Fame

and

Defamation

(Honour)

(Dishonour)

Gain

and

Loss

Joy

and

Sorrow

(Happiness)

You will notice that on one side when you “succeed” four winds (Praise,
fame, gain and joy) will blow your way. And when you “fail” it’s only
natural that the other four winds (blame, defamation, loss and sorrow)
will blow your way too.

The important thing that one must practise 119 to achieve is not to be cowered
or swayed by these eight winds should we succeed or fail. That would answer the
question why some people become very arrogant when they succeed or so
withdrawn when they fail.

“It is easy enough to be pleasant,
When life flows along like a song,
But the man worthwhile
Is the one who will smile
When everything goes dead wrong!”

I would like to end this chapter by leaving you with these three sayings
which I believe would provide you strength to weather whatever
consequences that may come your way.

“It is not the critic that counts, not the man who points out how the
strong man stumbled or where the doer of deeds could have done them
better. The credit belongs to the man who is actually in the arena; whose
face is marred by dust and sweat and blood; who strives valiantly, who
errs, and comes short again and again because there is no effort without
woe and shortcomings, who does actually try to do the deed; who knows
the great enthusiasm, the great devotion and spends himself in a worthy
cause, who at the worst if he fails, at least fails while daring greatly. For
better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs even though
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nor suffer much because they live in the grey twilight that knows neither
victory nor defeat.”
Theodore Roosevelt.

“Trials are but lessons that you failed to learn presented once again. So
where you made a faulty choice before, you can now make a better one
and thus escape all pain that what you chose before has brought to you.”
Anonymous.

“Everything is a test,
To see what you will do
Mistaking what’s before your eyes,
You’ll have to start anew.”
Master Hsuan Hua.

Billi (squatting, left) together with his late master, Venerable Master Hsuan Hua in
California, USA, 1982.

Faith, vows and practice are the three prerequisites for
cultivation of the pure Land Dharma Door . First believe
there is a Land of ultimate Bliss. Secondly, have faith in
Amitabha Buddha. Thirdly, believe that you and
Amitabha Buddha have a great karmic affinity, and that
you can certainly be born in the Land of Ultimate Bliss

"For better it is to dare mighty things, to win glorious triumphs even
though checkered by failure, than to rank with those poor spirits who
neither enjoy nor suffer much because they live in the grey twilight that
knows neither victory nor defeat".
Theodore Roosevelt (1858-1919)
The 26th President of the United States.

Picasso is one of the few artists in history to have
become a legend in his own life-time. He was
born in 1881 in Spain. As a boy, he hated school.
The basics of reading,
writing
and
arithmetic seemed so difficult for him that his
father feared he might grow up illiterate. His
father being an artteacher however spotted that
his son had a talent for drawing and carefully
nurtured him. Pablo Picasso
Les Demoiselles d'Avignon, with its semi-abstract design and geometrical
form was his first cubist picture. When he unveiled it to his friends, their
reaction was one of immediate and unanimous disapproval. They laughed
and called it a “hoax”, and accused him of trying to ridicule the modern art
movement. But for Picasso, criticism was a stimulant. Today this landmark
of contemporary art hangs in the museum of 123 Modern Art in New York.

HERE is a sure way
Tto avoid
criticism: be
nothing and do
nothing. Kill off all
ambition. The remedy
never fails.

O what you feel
“D
in your heart is right –
for you’ll be criticized
anyway. You’ll be
damned if you do, and
damned if you don’t .

”

Eleanor Roosevelt

“T here’s only one
thing in the world
worse than being
talked about, and that
is not being talked

”

about.

Oscar Wilde

CHAPTER 7
FEAR OF NOT GETTING A JOB
Human society today seems to be preoccupied with getting a job. A lot of
governments in the world give priorities to creating jobs. Governments have even
been toppled because they couldn’t provide jobs for their citizens! Some go to
the extent of providing allowances for those who don’t have jobs. Students are
being pressured in schools to get good grades so that they can get a job. Parents
send their children for extra tuition so that their children will do better in order to
get a better job. I know some parents who told me that they have no choice but
to send their
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able to catch up with the rest of the class because all of the children are going for
extra classes. There are even cases where the mothers attend the classes
themselves and actually help their children in the school itself! What is going on?

I hope we will realise it before it is too late. No wonder the rate of child suicide is
rising all over the world especially in countries where such things occur. (A report
in Hong Kong noted that the number of pupils seeking psychological counselling
increased 55 percent during the past five years. And 236 pupils committed or
attempted suicide between September 1991 and August 1994).

The trend has reached the extent that people who are out of a job or temporarily
out of a job tend to be despised. Sometimes parents tend to put pressure on a
son or daughter who has been hanging around in a household without a job for a
period of time, and the poor guy or girl is forced to get whatever job he or she
can lay hands on.This is the Kia Su attitude or “fear of losing or losing out”
syndrome that I am talking about.

“Some parents worry that their kids might fail. I’m concerned because mine are in
their mid-30s and haven’t failed yet. If they don’t hurry, it will be too late for
them to fail and learn anything from it.”

Al Neuharth, Founder of USA Today.

What is the aim of education? To me education is to teach a person how to bring
out the best that is in one self and to develop one self to one’s greatest potential
and to be able to think and feel

But the end nowadays seems to be just getting a job, finding a job-JOB!
JOB! JOB! It doesn’t matter what kind of job. It doesn’t matter whether
one likes the job or not so long as one gets a job.

This often leads to the other side of the coin, where when a person gets a job, he
is scared of losing the job. So much so that I have known many friends and people
who are so stuck in their jobs, frustrated like a square peg in a round hole. Many
have been complaining 129 and grumbling over wanting to get out and start
something on their own but are yet scared of losing their comfortable jobs. Thus
the vicious cycle continues.

“Too many people look for the safe place and as a result stay stuck.”
Thomas Ryder.
We all know that the cream of our society is all to be found in our great
universities but how is it that the vast majority of our “brains” are
working for people who have never even seen the gates of the
university?

When you analyse it the way I do, you will find that it is not at all
surprising. All our schools and universities have been conditioning our
students and cream to study well, get good grades in order to get a good
professional job, which is in effect working for people. There are a few
married friends of mine, who owing to this mad paper chase, have sent
their children overseas for university education. To do that, they have to
spend about RM6,000 (US$1,578) per month per child for three to four
years! That adds up to RM288,000 or US$75,789 by the time the child
graduates with a degree. What makes me shudder is the fact that by the
time the child finally graduates, they want to go for their masters degree
or Ph.D! Which means another three or four years! (A friend tells me
that Ph.D. stands for Permanent Head Damage.)
By the time the child finally graduates, the parents would have spent
approximately half a million Malaysian Ringgit (US$132,000) after tax!
No wonder I could see that these friends of mine have aged considerably
within a few years.

Once there was a bride who received a little car as a wedding present!
On the windscreen was a card with the words — With all our love from
Mama and Pauper.

The other very interesting thing was the fact that this graduate comes
back to get a job for only RM2,000 to RM3,000 (US$526 to US$789) a
month! I really do not know how many years the child has to work to
earn back the money the parents have spent on him. I strongly feel
children should be content with their parents providing them with an
education up to the form five level. (If they want more, they should pay
for it themselves.)

Well, if the cream of our society is going out to look for a job, who is going to
create the job? The answer becomes very obvious. The poor souls of our society,
those drop-outs, those who have no chance to enter the university, who have no
choice. They are “forced” to be entrepreneurs, industrialists, the creators of jobs.
They couldn’t compete in the job market where all the professionals are. They
would not be able to land themselves a good job!

Perhaps that is the reason why we hear a lot of success stories about how
a drop-out became a top industrialist. How a farm-boy built an empire,
etc... Why can’t the university graduates do it? Well, in the first place as I
have said earlier, they have such a comfortable great job that they are
scared of losing it. They are also scared of losing “security” and they fear
that they may not be able to get the same job and same perks should
they fail when they venture out.

A common sight nowadays – a small student
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carrying a huge load of books on her way to school.
Are we getting more educated or more information?

At best, I.Q. contributes
20 % to the factors that
determine life’s success,
which leaves 80% to
other forces.
Emotional Intelligence.

TUDIES have shown
Sthere
was very little
correlation between a
child's success in
examinations and his/
her success in adult life.

an examination,
InoNmatter
how much
knowledge the student
has, if he cannot put it
all down on paper
within a certain time
limit, he may get an
“F”.

The late Tan Sri Loh Boon Siew
Tycoon and philantropist. Migrated from China to the then Malaya at the
age of 12 and found work as a mechanic. He supplemented his meagre
income by washing buses for 10 cents per vehicle. He was completely
illiterate. Till the day he died, he could not read or write, yet he provided
jobs for thousands.

Andrew Carnegie
One of the great entrepreneurs of our time with great civic responsibility.
He started work at the age of 13 as a bobbin boy in a cotton factory for
US$1.25 a week.

Liem Sioe Liong (Sudono Salim)
Born in 1916, in China's Fujian Province. He came to Indonesia
penniless at the age of 22. He started work as a store keeper in
his uncle's peanut and clove trading company in Central Java.
In1952, he set up his own import-export and soap making
business in Jakarta and later expanded into textiles and banking.
Today he is considered as one of the richest men in the world.

"Hidden in trouble lies the key to our magnificent opportunity".
Albert Einstein
Einstein, one of the greatest if not the greatest physicist of our time, was
born in Ulm, Germany in 1879.
As a baby he was slow to talk and later as a school boy he studied little,
daydreamed in class and asked so many questions that his teachers
considered him abnormal. He failed his entrance examination for the
Zurich Polytechnical School in Switzerland. Equivalent to a high school
drop-out, he was forced to spend a year brushing up on languages and
natural sciences at a preparatory school.
His theories altered man's view of the universe.

Many people don’t seem to realise that their great jobs fetching RM5,000
or RM10,000 (US$1,300 or US$2,600) a month may not come down to
much when they consider the income tax that they have to pay, the kind
of lifestyle they have to maintain, both for themselves and their families,
and worst of all is that the job is not permanent. They have to leave
when they reach a certain age.

It sounds as if I am trying to get people out of a job. The answer is no. If
you are happy and enjoying your work and are satisfied, by all means,
continue. But if you begin to grumble because you are not satisfied, well
who’s stopping you from going out and reaching for the stars.

“People who fail to achieve their goals are usually stopped by frustration. They
allow frustration to keep them from taking the necessary actions that would spur
them on in achieving their goals. You get through this roadblock by ploughing
through frustration, taking each setback as feedback you can learn from and push
ahead. I doubt you’ll find many successsful people who have not experienced
this. All successful people have learned that success is buried on the other side of
frustration. Unfortunately, some people don’t get to the other side.”

Anthony Robbins.

It is important for you to get rid of the fear of not having a job. Analyse
this statement and you may find some great truth in it:“Having nothing to do is actually something to do”.

Frankly, it is not easy to do nothing especially in a society which demands
that we should be doing “something”. But think about it. Isn’t “nothing”
something?

“What is work and what is not work are questions that perplex the wisest
of men.” The Bhagavad Gita, Hindu holy scripture.
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Actually the “job” was invented during the Industrial revolution. Before
that it was only “activities” and “tasks”. Those who don’t have “tasks”
became dreamers and explorers. Doesn’t that sound familiar?

We are not born to work until the day we die. To me, we were born to
develop ourselves to our fullest potential. If you are able to reach your
fullest potential in the job you are now in, by all means continue with it. If
not, you know the alternative.

I would highly recommend a reading of the book “Jonathan Livingstone
Seagull” by Richard Bach.
Do not be worried if you are doing nothing or are out of a job. That
period could be a very good time to read, listen, observe, expose yourself
and re-analyse yourself and your goals. Treat it as a period of
DISemployment not unemployment. You will be surprised by the types of
opportunities that will come your way during this period if you keep your
eyes and your ears open! Break away from the “ratrace” and look from
the outside. At one time, whenever people asked me what I was doing, I
would tell them that I was jobless. No job, no money, NO WORRIES! Try
it, it is great fun to notice their reaction. Of course after that you can
always just mention that you are now relaxing and holidaying, observe all
the envious looks! This is due to the fact that deep inside us we
unconsciously know that life is not just meant to be WORK, WORK and
WORK until the day we die. We are to enjoy life by living to our fullest
potential, be it in a job or in creating an empire.

Lastly, should you be worried of losing a “great” job in order to go into a
venture of your own, think about the time before you got a job, you
didn’t die without a job, so what’s holding you back?

On the other hand, if you don’t want to work, you have to earn enough
money so that you won’t have to.

Think about it.

FOR every rich man's son who becomes a useful,
constructive worker on behalf of humanity, there
are ninety-nine
others rendering useful
service who come up through POVERTY and
misery. 143
This seems more than a coincidence!
Indeed, the possession of wealth
has proved an obstacle greater than
the humble beginning one is born with

.

THOSE who have not made the
difficult journey and have found wealth
the easy way will not know how to
create wealth when they lose it.
In other words, those who have not
failed will not know true wealth.
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Men who came up the hard way
usually try to make things as easy as
possible for their children, thus
denying them the discipline of struggle
and self establishment that worked so
well in their own case.
Charles Kettering

CHAPTER 8
FEAR OF BEING TOO OLD TO SUCCEED
Most people nowadays seem to be in a hurry to succeed. It is hard to blame the
individual. Governments all over the world are doing the same thing, competing
with one another to see who gets to the developed status first. They now even
have a competitive Index for countries! Each day we are drowned by T.V. and
radio programmes, books, newspapers etc. exhorting us to excel, to compete,
etc..
To be competitive is good but with whom are we competing? In the field of
competition, there are always winners and losers. For every winner, there is
always a number of losers. How do you take it when you lose? What if your
friends are getting ahead of you? What if your business is losing ground? What if
your income is not comparable with your counterparts? What if they own houses
and you do not? And you are getting old and younger people are passing you by.
Are you too old to succeed? Is it too late for you to succeed?

It all boils down to who you are competing against. Many people get
caught and their lives become miserable. We shouldn't be competing
with others, we should be co-operating with others and competing with
ourselves. The others are for us to use as a yard-stick and nothing more
than that.
If we compete with ourselves and we lose. Who Wins? Think about it. (Pause)

Many people have been trained to equate success with victory, to
equate doing well with beating someone. It leads people to assume that only by
competing against others can lead one to achievement and that only by putting
one's own-interest first can one become successful. Latest research by Dr Robert
Helmreich, a psychologist at the University of Texas shows that co-operation with
others is much more productive than competition against others.

To make one person's success dependent on another person's failure (win/lose
syndrome) is naturally disruptive and counter productive.

Consider the following,

“No one is a failure who can truly say, I have done my best.”
“There is but one failure, and that is not to be true to the best that is in
us.”

BE THE BEST OF WHATEVER YOU ARE

IF you can’t be a pine on the top of the hill
Be a scrub in the valley but be
The best little scrub by the side of the hill. Be a bush if you can’t be a
tree.
IF you can't be a bush, be a bit of grass
And some highway happier make.
If you can't be a muskie, then just be a bass.
But be the liveliest bass in the lake.

WE can't all be captains, there got to be crew
There is something for all of us.
There is big work to do and there's lesser to do
And the task we must do is the near.
IF you can't be a highway, then just be the trail. 147
If you can't be the sun, be a star.
It isn't by size that you win or you fail,
Be the best of whatever you are.
Douglas Mallock.
Yes, you are your own greatest competitor. But the wrong sense of
competing with others has made many people so worried that they begin
to think that they just cannot afford to fail. Some felt that they are
already too old and therefore cannot afford to fail.
But we are too old compared with whom? We feel that we are too old
when we compare ourselves with our younger competitors.
Compare with yourself. Are you old?

Nobody grows old by merely living a number of years. People grow old only by
deserting their ideals. Years may wrinkle the skin, but to give up interest wrinkles
the soul. Worry, doubt, self-distrust, fear and despair ....these are the long, long
years that bow the head and turn the growing spirit back to dust.

And as General Douglas MacArthur said, “You are as young as your selfconfidence, as old as your fear; as young as your hope; as old as your despair.”

Come to think about it, “age” is actually a product of man. The following passage
which I happened to come across puts it all very clearly.
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AGE IS A QUALITY OF MIND
If you have left your dreams behind,
If hope is lost. If you no longer look ahead,
If your ambitious fires are dead
Then you are old.
But if from life you take the best
And if in life you keep the jest,
If love you hold –
No matter how the years go by,
No matter how the birthdays fly,
You are not old!”

"You are as young as your faith, as old as your doubt; as young as your
self-confidence, as old as your fear, as young as your hope, as old as your
despair".
Douglas MacArthur
Brilliant and controversial, he became the symbol of zealous dedication to
duty, honour and country. As promised he returned to liberate the
Philippines from the Japanese during the Second World War.

From another perspective, what is important is how long we live. What is the
point of being young and having a short life? If you feel that you are old, why not
extend your life by living more healthily! If you are now 50 and you can live until
80, aren’t you better off than a person who is now 40 but could only live up to
60? Think about it. You are much better off than those who are younger than
you.
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"We are all immortals!" - H.E. Soomdach Prah
Dharmawara. Billi together with the 109 years old H.E.
Soomdach Prah Dharmawara V.B.

The Nobel Prize winner Dr Alexis Carrel set out to prove a theory that if
we are able to keep our system free from waste, we can live for a very
long time. He took some tissues from chickens (which normally live an
average of 11 years) and kept their cells alive indefinitely simply by
keeping them free of their own wastes and by supplying them with
nutrients that they needed. The cells were kept alive for 34 years! The
experiment was then ended as they were convinced the cells could be
kept alive forever!
Are we shortening our own lives? It is not my intention here to write about
longevity but with proper life style, food, water, air, exercise, sunlight and peace
of mind, we can really extend our lives on earth. Actually human beings don't die,
we kill ourselves
– by practising a wrong life style, by taking wrong food, by drinking the
wrong type of water, by breathing polluted air, by being lazy with regard
to exercise and by putting the wrong thoughts into our minds.
Here’s a story which I would like to share with you. A woman once
walked up to a little old man rocking in a chair on his porch.

“I couldn’t help noticing how happy you look,” she said. “What’s your
secret for a long happy life?”
“I smoke three packs of cigarettes a day,” he said. “I also drink a case of
whisky a week, eat fatty foods and never exercise.”

“That’s amazing,” the woman said. “How old are you?”

“Twenty-six,” he said.

“Depending on how a man lives, he may die old at forty or young at
eighty.”
Anonymous.
“Youth and age are not dates in time, but states of mind. Our duty is not
to add years to our lives, but to add life to our years....”
Myron J. Taylor.
“Oh, the worst of all tragedies is not to die young, but to live until I am
seventy-five and yet not ever truly to have lived.”
Martin Luther King Jr.

And if one is to analyse carefully, from the
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mother. We can’t do much. From 10 to 20, we are in school and studying.
From 20 to 30 we are just beginning to get some experience in a job.
From 30 to 40, we begin to have some wisdom, experience and skills. We
have also managed to accumulate some money and capital. Actually the
prime of a person’s life begins after 40. So being unable to succeed
between 40 to 50 is quite normal because we are venturing out into a
trial and error period. So don’t take all those temporary setbacks
seriously. Remember, if you can live up to 80, you have 40 years of prime
life!

If you think I am joking, perhaps the following survey shall make you think
otherwise.
Some four hundred names of the most noted men in all times from all lines of
activity were chosen. There were statesmen, painters, warriors, poets and writers
of fiction, history and other prose works. Opposite the name of each man was
indicated his greatest work or achievement. This list was then submitted to
critics, to obtain their opinion of the greatest work of each man submitted. The
names of their greatest works were accepted, or altered, until the list was
complete. The date at which the work was produced was placed after the name
and so the age was ascertained at which the individual was at his best. The list
was then 153 arranged according to decades.

It was found that

1. The decade during which the menwere between 60 and 70
contained 35% of the world’s greatest achievements;
2. Between the ages of 70 and 80, 23%of the achievements;

3. And in the years after the 80th, 8%.
In other words, 66 percent of the great things of the world have been
accomplished by men who had passed their 60th year, the greatest percentage of
35 being in the seventh decade.

The figures for the other periods of life were interesting. Between the
50th and the 60th years 25 percent of the greatest achievement were
found, between 40 and 50, 10 percent. An almost a negligible quantity of
1 percent was attributed to the period below the age of 40. Two great
classes of work fall below the 40 year limit. These were the deeds that
require the extreme physical power and vigour, as for instance, the
conquests of Alexander the Great; and the beautiful expression of the
lyric poetry which is typified by the nervous, supersensitive
temperament of such men as Shelley and Keats.
If you are now 40 and above, thank Nature for that and do not forget for
a single moment that you are now entering the period where your
greatest achievements could be. It is really sad to come to know that
society is trying to put this batch of “old” people into old folks homes. I
have always thought about writing a book since my younger days, but
somehow or other I couldn’t bring myself to write something
worthwhile, something great. I guess somehow it has to be after my
40th year. Perhaps it’s true that age does have a corresponding effect on
wisdom.

“Physical beauty is like a bottle of coke, it turns stale with time. The
mind is like a bottle of wine, the longer it is kept the better it becomes.”
Anonymous.

Nelson Mandela
One of the longest political detainees in the world. He was jailed for more than a quarter
century. Finally he became the President of South Africa at the age of 76!
Although Mandela was born into a royal family, he was born in a humble village where
thatched huts have no running water or electricity.

“Grow old along with me!
The best is yet to be.”
Robert Browning
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“It’s an advantage up here for older folks because at zero-gravity you can
move around much more easily.”
John Glenn
In November 1998, US Senator and former astronaut, John Glenn at age 77
became the first septuagenarian astronaut to go into space, 36 years after his
previous orbit of Earth. This time round there were 250,000 spectators watching
the liftoff.

John Glenn’s historical space flight may or
may not teach scientists something about
the effect of weightlessness on the aging
process, but it teaches us a lesson far more
significant: the only reality of life is NOW.
Glenn became a real-life hero in 1962 as
the first American to orbit the earth.
However, when he retired as an astronaut in 1965,
he didn’t retire from life. He
became a U.S. Congressman,
elected to the Senate for four consecutive terms.
As he approached his eighties, rather than resigning
from public life, he re-entered the space program
and began preparing for the historic flight.
The flight was the realization of his long-time
dream and the result of his commitment to live
his life to the fullest at every stage of his life.

Many people are so obsessed by youth
that they spend their lives reliving their
past, thinking of their past youth,
forgetting about living now.
They live their lives believing that
today is no longer as meaningful as
yesterday and that tomorrow the
worst is yet to come.

Remember, whether you have a
history of success or failure, the only
reality we can live in is now, be we young
or old. As long as one is still breathing,
we still have this life to experience.
Let’s experience it to the fullest.

CHAPTER 9
FEAR OF NO RESULT

Most of us today are always concerned about results, results and more
results! We have MBO (Management By Objectives) courses. We hear
people say that the most important thing is the bottom line. It seems
nothing else matters. So long as we get what we want, we don’t care how
many lives we wreck along the way. We cheat on our friends or business
partners and manipulate them, just to get what we want. The end
justifies the means.

It seems people don’t seem to understand the real meaning of “we reap what we
sow...” 163 What we reap is the “result” and what we sow are “causes” that we
have planted. Many are confused by how it all works. And when they don’t get
the results they desire within a certain time frame, they begin to manipulate or
use crooked means to force a desired result. During this period they could have
done numerous unimaginable things without regard to whether they were ethical
or not. And the results that they achieve are usually unsustainable, and even if
they are, they are often haunted by “no peace of mind” and the like.

The following statements should give an idea of what I am referring to.

“...For instance, there is an understanding morally and ethically that
private hospitals should not turn away emergency cases. But emergency
patients are being regularly and systematically turned away because they
or their next of kin do not look financially capable.”

Dr. Mahathir addressing the 1994 China Summit meeting.

“It appears to some businessmen, never mind if they are trained as
doctors or lawyers, that professional ethics can and should be sacrificed
for profit. Saving the bottom line is more important than saving lives.”
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New Straits Times, 15th May 1994.
Let’s analyse the following:“... for whatsoever a man soweth that shall he also reap.”
The Bible. Galatians 6 v. 7.

“We sow our thoughts and we reap our actions.
We sow our actions and we reap our habits. We sow our habits and we
reap our character. We sow our character and we reap our destiny.”

Anonymous.

What is especially peculiar about the two statements? They look
ordinary don't they? But it took me many years to realise the essence of
what they meant. Have you got it yet? No? Maybe you have. Well, notice
the fact that the word “sow” always comes before “reap”? In other
words, if we do not sow anything we have nothing to reap. It means WE
MUST SOW FIRST. There is no such thing as reaping first. As I have
mentioned earlier, “sowing” is the “cause”. So the “cause” is more
important than the “result” because there is nothing to reap without the
“cause”. Hence the result is dependent on the cause, but the “cause” is
not dependent on the “result”.
Many may not notice it. It is understandable 165 because lots of us are too busy
to take a proper morning breakfast or to observe the facial expressions of our
spouses or children than to observe how causes ripen to results. But if you were
to relax and trace back through your past... past... and past... you may be able to
see the truth of what I have stated.

In school, we studied Newton’s Third Law : For every action there is an
equal and opposite reaction. Nobody denies it. We take it as gospel truth
but we don’t really apply it in our lives, do we?

Every action is our “cause” and the equal and opposite reaction is the
corresponding
“result”.

“The secret of success is non-attachment to results; doing your best at
the moment, and letting the result take care of itself.”
Do not be fearful of results. Take care of the causes that you plant each
day, each week, each month and each year. The result will take care of
itself. But alas, human beings, as a wise man once said, are scared of the
“results” but not of the “causes”. It is indeed very true that most human
beings are “upside down.” Instead of taking care of the causes we are
worrying about the results. We are scared of falling sick but we don’t
bother to take care of our health.
We are concerned only with getting rich but

16 6 we don’t take care of our customers.

We like our children to be obedient

and filial but we don’t care how we treat our parents.
“There is a cause for every effect, a reason for everything that happens. If
the cause is right and sound and proper, the desired effect is inevitable.
Too many waste their energies watching for effects instead of expending
these energy upon causes.”
Anonymous.
At this point, I would like to share with you that a result may come about
from a number of different causes which may have been planted at
different times in one’s life. Similarly, a “cause” once planted may give
rise to a “result” that may appear at a different date in the future. Some
“causes” ripen faster than others and some ripen slower.

BUT BEWARE, EVERY “CAUSE” WILL
RIPEN TO ITS CORRESPONDING “RESULT” GIVEN THE RIGHT
CONDITIONS!

A British family once travelled to Scotland for a summer vacation. The father and
mother was looking forward to enjoy the beautiful Scottish country side with
their young son. One day the son wandered off by himself. As he walked through
the woods he came across an abandoned swimming hole. As what most boys his
age would do, he took off his clothes and jumped in. Before he had time to enjoy
the pool of water, he was seized by a vicious attack of cramps. He began calling
for help while fighting a losing battle with the cramps to stay afloat.

Luckily, it so happened that a farm boy was working in a nearby field.
When he heard the frantic cries for help, he jumped in and brought the
English boy to safety.

The father whose son had been rescued was so grateful that the next day
he went to meet the youth who saved his son’s life. As the two talked,
the Englishman asked the brave lad what he planned to do with his
future. The boy answered, “Oh ! I suppose I’ll be a farmer like my father.”
The grateful father said, “Is there something else you would rather do ?”
“Oh ! Yes !” answered the Scottish lad. “I’ve always wanted to be a
doctor. But we are poor people and we could never afford to pay for my
education.”

“Never mind that,” said the Englishman. “You shall have your heart’s
desire and study medicine. Make your plans, and I’ll take care of the
costs.”

In years to come, the Scottish lad did indeed become a doctor.

Some years later in December 1943, Winston Churchill became very ill with
pneumonia while in North Africa. Word was sent to Sir Alexander Fleming the
discoverer of the new wonder drug, Penicillin to come immediately.

Flying in from England, Dr. Fleming administered his new drug to the ailing Prime
Minister. In doing so, he saved Churchill’s life for the second time. For it
was the boy Winston Churchill whom Alexander Fleming had rescued
from the swimming hole so many years before.
What would have happened if Churchill’s father had not planted the ‘seed’ to
pay for Dr. Fleming’s education?What would have happened if Alexander
Fleming had not planted the ‘seed’ of rescuing Winston Churchill?
Imagine what would have happened to millions of lives if no one has discovered
the drug, Penicillin.

“When even one small pebble hits the water, everything is forever
changed, the water level rises and the ripples of energy go out endlessly
onto the shores and beyond. To every cause there will be a result.”
Anonymous.
“Nothing happens without a cause. We may have forgotten our actions
but our actions do not forget us.”

Bear whatever results that you are now facing because they are the
“results” of the “causes” which you have already planted. No amount of
cursing will change it. It will only make it worse or give you ulcers.
Nobody brings it to you. You somehow have planted the causes. It is too
late to change it now but you can begin now to alter the future results.
Keep on enduring them. Do not use crooked means to alter them. Plant
new “causes” and as sure as the sun will rise tomorrow, the “results” of
your newly planted “causes” will come. You may not know when but
they will surely come!

“We do not see very far into our past, that is why we blame the
present.”

There is a time for everything. Whatever is yours is yours. It will definitely
come. You don’t have to worry or break your principles to force it, it will
surely come, otherwise it was not yours in the first place.
The problem in our society today is that in our quest for success, many of us have
been trained or programmed to become “go-getters”. Our society is tending
towards a situation where getting is becoming the aim and the end of life.

We can see many of these successful gogetters today. Most of them look as
though they have plenty of money. A lot of them may occupy high social
positions. But something seems to be missing. If you were to study their faces
carefully, few of them really look happy. More often than not, their laughter
seems artificial, not the spontaneous laughter of people who are really happy.

They have become too successful in “getting” which makes them too self-centred
to be truly happy. On the other hand if you were to observe a truly happy and
successful person, you will nearly always find that he is gracious, considerate and
concerned about the wellbeing of other people, other than his own. Such people
are natural sharers, for they are givers as well as getters.

At this point I would like to share with you a favourite story of mine:-

A happy old man aged over 80 was once observed by a neighbour to be planting a
small durian tree. (A thorny fruit with a very pungent smell known as the king of
fruits very popular in South East Asia).

“Do you expect to eat durian from that tree?” the neighbour asked,
knowing fully well that it would take 8 to 10 years for the plant to bear
fruit.

The happy old man rested smilingly on his spade. “No,” he said. “At my
age I know I won't. All my life I've enjoyed durians but never from a tree
that I have planted myself. I wouldn't have had durians if other men
hadn't done what I'm doing now. I'm just trying to repay the other
fellows who planted durian trees for me.” No wonder he is so happy.

In line with the above principle, we should actually be GO-GIVERS first and gogetters SECOND in everything that we do. We will not only get what we want but
will actually be really happy at the end of it all, strictly because we need to sow
first before we can reap.

“It takes faith to give, because at first all you see is what you’re
sacrificing. It looks like it is going to hurt and that you’re losing, but when
you do give, acting in simple faith, appreciation and thankfulness for all
the Lord has already given you, then He blesses you even more.”
David Bradt Berg

“Prefer a loss to a dishonest gain; one brings pain at the moment, the
other for all time.”
Chilton.

I believe by the time you finish this book, you would no longer fear
failing. But in your fearlessness, remember in whatever you do, make
sure you do things (plant causes) which would not harm others but
would be beneficial to all.
“Single out the right seed,
Only then should one sow
Onto new grounds seen
Never let the bad seed be sown.”

It must be emphasized here that the daringness to fail does not give us
the licence to go around cheating and then absolving ourselves from the
responsibility that arises out of the outcomes of our actions. Our
character, integrity, credibility, honesty, sincerity and principles in being
what we can be are of utmost importance. Many people in their search
for material wealth have forgotten about these important qualities,
although they are intangible. Look at the early entrepreneurs, they came
with empty pockets and were later able to amass great material wealth.
What did they possess in the first place which they could use to exchange
for material wealth? Think about it.

Yes, intangible qualities like their character, principles, etc. They can actually be
translated into worldly things like people willing to trust them to give them credit;
clients willing to trust them to purchase their products. There are people in this
world that others are willing to trust millions on. A case in point is that of Liem
Sioe Liong to whom banks are willing to lend millions based on just a personal
letter. For many others they would need a letter of guarantee or a letter of credit.
On the other hand, there are thousands of people whom others would not even
trust with a hundred ringgit (US$26.00). It is therefore very important that on our
journey to accumulate material wealth, we must do so rightly.
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Perhaps the following story would illustrate the crux of my message.

According to the story, in 1923, eight of the world's wealthiest men met
at a hotel in Chicago. Together they controlled more money than
anybody in the world at that time. They were certainly the group of
people who had accumulated more financial wealth than anybody.

But twenty-five years later this is what happened to them:-

1. Charles Schwab, the president of the largestindependent steel
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

company died a BANKRUPT.
Richard Whitny, the president of the NewYork Stock Exchange was sent
to SING SING PENITENTIARY.
Jesse Livermore, the greatest “bear” on theWall Street, committed
SUICIDE.
Ivar Krueger, the head of the world'sgreatest monopoly, KILLED
HIMSELF.
Howard Hopson, the president of NorthAmerica's largest gas company,
became INSANE.
Arthur Cutton, the greatest wheat speculator,DIED ABROAD –
INSOLVENT.
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7. Leon Fraser, the president of the Bank ofInternational Settlement,
COMMITTED SUICIDE.
8. Albert Fall, a member of the President'sCabinet, was pardoned from
prison so that he could DIE AT HOME.
All these men knew very well how to accummulate money but perhaps
along their journey they might have failed to plant their “causes”
correctly.

And remember, there is no right way to do a wrong thing.

Some people ask me, “Is there any way of altering the result?” Sure there
is. That’s what makes life so interesting, making us the master of our
fate.

It’s important, however, that if we want to alter the result, we should
look at the causes. A disease cannot be cured just by eliminating its
symptoms. The cause has to be addressed for a person to be totally
cured. Do you happen to be among the numerous people in life who have
done everything and still failed and couldn’t understand why? You have
searched and analysed whatever that you have
done but somehow could not understand the results or couldn’t find the causes
in this life. Do not despair because the causes could be in another “time”.
It is not the intention of this book to meddle with the spiritual beliefs of
the reader, but I would highly recommend that the person above trace
their lives back to the past to find the “cause” of one’s dilemma in the
present through a technique known as “past life regression”.
I am no expert in this field but I would like to throw a little bit of light
onto this subject which would perhaps make it more clear to you. We all
know that our sub-conscious mind is very powerful. In fact it remembers
everything since the day we were born. By extension it can also
remember “everything” since the beginning of our “existence”.

Now, what I would do is to feed a constant programme from my
conscious mind into my sub-conscious mind before I sleep each night;

“Tonight when I am sleeping, I will remember where and when I first
came to believe that I could not have all that I desire and deserve.
Tonight my dreams will help me resolve my problems concerning
money.”
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Do this constantly until one night when you have forgotten it, you may
suddenly have a very interesting dream which will show you the “cause”
of your present problem.

Sometimes the “cause” is not from this present life but from a past one.
Once you have found it, visualise yourself solving it and miraculously you
will begin to find that your problems seem to be lightening up and before
you know it, good times begin to flow in.

BELIEVE IT OR NOT, it is yours to choose.

“C AUSE and effect,
means and ends,
Seed and fruit,
Cannot be severed,
For the effect already
blooms in the cause,
the end pre-exists in
the means,
the fruit in the seed.”

Emerson.

I F you continue to
do what you have
always done, you will
always get what
you've always got.

CHAPTER 10

PAIN, PROBLEMS, DIFFICULTIES AND SUFFERINGS.
This book would not be complete if I do not touch on the
pain, problems, difficulties and sufferings one undergoes
when one fails. Most of us just hate pain and suffering. But it
is when we understand more about it that we may be more
able to handle it when it comes. According to a medical
report,
“Approximately one out of every 400,000 babies born
each year is fated to live a short pitiful life which none of us would
envy, a life in which he will frequently hurt himself, sometimes
seriously and without knowing it. That child has a rare genetic
disease known as familial dysautonomia. He cannot feel pain. Such a
child will cut himself, burn himself, fall down and break a bone and
never know that something is wrong. He will not complain of a sore
throat and stomach ache and his parents will not know when he is
sick until it is too late. Would any of us want to live a life like that,
without feeling pain?”

In fact, pain is an unpleasant but necessary part of being
alive.

"It's been an endless nightmare letting him (two-years
old Paul) out of our sight for seconds can give him
enough time to kill himself..... he would probably die
laughing - thinking he was having fun!" - The Mother.

“At times life is hard, as hard as crucible steel. It has its
bleak and painful moments. Like the ever flowing water in a
river, life has its moments of drought and its moments of
flood. Like the ever changing cycles of the seasons, life has
the soothing warmth of the summers and the piercing chill
of its winters... But we are able to lift ourselves from the
fatigue of despair to the buoyancy of hope and transform dark
and desolate valleys into sunlit paths of inner peace.”
Martin Luther King Jr.

I remember many years back when I attended a seminar.
At one session, we were asked a very obvious question or so we 181
thought. “Who would not like to have problems, please raise
your hands?” To us the answer was so obvious! All of us
raised our hands. The instructor then told us that each day
while going to work he would pass a place where all the
people residing there do not have any problems at all. And he
asked us whether we would like to join these people since we
had all raised our hands. We thought he was joking. But he
continued to tell us that these people don’t have the morning
newspaper to worry about, no food problems, no work
problems, no marriage problems, no financial problems, in
fact no problems at all! Our curiosity and interest were
heightened

and finally he told us that the place was the cemetery and all
the people were dead. Yes, I repeat, pain, problem and
sufferings are an unpleasant but necessary part of being
alive. It is the price we pay for being alive. Only dead people
don’t feel pain or suffering or have any problems.

As Dr. Norman Vincent Peale said “Problems are a sign
of life! The more problems you have, the more alive you
are!” In fact if we analyse it carefully, “problems” offer
us an opportunity to solve them. People or products
which can solve problems are highly sought after. If we
can solve a problem which nobody else can, we will be
very well rewarded. Problems are not so bad after all,
aren’t they?
“The secret of Gandhi’s greatness lay not in the
absence of human failing and foibles, but in his
inner restlessness, ceaseless striving and intense
involvement in the problems of mankind.”
N.K. Bose
Eminent Indian Anthropologist.

Whether we like it or not every human being
experiences pain, problems and suffering. The fact
that they exist would indicate that they definitely
have a role to play in our lives. No doubt, they may
be a bit bitter, after all not all good medicines are
sweet. “Suffering comes to ennoble man, to purge
his thoughts of pride and superficiality, to expand
his horizons. In summary, the purpose of suffering
is to repair that which is faulty in a man’s
personality.”
Rabbi Joseph B Soloveitchik.
My master once said, when you are faced with suffering, do
not crunch, do not crumble, just “suffer away your
sufferings.”
“The gift of suffering is to bring us closer to Nature. To teach
us to be strong when we are 183 weak. To be brave when we
are afraid. To be wise in the midst of confusion and to let go
that which we can no longer hold. Lasting memories of
victories won in the heart, not on this land or that.”
Heaven and Earth, the movie.
Most of us would tend to think that pain, suffering and
problems are something bad. Think about what I am going
to mention here. We feel pain to make us lift our hand away
from something hot before we are seriously hurt.

We feel pain when our muscles are overstrained or when
something is wrong in our body. We have known of stories
of athletes whose causes were ended prematurely or crippled
permanently because they forced themselves to ignore pain
or took too many drugs to stop the pain.
Yet pain is a necessary part of growth. For our muscles
to grow, exercising is required. To grow out of our old
“husk” it’s inevitable that we will experience pain. Not
that we can remember, but the amount of pain each one
of us had to experience when we squeezed our way out
of our mother’s womb is unimaginable. But because we
went through that and survived, is the reason why we are
alive today. Think about the millions of still births and
you will know what I mean.
“People with high self-esteem have it because they have
overcome their failures. They have been put to the test of
life, overcame the problems and grown”.
David Jansen.
What about experiencing sorrows and sufferings? Are
they also good? Well perhaps the following story may give
you the answer.
Once there was a woman whose only son had died. In her
grief, she went to ask a wise holy man whether there were
any prayers or magical incantations to bring her son back

to life. Instead of sending her away or reasoning with her,
he said to her, “Fetch me a mustard seed from a home
that has never known sorrow. We will use it to drive the
sorrow out of your life.” Upon hearing that, the woman
quickly set off to look for the magical mustard seed. She
first came to a big mansion, knocked the door and asked
“I am looking for a house that has never known sorrow.
Is this such a place? It is very important to me.” They told
her “You have come to the wrong place” and began to
pour out the tragic things which had befallen them. The
woman then thought to herself, “Who is better able to
help these poor unfortunate people than I who have
experienced sorrows of my own and can 185 understand
how they feel.” She therefore stayed to console and
comfort them and then went on again to search for a
home that had never known sorrow. But wherever she
went, to huts or to palaces, there was never one without
tales of sadness and misfortune. Ultimately she became so
involved in listening to other people's sorrow that she
forgot about her quest for the magical seed, never realizing
that it had actually driven the sorrow out of her life.

“Difficulties exist only that in overcoming them we may grow
strong and they only who have suffered are able to save.”
Annie Besant.

“One of our strangest traits lies in the fact that it takes
tragedy, failure or some form of misfortune to make us
realise the power of a positive mental attitude.”
“Who are the men of attainment, accomplishment,
conquest, victory, triumph, power, knowledge, learning,
skill, science, philosophy, talent, genius, invention and
wisdom? They are those who, when boys, were compelled
to work either to help themselves or their parents; and
who when a little older, were under the stern necessity of
doing more than their legitimate share of labour; who as
young men, had their wits sharpened by having to devise
ways and mean of making their time more available than
it would be under ordinary circumstances. Hence in
reading the lives of eminent men who have greatly
distinguished themselves, we find their youth passed in
self-denial of food, sleep, rest and recreation. They sat up
late, rose early to the performance of imperative duties,
doing by daylight the work of one man and by night that
of another.”

Li Ka Shing
Forced to leave school at the age of 14 and be the sole
breadwinner for his family when his father passed away. He
started work as an apprentice in a watch shop. Later at age
17 he worked for a hardware shop as a salesman. While
others worked 8 hours, he worked 16 hours a day.
Although he is today one of the richest men in the world, he
still wears his cheap $50 Japanese wrist watch and plastic
soled shoes. Legend has it that his watch is set 8 minutes
faster to make better use of time.

Arnold Schwarzenegger
Arnold Schwarzenegger was born in
a tiny village where nobody had a
phone except the village restaurant,
the priest and the police station.
There was not even a doctor in the
village and there was only one TV
set in the village restaurant. The
house where he was born had no
refrigerator and no flush toilet, but a
radio. His father was a
disciplinarian and his mother was
doing what most mothers do: providing love while the father provides
lectures. He was only average academically but stood out as being
cheerful, exuberant and good-humoured in class. Today, Arnold has
made history as the most outstanding
188 bodybuilding star the world has ever seen. Between 1966 and 1975,
he won 5 Mr. Universe and 6 Mr. Olympia titles. Capitalising on
his fame as a champion bodybuilder and the massive drawing power
of his magnificent muscles, he has catapulted himself into the top
echelon of the acting world and has now become the highestpaid
action-film star in Hollywood, with box-office hits such as Conan
the Barbarian, Conan the Destroyer, Terminator, Commando,
Predator, Terminator II, Commando, Total
Recall and Terminator III to his credit. He is also a shrewd real
estate investor and entrepreneur and an active and respected member
of the Republican Party. He has even been mentioned as a possible
future Republican presidential candidate of the United States of
America. Today he is the governor of California.

“Success is not measured by the heights one attains but by
the obstacles that were overcome in their attainment.”
“Rough seas and storms make good sailors.”
Abraham Lincoln's greatness revealed itself at its highest
level when he was faced by problems which would have
eclipsed the souls of smaller men. The failure, defeats and
adversities of his early life were transformed into a degree of
intelligence which the average man never experiences.
Lincoln had that rare trait of being able to turn on more
will-power instead of quitting when the going was hard and
success was not in sight. 191

“Do not fear the winds of adversity. Remember, a kite rises
against the wind rather than with it.”
So long as we are alive, we will be able to experience grief,
sufferings and sorrows. But understanding it makes a lot of
difference, suffering may either make you sweet and better or
sour and bitter! It may humble you or harden you.

“Life is the movie you see through your own unique
eyes. It makes little difference what's happening out
there. It's how you take it that counts.”
Denis Waitley.
Talking about this, I would like to share with you
something which I picked up during a seminar by Brian
Tracy. Take a problem for example, if we look at it and
take ourselves out of it, it becomes a “situation”. If we
were to analyse this “situation” and think of how we can
rise to it, the “situation” becomes a “challenge”. And
when we think of our ability to overcome it, it becomes
an “opportunity”.
Hence a problem can actually become an opportunity!
Problems often have a great potential to contribute to
life's satisfaction, only if we regard them as
opportunities. The bigger the problem, the greater will be
its contribution to our lives. If there were no conditions
or circumstances to challenge us, there would be no way
for us to realize our own capacity to make life work.
In life we will definitely be undergoing tests, trials and
tribulations in one form or another and it's how we
handle them that makes the difference. It is the secret
that makes burdens become blessings and trials become
triumphs - the knowledge that no matter what we go
through, it will somehow turn out for our own good!

Napoleon Hill once said, “If we were to look back in our
lives, we will find that whatever happens to us is always
good for us.”

“Difficulties are opportunities to better things,
they are stepping stones to greater experiences.
Perhaps someday you will be thankful for some
temporary failure in a particular direction. When
a door closes, another always opens as a natural
law it has to, to balance.”
Brian Adam.

I will end this chapter by leaving you with a very
wonderful song which I have picked up along the way in
order to remind you that no matter what happens to you,
you are most richly blessed.

MOST RICHLY BLESSED
Sometimes I wonder when things go so wrong, Has Nature
forsaken and left me alone?
Then I remember through trials and distress He's
always with me, I'm most richly blessed.
I asked Nature for strength, that I might achieve, I was made
weak, that I might learn humbly to obey,
I asked for health, that I might do greater things,
I was given infirmity, that I might do better things,
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asked for riches, that I might be happy, I was given
poverty, that I might be wise.

I asked for power, that I might have the praise of men,
I was given weakness, that I might feel the need of Nature.
I asked for all things, that I might enjoy life, I got nothing
that I asked for - but everything that I had hoped for, and
almost despite myself, my unspoken prayers were answered.
He's always with me, I'm most richly blessed.
Look at yourself, count all the blessings that you
have and compare yourself with....

Being a cripple didn't
stop Shakespeare from
writing the world's finest
plays.

Being blind didn't stop
John
Being stone deaf didn't
stop Beethoven from
composing some of the
most beautiful music ever
written!

Milton from writing
England's greatest poem,
Paradise Lost!

Alexander the Great was
a hunchback. At age 19,
his father was murdered
and he ascended the
throne.

Golda Meir suffered from
leukemia for 12 years.

Franklin
Delano
Roosevelt, despite being
stricken by polio and was
paralysed from the waist
down at the age of 39,
was later elected as the
32nd President of the
United States of
John F. Kennedy despite
having a bad back injury

Confucius was orphaned
at an early age.

still became the 35th
President of the United
States of America.

Born into slavery, Booker
T. Washington became the
most influential black
leader and educator of his
time

Despite
being
illiterate, the sixth
Patriarch,
Hui
Neng, became one of
the greatest Zen
masters of all time.

Sudha Chandran Well
known actress and dancer
of Bollywood. She lost one
of her legs on the set of the
film “Naache Mayuri”
(Dancing Pea-hen). Today
this popular actress is still
dancing on her single leg.

Billi
(left) together with the famous blind
Lawyer and
Pr ofessor of Law, Thammasat
University, Thailand; Achan
Viriya Namsiripongpan.

Wilma Rudolph
From barely being able to walk owing to the debilitating effects of polio,
Rudolph became the “fastest woman on Earth” in the space of eight
years and earned herself a place in history as the first woman to become
a triple gold medallist in track and field in the 1960 Rome Olympics.

Stephen William Hawking.
At 52, the British professor who is paralysed by a progressive, incurable
motor neurone disease and whose muscles have withered away to nothing,
is widely regarded as the most brillant theoretical physicist since
Einstein.
Diagnosed at the age of 21 and given only 2 1/2 years to live. Hawking
courageously battled the illness which left his limbs and voice box
paralysed.
In 1988, he wrote “A Brief History of Time” which was translated
into 22 languages and sold more than 10 million copies around the
world.
He was a gifted but less than diligent student at Oxford. “I consider it
to be a secondary issue but I'm glad if I have helped other disabled people
by showing that one can succeed despite a personal handicap.”

You don’t have to be a superman to be great.

“I’m lucky that I had an exciting and adventurous life for 42 years. I
have those memories and a realistic prospect of a better future. I don’t
have a legitimate cause to feel down. I’m too busy to feel sorry for
myself.”
Christopher Reeve
On Memorial Day weekend 1995, Christopner Reeve, the actor known
best as Superman had a tragic accident while competing in a horse meet.
His neck was broken and he was paralysed from the neck down leaving
him to a fate of spending the rest of his life in a wheelchair.
While he was alive, he has fought for the causes of the disabled and has
become a shining example of courage, dignity and grace. Till the day he
died, he believes that the day will come when he will rise from his
wheelchair and walk away.

Each man weighs his gifts from Nature on a
different scale...
“Nature HAS BEEN GOOD TO ME”
For 25 years I watched him fight cancer of the face.
First, just a small speck that began to grow larger,
then, year after year, I watched him go to the hospital
and have a bit more cut out each time. As the years
went by, his face was hardly a face at all as more and
more was cut away. But always when he returned,
with what was left of his face, he tried to smile and
never once uttered a complaint or seemed to be
downhearted.
He was a skilled mechanic and finished carpenter,
recognized as the best in all the 203 surrounding Ozark hills.
When he did a job he seemed to stand back and
survey it to see if there was anything left out that
could be added to make it as nearly perfect as
possible. Then he would see some little place that the
average person would pass up and he would be busy
touching up this and that. Then when he had done his
best again, he would look it over and a smile of
contentment would come over his face.
I suspect he often said to himself “My work will be
my face and my life.” I doubt if he often looked in the

mirror and noticed that damaged face where each day
the cancer bit a mite deeper.
No matter how humble the place he worked in, or how
small the job, or how crude the others work around and
about, it never seemed to bother him at all. This was his
work, and it had to be done right. He appeared never to
give a glance at the work of others; a shoddy job done by
someone else was not his concern. His own work seemed
to be all that mattered. Nevertheless, I suspect when the
job was done he had an inner sense of pride and joy when
he saw how outstanding it was but never once did I hear
him boast about it.
As the years went by, he became weaker and weaker, his
step was less sure, and his hands did not move with the
confidence and speed that had so characterized him. He
was 204 unable to do many things he had done before.
However, no matter what the work or pay, he always had
an insatiable desire to do a good job.

The help he was able to get was not able to catch his
vision; they thought he was cranky to try so hard to
complete each and every detail. So more and more he
worked alone. He did not complain or bitterly rail at the
inefficiency of the other fellow. He would just appear the
next morning by himself with no explanation of the
absence of his helper.

During the latter days when he had only the shambles
of a face, he would wrap it up in a red bandana
handkerchief, leaving only his eyes showing.
When you met him on the street, there was always
a cheery greeting. As time went on and he found it
more and more difficult to say the words, often his
greeting would be given with a move of his walking
stick. This stick, too, was a thing of beauty, carved
out by his skillful hands.

His life seemed to be filled with contentment and
peace. I am sure many times he thanked Nature for
those hands and for the fact that they were marred
in no way.
He often would be missed about his usual haunts for
weeks, or perhaps months, as he would make his journey to
the hospital for the surgeon to cut away a little more. Then
you would see him again – a bit more gruesome. 205 There
would be no complaint, no telling of his operation and the
pain. He would just quietly go about the work that was
always awaiting his return.

In all of this quarter of a century, I never knew him
to come back with any complaints or mention in any
way about the pain. You would think there was
nothing the matter if you did not see his face.

When his days of labour seemed to be coming to
an end, his chief concern was that his tools might be
in good hands. He sent for me one day and told me
that he wished I would find for him some young man
who would appreciate and properly use them.
When I took a young man to see him about the tools, there
came over his face a look of contentment and satisfaction.
His work was finished and he was ready to cash in.
A few days before he died I went to see him. He was
walking in the yard. As he hobbled about the yard, he said
to me, “I am going to keep young just as long as I can.”
The day he died I went to see him again. The odour in the
room was so offensive you could hardly stay there. What
was left of his face was a mass of scars and there was really
no longer anything to cut away. You could tell he was in
great pain and had many sleepless night. But still there was
no word of complaint.
I shall never forget his last words. Ever afterwards they
have made me ashamed whenever I am inclined to
complain. Still, day after day, they are vivid in my memory.
The words were: “Nature has been awfully good to me.
I have never had any reason to complain.”
(The author would like to take this opportunity to
acknowledge Mr. R.M. Good for the touching article
above).

“Every life has a mission. Even though one’s life is shorten by
deteriorating health or otherwise, it doesn’t mean that our mission should
be compromised. We should actually put more effort so that when it’s
time to leave this world, we can leave as one whose mission is
accomplished.”
Kasemsook Bhamornsatit
When Kasemsook or “Sai” which she is fondly known was in her late
teens, her father who was a lawyer fell sick and could no longer work.
At the age of 18 her mother died in a car accident and she had to take
up the full responsibility of earning money as a freelance writer and
making Thai sweets to support her 5 siblings. She became the elder
sister, father and mother to her siblings all in one.
Throughout her life she struggled until she got married. But once again,
fate dealt her a severe blow. When her only daughter was born, the
obstetrician made a mistake by pulling her daughter’s head, hence
causing the brain and head to be distorted that made her unable to
speak or walk.

Later she had a separation from her husband and is then laden with
her handicap child and her 5 siblings. Fate again came into her life, this
time in even a more severe form. She had a serious car accident, her neck
was cracked and broken and one side of her body was paralyzed from
the neck downwards. Thanks to her meditation practice, she was able
to control her body and overcome the pain without any medicine at all.
However, the accident has affected her nerves and muscles of her neck
and shoulder. At the age of 28 she had to cut out the remainder part of
her womb because the doctor had previously made a mistake by cutting
out the wrong part of her womb! Owing to the complete loss of her womb,
she was deplete of hormones which made her bones deteriorate and
become porous. To make matter worse, she was allergic to all kind of
hormones administered. 4 years later in 1994, she encountered another
fatal accident. Her car overturned on a highway curve and crashed onto
some electricity poles. Her liver was torn and her right arm around her
shoulder was cracked and broken. Part of her liver, stomach and right
arm muscle had to be cut out. One kilogram of titanium 208 was put
into her arm and shoulder in order to join them together. The doctors
and surgeons then noted that her bones had become so porous and fragile
like that of an 80 years old woman although she was only 45! Her
whole body was in extreme pain. But once again owing to her high
development in meditation practice she was able to lift herself from the
sensations of pain and to continue with her life.
Today she is the pillar of inspiration for many people in Thailand. She
is the owner of the Mathura House of Culture and Meditation where
she gives meditation classes to the public and teaches children. She is
also the President of the Trikaya Culture and Academic Travel services
which offer educational and cultural tours to tourists and locals alike.
In her free time, she writes books on meditation and poems. She also
conducts a 2 day “Body and mind solution” program to the public which
teaches on how the mind can solve the body’s physical problem.

From a person who could have been crawling on the floor like a dog and
begging on the street, 209 through my sheer hard work, I have become
a handicap miracle in Taiwan.”
Huang Naihui
Huang Naihui was born in 1964 in Taipei, Taiwan as the
eldest child to a quite well-to-do family. When he was a child
he suffered from a very high fever. His grandmother being very
conservative attempted to ‘cure’ him by using the traditional
method of feeding him with incense ashes (an ancient belief)
which led him to suffer from cerebral spasm from which he
became partially paralyzed. His parents, being superstitious
that he may bring bad luck to the family, decided to abandon
him. His grandmother then decided to take up the responsibility
to bring him up. At age 13 he went to school to study primary
one. He was very slow at learning at first but gradually he was
able to pick up.

At age 22, he would study and work part-time. He would sell
lottery tickets and flowers during the day and attend classes at
night. During his spare time he would attend Psychology and
Chinese languages classes at the University of Taiwan as an
observer! The joy of learning overcomes his self-pity.
He was able to use this knowledge very well in his business of selling
flowers. He would go door-to-door to sell flowers during the day. At
night he would sell them in pubs and nightclubs. At times in order to
sell them he has to sing for his patrons even though he did it out of tune!
During the course of his business, he was often teased by people, a fact
that he has learned to accept as a handicap. He would, however, pick
himself up again and face the next customer with a smile.
What hurt him most was whenever he sees a happy family together at a
restaurant where he was selling flowers. It is something that he has never
enjoyed – the warmth of a family.
When he was 24, his grandmother passes away. It was the darkest day
in his life. She was the only person he had in his life because even his
younger siblings spurned him. But on that day he was overwhelmed with
joy to have the opportunity to see his father, step mother and siblings
who have come to pay their last respect to his grandma. He was hoping
that this could be a chance for him to be re-united with his family. To
his surprise, this was not to be. His father came to ask him to leave the
ancestral house 210 which was left to him by his grandma. He was
literally kicked out, left to cry and sell flowers on the streets the whole
night, – and it was on a New Year’s eve!
At that moment he learned one of the greatest lesson in his life, that is,
if even his own family members would hurt him, one can only rely on
oneself!

Today Huang Naihui is a much sought after speaker having spoken
up to more that 1,000 rounds of talks. He has become an inspiration
not only for the handicap but also to all normal people in hardship. His
book “Facing the Sun” and his story have created a reverberation in
the Taiwanese society. He now owns 3 flower shops and employed ablebodied people to work for him. He would spend his spare time doing a
lot of charitable work.
A man whom the society should be helping is instead helping many ablebodied people and the society in general.

Bad may not be bad, it may be good; good may not be
good, it may be bad.
“Every adversity, every failure, every handicap, every physical ailment,
every unpleasant circumstance and experience carries with it the seed of
an equivalent benefit, often in some hidden form.”

An old man once lost a horse. His neighbours all came to
console him. But the old man said. “It may turn out to be a
good thing.” A few months later, the horse came back by
itself and brought another fast horse with it. The old man's
neighbours this time came to congratulate him. But he said,
“This may turn out to be bad.” One day, the old man's son
went out riding on the fast horse. The horse ran too fast, and
his son fell down and broke his leg, became crippled and
handicapped.
So what do you think, is it a bad thing?
Years later, the country was at war with its
neighbours. All abled bodied youths were drafted to
become soldiers. Many of the youths died in that war
except the old man’s son.
So what do you think, is it a good thing?

E who never
“H
suffered,
has lived but half.
He who never failed,
never strove or sought.
He who never wept is
stranger to a laugh.
And he who never
doubted never thought.”

Here is the test to find
whether your mission on
earth is finished:
If you’re alive, it isn’t.

Richard Bach

Chapter 11
WHAT IT TAKES TO FACE FAILURE
We have often heard people ask what it takes to be successful.
I do not know at which angle you would like to look at it. But to
me it's exactly equal to what it takes to face failure!
I once asked my audience an interesting and seemingly obvious
question - why does a person drown when he falls into the water?
Many answers were given but the most common one was “He can't
swim.” Everybody was astonished when I told them that their answers
were wrong.
They even thought that it was a joke because most of my seminars are
quite jovial. To lead them on, I gave them incidences where people had
drowned under three inches of water. Obviously you need not be able to
swim in three inches of water. Finally, I told them the real answer which
I am going to share with you now :A person drowns when he falls in the water because he stays there.
It really doesn't matter how many times a person falls. It's the
ability to climb up again each time we fall that matters!
Do not measure a person by how many times he falls,
measure him by how many times he climbs up again. A person
who can

climb up again after he falls will never be drowned. But it is
sad to note that many people are just like those who, after
experiencing a temporary defeat, prefer to stay there and
finally die a real failure, fallen and never to rise again.
What is that quality in us that would help us climb up again
after each fall? It is something that I must mention or else I
may not do justice to this book. It is aptly said in the
following quotation :Nothing in the world can take its place.
Talent will not; nothing is more common than unsuccessful
men with talent. Genius will not; unrewarded genius is almost
a proverb.

Education will not; the world is full of educated derelicts,
persistence and determination alone are omnipotent.
Yes, persistence, the ability to rise again and again after each
fall.
In the confrontation between the stream and the rock, the
stream always wins, not through strength but by
perseverance.
It is not how far you fall, but how high you bounce!

“If I fail, I just go down, but I know I have it in me to bounce back.”
Tun Daim Zainuddin
Almost went bankrupt twice, once in a salt business and the other in
a plastic venture.
Born in 1938. Went to London to study Law. At the age of 21, he
was called to the Bar. On returning to the then Malaya he practised
law and later worked for the government. In the late 1960s, he decided
to embark on a business career. But he was to meet with failure after
failure in his ventures. Finally after several years his break came. He
has been a former Finance Minister and also the Economic Adviser to
the Malaysian Government. He is considered one of the wealthiest
Malay businessmen in Malaysia. He was re-appointed as First
Finance Minister of Malaysia in 1999 making him the first person to
be appointed as the Finance Minister twice. (Insert: Billi with Tun
Daim)

“When you fall and get up it does something to you.
It is healthful and invigorating to fall many times
through life, if you get up each time. It is the getting up
that counts.”
Yoritomo Tashi.
“When you can keep on trying after three failures in
a given undertaking, you may consider yourself a
candidate for a leadership role in your present
occupation. If you can keep on trying after a dozen
failures, the seed of genius is sprouting within you.”
Anonymous.
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times, but he didn't hear the referee.”
H.E. Jansen.
One of the greatest political comebacks ever staged
in history was that of Richard Nixon. He was defeated
by John F. Kennedy for the presidency of the United
States in 1962. His subsequent defeat in the campaign
for the governorship of his native California in 1962 all
but wrote him off in the minds of most observers. Not
so with Richard Nixon. With bulldog tenacity, he held
on to his dream of the White House. He became the
37th
President of the United States.

“You may have to fight a battle more than once to win it”.
Baroness Margaret Thatcher
Known as the “Iron Lady”, she is the first woman in European history to be elected Prime Minister.
She died on 8th of April, 2013 at the age of 87.

“To remain as I am is impossible; I must die or be better...”

Abraham Lincoln
Born in the backwoods of Kentucky in 1809,
Lincoln worked as a rail splitter, flatboatman,
storekeeper, postmaster and surveyor before
becoming a lawyer. Altogether Lincoln's formal
education added up to about a year.
His is a classic case of a man who really dared to
fail. Failed in business in 1831. Defeated in
legislature in 1832. Again failed in business in 1833.
Nervous breakdown in 1836. Defeated running for
speaker in 1838. Defeated running for post of
elector in 1840. Defeated running for congress in
1843. Elected to congress in 1846. Defeated
running for congress in 1848. Defeated running for

senate in 1855. Defeated running for vice president
in 1856. Defeated running for senate in 1858.
Finally in 1860 he was elected as the 16th and one
of the greatest presidents in American history.
TO FACE
ILURE

“It seems that nature often knocks individuals down
with adversity in order to learn who among them will
get up and make another fight.”
Anonymous.
“When I was a young man, I observed that nine out
of ten things I did were failures. I didn't want to be a
failure so I did ten times more work.”
George Bernard Shaw.
“I had to succeed because I have run out
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of things which didn't work.”
Thomas Edison.
From their statements, we know what type of
substance men of persistence are made of. It's a small
wonder why “reward” tends to crown them in the end.
At this juncture I would like to tell you a not so well
known story which concerns the person who invented
the telephone. To many of us the answer is Alexander
Graham Bell. Well that is the story that we now know.

But what we have not been taught about, I am afraid is
the real great lesson.

During that time there was a person by the name of
Philip Reis who actually challenged Bell to his claim to
be the inventor of the telephone. What Reis had done
by that time was that he was able to transmit musical
notes and tones through the wire. And he claimed that
Bell had actually studied whatever he had discovered up
to that date and used it to transmit voices through the
wire. He therefore claimed that he should be the
rightful inventor of the telephone. Finally the case was
brought up to the Supreme Court of the United States
of America. And the answer as you now know is in your
history book. How did the Supreme
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Court come up with the answer? Well, what they found
out was Reis's invention could only transmit musical
notes and tones and not voices. “Something more”
had to be added in order for it to be able to transmit
voices and Alexander Graham Bell did exactly that.
Reis actually didn't fail - he stopped! If only he
had persisted as Bell did, today his name would have
been in the history books.
The difference was only a “screw” which converted
the tone into voices. As the saying goes “People don't
fail, they quit!”
TO FACE

FAILURE

"It is not that you failed, it's just that you have not found that
‘something more’!"

Alexander Graham Bell (1847-1922)
“That's an amazing invention, but who would ever want
to use one of them?”

President Rutherford Hayes
when he saw the telephone invented by Bell in 1876. 223

“ Never, never, never give in, in whatever you do.”

Winston Churchill
Author, orator and statesman, led Britain from the
brink of defeat to victory as the wartime prime
minister. When young, Winston never liked school. He

was a poor student who loved playing with his big
collection of toy soldiers.

Sir Winston Churchill once made a very well
known speech to a packed house of graduates with
just this simple statement:Never give in! Never, never, never give in, in
whatever you do!
He then walked away with a standing ovation.
Yes, if you do not give up but try and TRY and TRY,
finally triumph would be yours.
“Try” + “umph” = “Triumph”
Like a mine, its purest gold may not be
found on the surface, its richest veins may only
reward those who have the patience to toil for years,
whose lamp of faith, no matter how dim
224 at times, keeps steadily burning, until somehow or
somewhere, the thread of gold is found.
When the Duke of Wellington defeated
Napoleon at the Battle of Waterloo, he said, “It
wasn't that the British soldiers were any braver than
the French soldiers, but they just wouldn't give up,
they fought on!” Their victory was determined by
that “holding on!”
There was a young woman who had taken ballet
lessons all through her childhood and finally she felt
that she was ready to commit herself to it. She
wanted to be a prima ballerina but first she wanted
to be sure that she had the talent. So when the ballet
company came to town, she went backstage

after the performance and spoke to the ballet master.
“I want to be a great ballerina,” she said, “but I don't know if I
have the talent.”
“Dance for me,” the master said, but after only a minute or
two he shook his head and said, “No, no, no! You don't have
what it takes.”
The young woman went home, heartbroken. She tossed the
ballet slippers in the closet and never wore them again. Instead,
she got married, had children and when the kids were old enough
she took a part-time job running a cash register at the corner
store.
Years later when the same ballet troupe came to town, she
attended it and on the way out she ran into the old master who
was then in his eighties. She reminded him that they had spoken
before. She showed him photos of her children and told him
about the job at the corner store and then she said, “There's just
one thing that has always bothered me. How could you tell so
quickly that I didn't have what it takes?”
“Oh! I barely looked at you when you danced,” the master
said, “That's what I tell all of them who come to me.”
“But..... but that's unforgivable!” she cried. “You have ruined
my life! I could have been a great ballerina!”

At this point I want you to pause and think — do you
think what the old master had done is right? Feel free to
write down your answer in the space below before you
read on.

Pause

ut I think I know what you are thinking. Let's continue the story.

“No, no, I don't think so,” the old master said, “If you
had what it takes, you wouldn't have paid any attention to
what I said!”
When we were born each of us was given a white piece
of blank paper to write down whatever that we want. Some
write only a little, some write a lot but some just allow
others to write for them. Whose fault is it?

“At that time when I did my first action film, it was completely
a man’s world. They took a look at me and said, ‘Little Malaysian
girl, beauty queen, what does she know? At that moment, I
thought, I will never let anyone look at me and think, what do you
know?’ I 227 might not know a lot but I am willing to learn.”
Michelle Yeoh
Yeoh Choo Kheng, better known as Michelle Yeoh was born in Ipoh, a
small town in Malaysia. At a very young age she dreamed of being a ballerina.
Unfortunately at the age of 16 her professional dancing career was shattered
when she had a serious back injury. She would have given up her dream and
become a lawyer instead. But against her doctor’s advice, this little lass
continued to pursue her dreams. She believed that if she could not dance there
must be something else she could do. In 1983 at the age of 21, Michelle
became the winner of the Miss Malaysia beauty pageant, which won the
attention of Jackie Chan and the Hong Kong movie industry. In 1988, after
her 5th movie, she married and temporarily retired from the screen. Her
marriage was somehow laden with tears and loneliness. It ultimately ended in
1992. Once again, another of her life’s dreams was shattered. But Michelle was
not the type to brood over spilled milk. Although she has been absent from
the film industry for 4 years, she made a remarkable comeback co-starring
with Jackie Chan in Police Story 3: Supercop, the top grossing film in Asia
that year. Michelle soon became the most popular and highest paid actress in
Asia with a huge cult following all over the world. As the leading lady in the
James Bond movie – Tomorrow Never Dies, Michelle fought her way into
the hearts of Tinseltown moguls. She is currently the epitome of the lady of
the next millenium, one with Beauty, Brain and Brawn.

“It does not matter whether a cat is black or white, so long
as it catches mice”.
Deng Xiaoping
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Born in 1904 in Southern China. At the age of 16 he went to
France to study. To support himself he applied for work in a
rubber factory outside Paris. Since he was unqualified, he was
taken on as an unskilled labourer No 4088 and joined an army
of underpaid foreign workers sticking together the parts of
waterproof overshoes. Within weeks he left, earning the
unenviable entry in his employment card “Refuses to work;
not to be rehired.” It was during those years that he became
involved in Communism. On returning to China in 1926, he
was to witness the slaughtering of communists by Chiang Kai
Shek. The years leading to the Long March in 1934 were brutal.
During one of the internal witch-hunts in the communist party,
Deng was disgraced. He was dismissed from his posts. His
second wife deserted him (his first had died during child birth),
and one of his closest friends and collaborators was condemned
to death and executed by his own party. Deng won Mao's
favour by building Mao's secret 3rd line, a gigantic industrial
redoubt whose crippling cost was in inverse proportion to its
ultimate strategic value and rose to power. He was ousted by

Mao during the Cultural Revolution, and was recalled by Mao
and then toppled by Mao's wife. The gang of 4 was later
overthrown and Deng became the “New Emperor”. Though
he was not holding any official position at the later stage of his
life, he was still the paramount leader of the world's most
populous nation. Mr. Deng passed away on the 19th of
February 1997 at the age of 92. He has been credited with being
the man who opens China to the rest of the world.

“God’s got me here for something. I can feel it.
I was born for everything that I’m doing now.”
Muhammad Ali
Was born Cassius Clay. He became a professional boxer after
winning an Olympic gold medal in 1960. In 1964 Ali defeated Sonny
Liston, earning the world heavyweight championship. He twice
defended his title, defeating both Liston and Floyd Patterson. Ali was
stripped of the title in 1967 for his resistance to the draft on religious
grounds. In 1970 he was re-granted a licence to box and in 1971 the
Supreme Court upheld his draft appeal. In the same year, Ali lost a
fight to Joe Frazier (the first fight of his comeback). He regained the

championship in 1974, at the age of thirty-two, defeating George
Foreman in Zaire. Considered perhaps the greatest heavyweight boxer
of all time, Ali retired in 1980. Although a victim of Parkinson's disease,
he became an inspiration to millions of disabled people.

“It is not power that corrupts but fear. Fear of losing power corrupts
those who wield it and fear of the scourge of power corrupts those who
are subject to it.”
Aung San Suu Kyi
Daughter of the Burmese national leader General Aung San who was
assassinated when she was only two years old. She has a BA in
philosophy, politics and economics from St. Hugh’s College, Oxford
University. In 1988, while visiting Burma to take care of her sick
mother, she joined the then popular pro-democracy movement against
the military regime. Although her party won, she was arrested and
detained for six years. While under detention, she was awarded the 1991
Nobel Peace Prize which she used to establish a health and education
trust in support of the Burmese people. Today Aung San Suu Kyi
continues to work for democracy and freedom in Myanmar (Burma).
She has been detained under house arrest for almost 15 of the past 21

years from 20th July 1989 and was only recently released on 13th
November 2010. She remained the dominating figure in Myanmar's
battered pro-democracy movement. She was released on November 13,
2010 after finishing 15 years under house arrest. She then campaigned
and her party won 43 of the 44 seats in the Election which she has
participated on 3, April, 2012.

“Fear of failure kills the courage to succeed.” Amitabh
Bachchan
Amitabh Bachchan, the king of the Indian Cinema was
born into a well-to-do family. His father was an acclaimed
Hindi poet and mother, a socialite. He graduated from the
Delhi University with an Arts degree. Many would have
thought that because of his background, his path towards
stardom would be an easy and smooth one. But this was
not to be so. His life would instead serve as an insight into
the struggle that goes into the making of a legend. He is
destined to be an inspiration as well as a warning to those
who naively wish for fame and instant success to fall onto their lap.
When he first started after graduation, he was rejected for the job as
a junior executive in a soap and consumer goods firm in Delhi. He then
applied to be a radio announcer but was turned down by the All India
Radio because his voice was “not right”. He then join the crowd of
young hopefuls in trams, clutching testimonials and looking for job in
Calcutta. He managed to work as a shipping agent only for a short while.
But this was a time when India was facing domestic political turmoil
and student unrest. Employment prospects for educated young men
were bleak at best. After going through the rounds of all possible
avenues of employment with no result, Amitabh had to even spend one
night sleeping on a bench with nowhere to go. 231
He finally decided to try his luck at Bollywood. He was a nobody.
He was scoffed at because of his tall, gawky stature and laughed at as a
“lamboo” (Tallest Man). After a series of rejections, both in the film
world and outside of it, Amitabh still refused to give up hope. At last
he was launched in the film “Saat Hindustani” (seven Indians) which
also went unnoticed. He was still undeterred. He then signed up for the
film “Bombay to Goa” for only Rs500! But the film opened the door
of the film industry to him. Finally he was signed up for the film
“Zanjeer” (The chain) which broke the box-office and a superstar was
born ! He appeared in over 70 films many of which were resounding
successes.
He later return to Bollywood but a string of failed ventures and the
loss incurred by his entertainment company in sponsoring the Miss
Universe Contest held in Bangalore in 1996 made him a bankrupt.

In 1999, he came up with his own version of “Who wants To Be A
millionaire” – TV Show called “Kaun Banega Carorpati” making him
a multi-millionaire once again.

“Looking back in my life, there were two incidents which I am
grateful for. First, when my lecturer refused to recommend me for my
training abroad and second, when I was forced to resign from my
Deanship. The first incident gave me the challenge and the second gave
me the time to do my cancer research work which I may never had, had
I stuck to the Deanship.”
Dr. Vanchai Vatanasapt.
Dr. Vanchai Vatanasapt was born just after the Second World War.
At the age of 3, his father passed away. In order to bring him up, his
mother became a dressmaker. Even then, her income was insufficient
and assistance from his aunts was sought. He was brought up deprived
of many things which other kids have other than the warm love of his
mother and aunts. It was these two factors, which drove him to want
to succeed.

He had always dreamt of being a surgeon. So at the age of 21, when
he finished medical school, he volunteered to work in the surgical
department. Like many of the M.D. graduates in those days, he dreamt
of pursuing his surgical training in the United States. One day he
approached his lecturer for recommendations to follow his dream to
study abroad. He was told that his grade was not good enough and he
would be wasting his time. He almost believed what he was told, but
something in him just refused to accept it. Instead it became a challenge
which drove him to go through five years of surgical training in the
United States.
The crowning glory came the day he became the first surgeon from
Thailand to be certified by the surgery board of USA and Canada,
surpassing the achievement of the lecturer who had previously refused
to recommend him for the training. At the age of 39, he was elected to
be the Dean of the Faculty of Medicine of the University of Khon Kaen
and was conferred as an Associate Professor. 2 years through his
Deanship, an incident happened which saw him being forced to resign
from the position. At that time it was a big blow to him, as he believed
he had not 233 done anything wrong. This setback became a blessing
in disguise as he was then able to have time to restart his beloved cancer
research. He was not only able to establish the famous Cancer Unit of
Khon Kaen University but was also able to finish his “Text of Cancer
Surgery” with which he was awarded a full
Professorship of surgery, a position which only a few surgeons in the
universities of Thailand could attain.
Dr. Vanchai had been a full Professor of surgery, the President of
Khon Kaen University and the only president to receive the honour of
being the “model” University President during his term in office by the
President of the student organization.
He is currently the Director of the Mekong Institute of Development
and Co-operation, chairman for the Cancer Committee of Khon Kaen
University and Director of the Institute for Dispute Resolution.

Vinder Balbir
Mrs Vinder Balbir was born in Malaysia to a very strict and wealthy
Punjabi family. Her blissful life was shattered at the age of 11 when
both her parents were killed in front of her eyes during the racial riots
on May 13, 1969 in Kuala Lumpur. During that incident, she was also
shot by an M16 and was left for dead. She however managed to recover
after spending more than a week in the General Hospital. And only
through an advertisement in the papers did her grandfather know that
she was still alive and later came to claim her.
Being parentless, her 2 brothers were sent to India and she and her
younger sister were sent to a free convent boarding school to finish
thier education. It was there where her love of food and cooking first
saw the light of day. “ I was always sent to the kitchen for detention
when l broke some rules. I loved it. It was there where the nuns would

teach me how to cook pizza, cheese cakes and black forest gateau” she
said.

Upon completion of her secondary education at age 17, her
grandfather immediately arranged for her to marry a man whom she has
never met before. Not knowing what to do, and after listening to the
advice of her mother’s close friend, she decided to run away to Thailand
where 4 of her aunts were living. This made her grandfather really mad.
She was ostracized from the family! Her aunts were warned not to
house her or they shall not be included in her grandfather’s will.
In order to get rid of her, her aunts once again tried to marry her off.
But she was not able to get a suitor as she has no dowry to give to the
man (It is Indian custom that in a marriage, the girl’s side has to give
gifts, money or estate to the man for him to marry her). They finally
match-made her to a poor Sikh man who was a jobless labourer with
only 100 baht (US$2.60) in the bank. However he was prepared to take
her without any dowry but “love”. She then found out that she could
not live on “love” alone when they shifted into a rented hut with one
small room without any windows and where a doorless toilet is just next
to the bed!
She then pleaded with her aunt and was finaly able to shift to
one of her aunt’s vacant apartments.
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To make ends meet, she would do some odd jobs, by giving cooking
or English lessons and finally was able to save enough to open a small
restaurant selling pizza. Her pizzas were so famous in Bangkok until
she was known as the pizza lady! During that period, she gave birth to
a daughter. She was the darling of her life. But fate was to deal her
with a fatal blow. Her 11 year old daughter died of a total kidney failure
after spending a few months in coma. She was totally distraught, her
earnings were all spent. She had to beg the doctor for the release of her
daughter’s body for cremation as she had no more money to pay for
the medical bills.
When she went back to her restaurant, it was closed. The electricity
and water supplies were cut off, the workers had not been paid for 3
months and there were a pile of bills waiting to be cleared. She was so
desperate that her workers had to lend her some money to reopen the
restaurant again.

A year later she was pregnant again and this time it was a baby boy.
She was so happy thinking that fate is now rewarding her with a boy
after the death of her daughter. This was not to be.

On the second day after birth, her son was accidentally chocked by
a nurse in a private hospital and died. This time life had lost its meaning
to her and she had no heart to work anymore.
In order to get her back again, her husband would work very hard in
his tailoring business and was finally able to buy a building for her to
open her own restaurant. The day her husband gave her the keys was
the day the new Mrs Balbir was born again! Today, Vinder has become
a well-known celebrity chef, a veteran at the art of Public Relations, an
Indian “culture” ambassador with a personal show with UBC Starworld
and a thriving Indian restaurant - the famous Mrs Balbir Restaurant on
Sukhumvit Soi 11 in Bangkok!
She has also been blessed with a handsome and healthy son who is
now 15.

Vinder Balbir chatting with Datin Dr. Siti Hasmah, the wife of
the Former Prime Minister of Malaysia during the latter’s visit to
Bangkok.

“..... there is some evidence to suggest that the man who appears less
fortunate at the start of his life has a better chance of success than the
one who is 237 well provided for from the onset. This may be because
the less fortunate person has to try harder and acquire a stronger drive
to ensure success.”
Krisana Kritmanorote
Krisana Kritmanorote was born in 1950 to a wealthy Chinese family
in Thailand. His childhood was filled with happiness and joy. He never
had to struggle to survive as his parents were able to provide him with
everything he wanted, including loving care. He was sent to one of the
best school in Bangkok for his education. As a school boy, he was the
rich man’s son with money to spend and surrounded by many friends.
One day his father’s business collapsed and his, including his family’s
life changed forever. His family’s financial situation was so bad that he
had to cut short his education one year before graduation. Being the
eldest in the family he decided to go to work for his father’s friend in a
rice-trading business in Vientiene, Laos in order to help the family. His
life in Vientiene was one without choices. He had to struggle very hard

in carrying out his work. Having found no headway in Laos, he decided
to join his father down south to start a new business. They went down
to a southern town in Thailand, called Hatyai to sell pork and also
export egg noodles to Penang, Malaysia.

He later came back to Bangkok and started work at a drugstore
for a salary of 200 baht (US$5.00) a month. He would always
set off for work at 6 o’clock in the morning and arrive at the
shop before anybody else as one of his functions was to open
the shop. He would clean the storage room and the ashtrays
and arrange everything properly before the day’s work began.
Even during the lunch break he did not have a chance to rest
as his job also included setting up the eating table for everybody
and to clean up afterwards. He would work harder than
anybody else and would help others to prepare medicine after
having finished his own job. During that period, he would
always walk the “extra mile” in whatever he does, even though
he was only paid 200 baht while others were getting 800 baht
(US$21.00) for the same job!
One day, the general manager failed to show up for work.
The owner did not know what to do, Krisana offered to help
him to do the manager’s work. Because of his willingness to
learn everything, he was able to do it. The owner was greatly
amazed. After that incident his salary was raised to 800 baht and
later to 1000 baht (US$26.00) a month.
The pay increase was however not able to prevent him from
makinghis next move. He decided to quit his job at the
drugstore and turned to selling bathroom liquid and sharpening
appliances. He later took up a job as a salesman selling airconditioners and refrigerators. Although he changed job, his
approach to work never changed. He would continue to work
harder than anybody else. He would achieve the top sales record
in the company selling more than 70 window-type airconditioners in one single order! One day he ran into an old
friend who later introduced him to the Insurance business.
Finding this new business very challenging and one which can
enable him to help others too, he decided to leave his job as a
air-conditioner salesman. Many of his friends advised him
against this decision as he was about to leave a regular salary of

3,000 baht (US$79.00) a month (considered very good at that
time) for a job without any fixed salary.
When he began to sell insurance in 1970, he began with zero.
His first few years was a tremendous struggle. He would often
walk, take a bus, clutching an old, one-baht file full of blank
sheets of paper and insurance application forms in his hand and
a 2coloured ball point pen in his shirt pocket. He would go out
from 6 o’clock in the morning until late into the night.

He was so broke at that time that he would often wear a worn-out
shirt and a pair of worn-out shoes. He couldn’t even afford to have a
25 baht tie! Sometimes he didn’t even have money for a meal. At times,
he was very discouraged and was even afraid owing to the endless chain
of failures and disappointments but he continued to perservere. For
months, he couldn’t sell a single policy and in the middle of the nights
he would be heard crying and his mother would be consoling him, she
too, crying bitterly as well. Under this situation, he still had to support
the rest of his family who were still studying.
One day after several months, after having approached more than
30 people in the process, he was able to sell his first policy. It was the
greatest day of his life!
Today Krisana Kritmanorote is recognized as the top insurance
salesman in Thailand with many awards in his honour. He was also
appointed by the then Governor of Bangkok, Chumlong Srimuang to
the post of an Educational Advisory committee member from 1990 till
1995. He was judged the best dressed Executive of the year in 1991. He
was awarded Executive of the year 1998, and Executive of the year 1999
– Life Insurance
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respectively presented to him by General Pijit Kulawanit, Privy
Counsellor and Mr. Wuthichai Sa-nguanwongchai, Deputy Minister of
Industry, Thailand.

He is the author of several best-selling books and one of his books
“Progress to the Top” was awarded “the best Insurance Book of the
year” in 1998. He was the Chief Agency Officer of the Allianz Ayudhya
CP Life Assurance Public Company Limited and recently resigned as a
matter of principle. Today he is the chairman MAAKK Wealth
Management Co., Ltd. Thailand - a company to watch.

Krisana with Mr. Chuan
latter’s
Leekpai, the Former Prime
Minister of Thailand.

Billi with Krisana at the
office.

“The sweet smell of success has less
meaning without failure.”
Hishamuddin Rais
To different people Hishamuddin
Rais means different things. To the
70’s campus generation he was the
voice of their conscience. To the
authorities both on and off campus
he was a person who questioned
their authoritative power. Brought up
in a very rural background with a
touch of orang asli heritage, he has
meandered from obstacles to
obstacles. With single mindedness and focused intention he
has overcome various failures.
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In the 70’s he was known for his profound oratory skill. The speaker’s
corner in front of University Malaya’s library was almost his
second home.
His first attempt speaking at speaker’s corner failed to last
more than five minutes. But it was a life experience. He was
not discouraged. He observed the more experienced orator
until he was given another chance to be on that stone again.
Failure was his ultimate guru.
Early 80’s Hishamuddin Rais was in Europe trying to enter
a prestigious Belgium film school. For preparation he learned
French but still he failed at the entrance examination. He
crossed the English Channel with the sole aim of studying film
making... Again he was rejected, this time due to
incomprehensive knowledge of cinema and photography. For
a year he worked as a photographer and freelance writer while
studying the foundation of cinema.

After three failures he was at last accepted by two film
schools in London. This time it was his pleasure to reject the
offer from the prestigious Saint Martin School of Arts film
department. He made several short films before returning to
Malaysia. Dari Jemapoh Ke Manchestee (From Jemapoh to
Manchestee) is his first feature film. Today he is a film director
cum producer.

“Our store was burned down during the liberation by American
bombing. We rebuild one makeshift stall on the Avenida-Soler corner
but then, in 1948, along come Typhoon Gene which blew off the roof
of our 241 barong-barong (a small one-storey house). All the stocks
were soaked into pulp... We were back to zero again... But you cannot
quit. You can never quit.”
Mrs Socorro Cancio Ramos
Socorro “Coring” C. Ramos, affectionately called “Nanay” (Mother)
was born on September 23, 1923 in Sta. Cruz, a small fishing town in
Laguna Province, South of Manila, Philippines. Born the fifth child to
a family of six children, Coring lived with her parents and grandmother
who owned a stall in the wet market, buying and selling bananas,
vinegars, wooden sandals and other assorted goods in order to support
the family.
When Coring was in the third grade, her family’s store has to close
shop owing to stagnant business during the 1930’s depression. During
the same year, her father died and the whole family moved to Manila.
Life was hard. In order to help her mother, Coring, though underaged
would find ways to get a job during her school vacation. She would do
piecework sewing on buttons or retrieving tobacco from moldy
cigarette packs, meanwhile trying to hide from labor inspectors.

Coring finally graduate from Arellano High School but her
dream of becoming a doctor has to be put aside as her family
could not afford to send her to college.
So at the tender age of 16, Coring got a job as a salesgirl
(“tindera”) in the Escolta branch of Goodwill Book Store
which was set up by her brother and sister-in law.
It was there where she met her future husband, Jose Ramos
who was the brother of her sister-in-law. Their courtship was
however met with strong family objection and Coring was sent
back to Sta. Cruz to stay with her grandmother.
However their love was too strong. Before long, with only
11 pesos in her pocket and a few clothes, she left Sta. Cruz
and married Jose Ramos one day after she arrived in Manila
despite protest from her grandmother. Their marriage soon
grew into a business partnership that established the beginning
of National Book Store at the start of the Japanese occupation.
National Bookstore began in a rented corner space (4 x 10
meters) in a larger shop selling haberdashery and other items at the
foot of the Escolta bridge. Apart from selling second hand books,
they 242 would also sell soap, candies, slippers, pens and pencils. In
addition to tending the store Coring would go into wholesaling of
other items to Japanese outlets, often taking a great risk of
confiscation and arrest as most of the goods floating around in those
days were loot from American warehouses.
At the close of the war, and pregnant with twins, Coring
again took a risk by buying an entire warehouse of whisky
from a Japanese whole-saler anticipating that the whisky
would be in great demand when the American returned. But
fate was to land her another blow. During the Liberation by
the Americans, the whole of Escolta was burned owing to the
American bombing. Their store was burned to the ground
together with all the stocks. Fortunately for her, the whisky
were stored in her mother’s house and stocks on uncensored

books and school supplies and greeting cards were there. The
problem now is they have no store! In order to catch the postliberation boom, they had no choice but to start again, this
time in downtown Manila.
So in mid 1945, on a small lot on the Avenida-Soler corner,
National Book Store rose again – it resembled a crude shack
where the front door doubled as a sales counter during the
day.

Coring was again in business. Sales grew briskly and of course the
whisky were all bought up by the American GIs who paid them in US
dollars!
But in 1948 Typhoon Gene leveled their stall. It blew their roof off
and all their inventory were soaked and ruined, from the ground floor
to the attic. The Ramoses have to start all over again. This time around
National Book Store, still on the same leased land, would become a 2storey shop with a mezzanine floor instead of a make-shift stall. In order
to get their own land and build their very own National Bookstore head
office, they would not build a house for themselves but would instead
save every centavo earned in order to make that dream come true.
Construction of their headquarters began in 1963. But it took them 20
years from the day National Book Store started till 1965 when they
finally build their own house.
Today National Bookstore is a household name in the Philippines.
From an initial invested capital of 211 peso, Coring has grown the
business to rank 170th place in the list of top 1000 corporations in the
Philippines with a gross revenue of 3.1 billion pesos, more than 47
branches nationwide and employing over 3,000 people. 243 It holds the
lucrative Hallmark Cards Franchise and has ventured into nontraditional areas like real estate development, oil exploration and
mining.
Coring was conferred the Agora Award for entrepreneurship in
1991. And National Bookstore was voted the “Outstanding Philippine
Retailer – 2001” by the Philippine Retailer Assocation. Today, at age 83,
you can still catch her working late in her office at Pioneer street,
Mandaluyung City, Philippines. – still the super-sales lady behind
National Bookstore. In 2005, she was voted the Entrepreneur of the
year in Philippines.

Billi with Mrs Socorro Cancio Ramos.

FROM A BEGGAR TO A MUCH SOUGHT AFTER
SPEAKER
“I felt so fortunate that I still have my parents even
though one is blind and the other mentally ill when one
day I saw children crying over their parents’ coffin.”
LAI DONG-JIN (

)

Lai Dong-Jin was born to a family of fourteen. His father is blind and
his mother is mentally ill. At a very young age, his father would get him
to guide him to go around begging. He would beg on the streets even
in stormy or cold nights in order that his family can survive. When he
was unable to beg for enough food, he would resolve to take food
meant for dogs and would even drink water from drains. As if that is
not enough, he would constantly get scolding and beating from his
father. His family is homeless and they would move from place to place
in order to have shelter. He also has to take care of his younger siblings
including having to clean up his mother each time she has her menstrual
period. Many a time he was pushed to the point when he would
contemplate to take his own life. In order to afford to 244 go schooling,
his thirteen years old sister was sold off to be a prostitute. In the six
years of his primary education, he won more that 80 awards. He always
come up top in all the competition in school including the title of Model
Student.

Today, Mr Lai Dong-Jin is a successful factory manager of a
large company and in 1999, he was accorded one of the top ten
outstanding young men in Taiwan. He has also written a
bestselling
book
entitled “ ” (The
Beggar’s Son) and is
very much sought
after as a speaker.

Billi with Lai DongJin.

“All of us still have to face many difficulties in
order to come to a final victory… we still have
to pass through trials and adversities, but we
will
win.”

Hô Chi Minh was born on May 19, 1890 as Nguyen Sinh Cung when
Vietnam was a French colony known as French Indochina. At the age
of 10, he received a new name, Nguyen Tât Thânh in accordance with
Vietnamese custom. At an early age of 18, he was forced to leave school
because he was involved in an antitax demonstration at the Hue’
National school.
In June 1911, he left Saigon (now, Hô Chih Minh City) and set sail
for France working as a cook in a French steamship liner. He would
then work in the United States and London, England. Finally in 1917,
Hô settled in Paris.
In Paris, he lived in a tiny bed sitter (about 9 sq metre) which was
just enough for a single person. During the chilly winter nights, he
would pre-heat bricks to put under his bed in order to keep warm.
During the day, he would work as a photographic assistant in
retouching photos and writing articles while undertaking patriotic

activities in certain revolutionary organizations. During that period he
was known as Nguyen Ai¯ Qu ô c (Nguyen the Patriot).

With the success of the Russian Revolution in 1917, together
with some left-wingers in the socialist Party of France, he
decided to set up the French Communist Party.
He would study the works of Marx, Engels and Lenin almost
every day. He later learned to speak both French and English
fluently which were to help him in his later causes.
In 1940, after Japan occupied Indochina at the beginning of
World War 2, Hô returned to Vietnam for the first time in 30
years. There he helped found the Viet Minh, a new
communistdominated independent movement to fight against
the Japanese military forces. When the Japanese surrendered in
August, 1945, the Viet Minh units seized power in Northern
Vietnam in the famous August Revolution and proclaimed the
foundation of the Independent Democratic Republic of
Vietnam (DRV) and Hô was made its first President. It was at
this time that Hô formally
246 adopted the pseudonym Hô Chi Minh, which means “he who
enlightens”. But Hô’s hope that his new government would be
recognized was soon dashed. In October, the French troops
returned to South Vietnam and drove the Viet Minh and other
anti-colonialist elements out of Saigon and into the countryside.
During the next year Hô Chi Minh negotiated with French
representatives to reach a compromise and to avoid war. But
when the talks failed, in 1946, the First Indochina war broke
out.
For 8 years, the Viet Minh Guerrillas fought the French
troops in the mountains and in the rice fields of Vietnam. After
an exhausting conflict the French were beaten at the battle of
Dien Bien Phu. In 1954, a compromise peace was signed. The
French troops withdrew from Vietnam which was provisionally
divided into a Communist North (Democratic Republic of

Vietnam) and a Non-communist South (Republic of Vietnam).
National elections were to be held in 1956 to reunify the North
and South under a single government.
But then, the South Vietnamese leaders refused to cooperate in holding the national elections as agreed. In 1959, the
Second Indochina war broke out with the communist-led
guerrillas fighting against the U.S supported regime in Saigon.

The Vietnam war as it was also known lasted for 16 years when the
world’s most powerful army was beaten by the ill-equipped Vietnamese
army with the support of the peasants and farmers.
But Hô Chi Minh did not live to see the re-unification of Vietnam.
He passed away on 2nd. September, 1969 at the age of 79. He had
nothing as his own property, except for his baby Hermes typewriter.
In Vietnam today, Hô Chi Minh is viewed as the very soul of the
Vietnamese revolution and the country’s long struggle for
independence. His personal qualities of simplicity, integrity and
determination brought him respect and admiration not only in Vietnam
but all over the world. There is no doubt that Hô Chi Minh was one of
the most influential figures of the 20th century.
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Hô Chi Minh spliting logs for firewood.

Billi under the statue of Hô Chih Minh in
Hô Chi Minh city.
Hô Chi Minh fishing in a stream in Viet Bac resistance Area.
How persistence is developed

It's all very fine and good to talk about persistence. But
how does one develop
persistence? How come there are people who can persist
against all odds whereas others give up at the slightest
sign of hardship?
When we are down and out and all our friends are
nowhere to be found, what do we do? When there is
no one that we can go to, who is there to help us?

I am not going to dwell on the spiritual aspect but I would like to
touch on that part of our person which can help us during the
248 time when we fail - our MIND!

Yes, our mind is the only thing that can pull us out of our rut.
Not our friend or
our parents, not even our spouse. They can only give us
encouragement but only
our mind and our mind alone can help us in such times. Unless
our minds “see”
the final successful outcome, we shall lose the will to persist.
(The final successful outcome pulls us on. Without it, we tend to
give up.) Most people are broken when they fail, not only
materially but also mentally.
That's where the danger lies.

(A)

Unless they can mend themselves mentally, these people willnot be
able to bounce back again.

(B)

Even though he physically sees his fortune being burnt away,MENTALLY
he still sees his fortune intact and can be built again.

As an old wise saying states:“Hold on to your dreams (Vision) For if your dreams (Vision) die
You are like a wounded bird without a wing.”
Under no circumstances do you let your mental “successful
vision” be broken by what happens in your outside physical
world.
Now here comes the crux of the whole thing.
MOST PEOPLE LET THEIR PRESENT
RESULTS CONTROL THEIR THOUGHTS.
I repeat, PRESENT results, PRESENT situation, PRESENT
circumstances controls them. Let's say our present circumstances are
“Poor”. And if we use this “Poor” situation as the BASE for our
thoughts, we will create a “Poor consciousness” in our mind. And if this
“poor consciousness” or “failure consciousness” is constantly being
bombarded into our mind, it slowly seeps into our SUB-CONSCIOUS
MIND and that's when we are trapped!
That's why there is a wise saying:“TAKE CHARGE OF YOUR THOUGHTS,
SO THAT YOU CAN DO WHAT YOU WANT
WITH THEM!”

People whose thoughts are determined by their present
circumstances are NOT taking charge of their thoughts. Only
those who, DESPITE their bad circumstances are yet able to put
NEW and INSPIRING thoughts into their minds, are taking
charge of their thoughts! It may sound very simple but somehow
a lot of people fail to understand this in order to apply it.

Sometime ago I conducted a seminar and there was a woman
who produced a sales volume of RM250,000 (US$66,000) a
month. When I asked her how much she could do in the following
month, she said RM270,000 (US$71,000). Does it sound realistic
to you? Sure it does. And when I asked her why she couldn't do
double! RM500,000 (US$132,000), she replied that it was because
she PRESENTLY only did RM250,000 (US$66,000). There you
see, many people are tied or controlled by their present results.
We should at all times break away from our present results and
circumstances and set our minds on what we want to be.
VISUALISE the person you want to be. FEEL it. Feel a sense of
abundance. Do it constantly no matter what is happening in the
outside world and you will see your outside circumstances
changing according to your inner thoughts. Yes, you are now in
control. That's how a failure begins to become a success.

Everything starts from our thoughts BEFORE it becomes a
reality outside. Therefore the SOURCE of this thought is very
crucial. I repeat, DO NOT USE YOUR PRESENT
SITUATION as the source. Use an original, new, courageous,
abundant and positive thought as the source. The following
diagrams may perhaps help you to understand what I am trying to
say.
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A page from Edison's notebooks showing a sketch of
an incandescent lamp, which he invented in 1879. All
throughout the thousands of failed attempts, Edison
had always held the vision of the incandescent lamp
in his mind.

How do we go about putting all these courageous thoughts into
our mind when we are surrounded by problems? Here is a method
which I use:Let's say our business venture fails. We lost a lot of money and
we are in debt and we have no money to pay. That's a big problem!
Coupled with this we will worry about a lot of other things, like
what will other people say, what will they think. What will my
neighbour say, what will my GRANDFATHER say, etc... All
these add up to our problems or that's what we think. But if we
were to analyse it very carefully, a lot of our problems are actually
not real. Frankly nobody actually thinks about us. 255 Most of
the time they are thinking about themselves. Most people don't
have the time to think about us! A research study in recent times
had this to say:- 93 percent of our problems are not really real.
Only seven percent are real. Out of these real problems, there is a
type of problem which we can't do anything about.
For example, if today we are attending a seminar in an isolated
island with no phone and there is only one flight a week out of the
island and something happened to one of our children. Is there
anything we can do about it? Nothing! You can also choose the
other alternative which is to worry about it for the whole week
until you can get a flight back.

Think about it. Why should we worry about something which we
can't do anything about?

problem
“underortheevery
sun, there is a
remedy
or there is none.
F
If there is, try to find it.
If there is none,
why worry about it?”
Santide
va

In another example, let's say we are broke owing to a failure in
a business venture and we owe the bank or someone millions.
What can we do? Nothing! So don't worry about it. (Please note
that I am not encouraging you not to be responsible for your
debt but to CLEAR your mind first. Once this part of the mind
is being taken care of, begin to put in new courageous thoughts
new plans, new ventures, new ways, new opportunities...)

There are many ways we can go about putting things into our
mind. We can use Autosuggestion, Neuro Linguistic Programme
(NLP), CRAFT (Cancel, Replace, Affirm, Focus, Train) method
by Dr Maxwell Martz, prayers, listening to positive tapes,
surrounding ourselves with positive posters, reading positive
books and more importantly setting our own positive bedroom
routine. When you go out, try to mix with positive minded people.
Each morning, the moment we wake up, without fail we must
visualise in our mind's eyes the successful person that we want to
become. Feel the abundance, the courage flowing into our blood.
Do the same at night just before you sleep. (The worst thing to do
257 each morning and night is to read newspapers, which most
people do. The reason is because 95% of the contents of most
newspapers today are sensational news that are negative in nature.)

During the course of the day, whenever you are free, take the
opportunity to do the same. You will soon find that no matter
what your outside situation is, it will slowly begin to change
TOWARDS the vision which you had constantly held in your
mind! Never will you fear to fail again.

“The super successes of our society are not people who do not
fail, they just don't perceive them as such. They don't attach
negative emotions to something that doesn't work.”

“Opportunities of all sorts abound in troubled times... good times
are good but bad times are still better.”

Konosuke Matsushita
Born in 1894. Physically a frail person. With 100 yen of his
savings, he started his business in a single rented room of 130
square feet and went on to build one of the largest electrical
appliance firms in the world which he led for more than fifty
years.
Yes, the price for success is persistence. Never take “No” for an
answer. And should you ever come to a corner or you feel you

are down and out, always remember that you are only at a bend
in the road and not at the end.

Bend in the Road
When you feel you have nothing left to give
And you're sure that the song has ended,
And it seems there's no reason left to live
And the darkness of night has descended.
Where can you go to find the strength
You need to keep on trying?
Where can you find the hand that will dry
The tears your heart is crying.
When you're filled with hopelessness and sorrow,
Looking at what seems to be the end,
God will whisper, "Wait until tomorrow,"
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This heartbreak is only a bend in the road.
(Bend in the road, bend in the road
Bend in the road, bend in the road.)
The road will continue past the bend
And you'll sing as you go on your journey,
And hope in your heart will burn again
As you see the light for which you're dreaming.

Be comforted to know the lord is with you
He's closer than any other friend
He whispers to your heart to reassure you
That happiness is just around the bend in the road.
(Bend in the road, bend in the road Bend in the road)

“In each age, people of genius undertake the ascent. From
below, the world follows them with their eyes. These men
go up the mountain, enter the clouds, disappear, reappear.
People watch them, mark them. They walk by the side of
precipices. They daringly pursue their road. Seeing them
aloft, see them in the distance, but they are but black
specks. On they go. The road is uneven, its difficulties
constant. At each step a wall, at each step a trap. As they
rise, the cold increases. They must make their ladder, cut
the ice and walk on it, hewing the steps in haste. A storm is
raging. Nevertheless they go forward in their madness. The
air becomes difficult to breathe.
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The abyss yawns below them. Some fall. Others stop and
retrace their steps.
Theirs is a sad weariness.
The bold ones continue. They are eyed by the eagles.
The lightning plays about them. The hurricane is furious.
No matter, they persevere.”
Victor Hugo

The perseverance of the Colorado River made the Grand
Canyon. The perseverance of Charles Goodyear gave us the tyres
that enable vehicles to travel at great speed. The perseverance of
the Wright brothers gave us wings to fly. The perseverance of
Alexander Graham Bell gave us the power to converse from great
distances. The perseverance of Beethoven fills our world with
inspiring music. The perseverance of John Milton gave the
sweetest poems that lighten our hearts. The perseverance of Helen
Keller gave hope to all the disabled. The perseverance of Nelson
Mandela gave us peace. The perseverance of Thomas Edison gave
us the electric light.
The perseverance of Abraham Lincoln won him the
presidency. Success depends on our staying power. Lack of
perseverance is one of the reasons most people fail in business, in
politics and in their personal lives. And in the words of Dr.
Napoleon Hill,

“Every successful person finds that great success lies just
beyond the point when they’re convinced their idea is not going
to work.”

“The remains of my husband lie in this
land. And till the day I die, this will also
be my land.”
The Lady Who Declined
The PMship Of India. Sonia Gandhi
was born into a middle class family in the
northern Italian Village of Orbassano.
In 1965, when she was studying
English at Cambridge she was
introduced to Rajiv Gandhi, son of Indira Gandhi, the then
Prime Minister Of India. 3 years later they were married. She was
married on the same day that her mother-in-law was married. And she
wore the same sari that Indira Gandhi wore decades earlier during her
wedding. When Sonia first came to India, her father gave her a return
ticket but it was one that was destined never to be used. India was to be
her new home. She had 12 years of happy marriage until the death of
her brotherin-law, Sanjay Gandhi in an air crash threatened their wifehusband relationship. She has always detested politics and has always
opposed 262 her husband entering it and threatened divorce if he did
it. But Rajiv was now under pressure to go into politics. Finally she
relented. Rajiv then resigned from the Indian Airlines to join politics.
After her mother-in-law Indira Gandhi was assassinated on 31st Oct
1984, her husband became the Prime Minister Of India. But on May
21st 1991 at an election rally at Sriperumbudur, a woman suicide
bomber wrapped her arms around him and they blew up together.
Her husband’s death devastated her and she suffered in silence. She
was offered the top job in her husband’s political organization but she
declined.
Finally to boost up the fledging popularity of the Congress
party, she became a member of the Congress in August 1997.
Because she was of foreign birth, she was faced with great
opposition and ridicule.
But in May 2004, after the Indian elections where her party won a
surprisingly substantial number of seats, she was offered the Prime
Ministership of the world’s largest democracy but once again she turned
it down, nominating Manmohan Singh instead.

According to her son, Rahul – “I have another hero, my mother. I’ve
seen her fight when my grand mother died. I’ve seen her fight the day
my father died and I’ve seen her fight with her back to the wall. And
she has won.”

Mohtarma Benazir Bhutto
She has the rare distinction of being the second Prime Minister of
Pakistan in the history of the country to have been elected twice
through a popular mandate. From July, 1977 to 1988 Benazir Bhutto
waged a relentless struggle for the restoration of democracy in her
country. She was arrested nine times and was held in detention or in
prison for more than five and a half years, having witnessed the trauma
of the hanging of her father in April, 1979 and the mysterious death of
her younger brother. She was also exiled. She became an international
symbol for the restoration of democracy in Pakistan from her prison
cell. She is the first woman Prime Minister in the Muslim world,and
the first Prime Minister who has been removed twice. On the 27th

December 2007, while campaigning to be the Prime Minister for the
third time, she was assassinated.

“No one can stop me….
I’ll never give up.”
A. B Vajpayee
Atal Behari Vajpayee was born
into the family of a humble school
teacher on X’mas day in 1924 in
Gwalior, in the state of Madhaya
Pradesh, Central India.
His first brush with nationalist politics
was in his student days when he joined
the “Quit India Movement” of 1942 which hastened the end of
the British Colonial rule in India. He took up political science
and law in college and developed a keen interest in foreign
affairs. Upon graduation he embarked on a journalist’s career but
it was cut short when he joined the Bhartiya Jana Sangh, the
forerunner of the Bhartiya Janata Party (BJP).

He has been elected to the Lok Sabha (House Of
The People) more than 9 times and to the Rajaya
Sabha (House Of The States) twice.
He finally succeeded to become PM of India in 1996
by Sheer hard work over 4 decades just to lose the post
after a short period of 13 days !

He again lost his PMship in 1999 after 13 months and
then lost again in the 2004 Indian Election to Sonia
Gandhi’s Congress Party after 4.5 years.
He was conferred India’s 2nd highest civilian honour
for his selfless dedication to India and his more than half
a century service to society and the nation. In 1994, he
was named India’s Best Parliamentarian.
An ardent champion of women’s empowerment and
social equality, Vajpayee is still a bachelor. No longer the
Prime Minister, he is currently the MP for Lucknow,
Uttar Pradesh, Northern India. He however has the very
rare honour of being the third person to be the Prime
Minister of the world largest democracy for 3 times !

“ Dare to succeed is dare
to face failure.” Dr Azizan
Osman
Today, at an age when most
people are struggling to earn a
living, Dr Azizan is living in
his dream house with a private
swimming pool, within a golf
course, with his beloved wife
and family. He is a trainer,
motivator, success coach, writer, successful business
owner of companies
in
advertising, marketing,
education, properties and others. He has the luxury to
work whenever he chooses and being
a personal development master trainer, he also has
the opportunity to help other people improve their
lives as well.
Within just a couple of years, he has spoken to over
thousands of people almost every week in various
cities. He loves to share 3 different kinds of richness :
Mind Richness, Life Richness and Money Richness and
he enjoys to unlock the potentials of people 267 by
getting them to ask themselves “ Who are you?”
But his life was not always like this before. Many
years ago, he lived in a small room in a rented
apartment and had to break his piggy bank in order just
to survive.
When he was a kid, he always expect failure or things
to go wrong whenever he does anything. In school, he
always scored the “best” from the bottom. He always

felt inferior about himself and had to take his form 5
exams TWICE because he failed in his first sitting. He
even failed to pass his driving licence in the first
attempt and it was the same when he took his
motorcycle riding exams. He also failed a few times in
his relationships and businesses.
The best part is that all those failures had made him
not only an “expert” in failures but also an expert in
persisting and trying till he gets whatever he wants. He
came to realize that failure is just part of the process to
make him a better man.
Every time he failed in doing or achieving something, he
will make sure that he will do better the next time.

Does he ever feel like quitting when he fails ? Yes, the
thought does occur to him occasionally but he found that
by getting himself surrounded by successful people makes
him want to be more successful. And this makes him push
himself further to the next level.
Today, he can see clearly that actually there is no failure
unless a person stops trying. “If I wanted to become
successful, I must accept that there will always be a few
obstacles that I need to learn to overcome before I can
succeed,” said Dr Azizan, an expert in advertising and
marketing strategy for large corporations. Dr Azizan has
chosen to add value to other people’s lives by sharing his
knowledge and experience in understanding human
behavioural science and unlocking people’s potential by
analyzing characters using a very unique method known as
Human DNA Numbers. He has given talks to over 72,000
people across Malaysia in just 2 years and is now setting his
sight on Indonesia and Australia.

“It is not how far you fall,
but how high you
bounce!”
Pepsi Cola declared its
first bankruptcy on
March 2, 1923. It went
bankrupt again in 1925.
On May 18, 1931, it filed
its third bankruptcy
petition. Not long ago its
annual sales was US$9.3
billion versus Coca-Cola
corporation's US$8.4 billion.
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CHAPTER 12
WHEN ALL ELSE FAILS

After completing the first draft of this
book I handed it over to my brother-inlaw to read through and asked for his
opinion. He said that I needed to write a
chapter on how to overcome failure. After
thinking about it, I decided to touch on
something else, something which is in a
lot of people's minds. What are we going
to do if we have already persisted, have
already put in all our effort and yet we still
fail. In other words what if all else fails?
Anyway the part on how to face failure
mentioned in chapter 14 has a lot to do with
275 how to overcome failure. As such I am
going to share with you this very important
aspect should the above happen to us.

Analyse the following statement by W.
Clemenstone:-

When
you
study
the
lives
of
phenomenally successful people, you will
find that so many of them were fortunate
in having a failure. And because of that
failure they were able to use their creative
thinking time to turn failure to their
advantage either in the way they handled
the same product or in coming up with a
new product or new venture which they
might not have done, had they not been
lucky enough to have failed and then
because of their right attitude, take
advantage of their disadvantage.

The key point I want to stress here is that of
handling the same product or coming up with a
new product or new venture.
Yes, many of us are so stereotyped in the
kind of careers or skills that we are brought up
with. A farmer gives rise to a farmer son. A
doctor gives rise to a doctor son. A politician
gives rise to a politician son. A lot of people
started as an accountant and die as an
accountant. Others started as a secretary and
die as a secretary. They don’t seem to be able
to “change gear” even though they are
unhappy and can’t get what they want from
that profession.

Sometimes one may fail and fail even
though one has persisted for a long period of
time. If one’s efforts have been genuine,
perhaps it’s time for one to reassess one self
and the field one is involved in.

“When you can't change the direction of the
wind — adjust your sails.”

It's a fact that there are different vehicles
that we can take in order to reach our
destination in life. Some vehicles may be
faster or slower than others. Some may be
less risky but slower than others.

Take for example, if we are a trishaw puller
— how much can we earn and how far can we
go in our lives? (A trishaw puller is a person
who earns his living by pulling or pedalling a
three-wheeled vehicle to carry people from one
place to another). This form of transportation
was very popular in the Far East but is now
slowly fading away, although it still exists in
certain parts today. A trishaw puller normally
earns between RM5.00 to RM15.00 (US$1.30
to US$4.00 a day). We may be working very
hard every day but at the end

of the day we may end up paupers!

A
Filipino

Billi sitting in a
Malaysian Trishaw

Just like the principle of leverage, in the business of living there is leverage too!
Once we have accumulated and learnt enough in the trishaw
pulling trade, we may want to move to a different venture. When
we have been running a grocery shop, we may decide to set up a
chain of stores all over the country. All these will change our
leverage to get the things we want in life. Sometimes in life, “without
deviation, progress is not possible.” - Frank Jappa.
So never be too much of a stereotype to say that you just can't
change. Sometimes in life, we may have to totally go into a new
venture where we have to adapt all our skills and talents from our
previous ones into the new ones. We may even have to learn new
skills!
Have you ever wondered how the Japanese were able to rise from
the ruins of the Second World War to become the great economic
power of today? I can still remember in my younger days many
people were very sceptical about Japanese products. Today it seems
it is quite difficult to live without a Japanese product in our house.
This is happening not only in our country but throughout the whole
world.
The Japanese didn't invent the car. They didn't invent the camera, the
fridge, the television, the air-conditioner, the washing machine, the
vacuum cleaner, the photo film, the hi-fi system. In fact they didn't
invent a lot of things.

What they did was they just copied, refined and improved on the existing
products. They actually just used their creative thinking on the same product
but see how successful they have become.

Perhaps when you read what I am now going to tell you, you may
find that the socalled economic miracle of Japan may not actually
be a miracle after all. Masanobu Tsuji, the mastermind behind the
Second World War, planned the 100 days attack of Asia including
Australia in order to get the oil and mineral resources of the area.
When he discovered that Japan could not win owing to its over 279
extension, he flew back to Japan and actually planned the defeat of
Japan militarily. He then planned Japan's 100 years war of business
and economics. We may not realise it but we are actually now part
of a plan that came out of the defeat of Japan.

“When an archer misses the mark, he turns and looks for
fault within himself. Failure to hit the bull's eye is never the
fault of the target. To improve your aim - improve
yourself.”

Gilbert Arland.

Is it a coincidence that two of the greatest economic powers
today, Japan and Germany, happened to be the very two nations
that were defeated during the Second World War?

Perhaps there is real value in failure after all!
If you find that you are actually making no headway in a job
which you are being trained for, re-train yourself in a totally new
job which has better prospects. Do not just be limited to one skill.
Remember that man has the ability to learn new skills and go into
new ventures. Do not believe that one should live and die in just
one particular field. Where others have succeeded so can you.
Some people may fail in one venture but could become very
successful in a totally new one.
“You don't have to be ashamed to be a failure.... like Christopher
Columbus.”
Yes, instead of discovering the West Indies, Christopher
Columbus discovered one of the greatest nations on earth. And in
whatever new venture or deviation you plan to take, here's a piece
of advice from a wise man,
“Know what you are going to do and then do it and don't
backslide. If you make a mistake, make a glorious one. It's like
the man who comes to the tree at the fork in the road and says,
‘Which way shall I go, this way or that?’ Go! Take one way and
go. There is always the element of timing. Everything has a time
and place.”
Gurn Rutt.

To end this Chapter, I would like to share with you the
story of one of the famous sons of Japan, Soichiro Honda.

In 1938, Honda invested all his money in a little
workshop where he began to work on piston rings to sell
to Toyota. In order to stay in business he even had to
pawn his wife's jewellery. After completing his piston
rings, Toyota turned him down saying that they didn't
meet their standards. He went back to school again for
two years as his design was described as absurd by his
instructor and
fellow students. But at the end of the twoyears his new design was
accepted.

Toyota gave him a contract. Then a new problem arose as the
Japanese government was then preparing for war and refused to
give him the concrete necessary to build his factory. He however
gathered a group of men to “create” his own concrete to build his
factory. Then the war came, and his factory was burned down,
not once but twice and major sections of his factories were
destroyed.

Rather than be depressed about the destruction, he
would rush out and gather his men to pick up the extra
gasoline cans which the US fighters threw away, using
them as raw materials for his manufacturing factory.

Then an earthquake destroyed his factory and finally he decided
to sell the piston ring factory to Toyota.
He then attempted several manufacturing concerns but all failed.

Finally in 1947, a tremendous gasoline shortage occurred in
Japan after the war. Honda couldn't even use his car to get food for
his family. In desperation, he attached a small motor to his bicycle
and the next thing he knew, a neighbour asked him to make one for
him, then another and another until he finally ran out of motors.
He finally decided to go into the building of motors and started a
factory to do it.
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But then, by that time the Japanese government had issued a law
limiting the use of gasoline. In order to power his motor he would
squeeze pine resin and mix it with gasoline to cover the smell of
gasoline.
In order to raise funds for his motorcycle factory, he wrote to
18,000 bicycles owners and received 5,000 replies to advance him
the capital. When the bikes were manufactured only a handful of
hard-cores bought them as they were too big! Finally he developed
the Honda Cub. The rest is history.
Yes, what would you do when you have to let go of your dream
because it simply did not work; when all else fails?

Stop here and think deeply. Write down what you would
do when all else fails. Do not flip over the page until you

have thought about it and written your answer on the space
below.
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Here is one of the world's greatest advice:-

START DREAMING
AGAIN!
Have a NEW DREAM...
...like what Soichiro Honda did!
Consider the following statement by Albert Einstein and you will
know why having a new dream or idea each time you fail is of utmost
importance:-

“The significant problems we have cannot be solved at the

same level of thinking which created them...”

“What people see of my success is only one percent but what they don't
see is the 99 percent which are my failures.”
Soichiro Honda

I have a dream !
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Martin Luther King Jr.
One of the greatest civil rights leaders of our times. He had a dream...
that one day we shall not be judged by the colours of our skin or the
length of our hair but by the contents of our brains. His world's famous
speech “I have a dream!” was delivered before a crowd of 250,000
people. His dream became a reality when Barrack Obama, the first
African American became the 44th President of the United States of
America.
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Billi with Dr. Robert Schuller, the master of
possibility thinking and the man who built the
world’s only glass cathedral.

Chapter 13
WHAT WOULD YOU DO IF YOU CAN'T FAIL?
“What would you attempt to do if you know you could not fail?”
Dr. Robert Schuller.
There are some people who use failure as a pretext for not doing
anything. No risk, no failure. I sincerely hope that you are not one of
them. Should you by any chance tend to lean towards that direction, do
consider
this
following
statement:Suppose you can't fail. Eliminate that consequence. What would you
really attempt to do? Think deeply and be honest with yourself.
Would you be that “somebody” instead of talking about other
“somebodies”?
Would you be living in that lovely house instead of grumbling in your “hut”?
Would you be driving in that brand new car instead of honking in your old junk
(banger)?
Would you be holidaying around the world instead of being “stuck” in your
room?
Would you be looked up to instead of constantly looking down on
people who have tried and failed?
Or would you dare to do what no man has ever done before?
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THOSE WHO
DARE TO DO
WHAT NO
MAN HAS
EVER DONE
BEFORE...
THEY
WHO
DARE TO
FAIL...

They say he was crazy...

Christoper Columbus (THE WORLD'S MOST FAMOUS FAILURE) He never knew that
he had discovered the New World and it was not until many years later that the vast wealth of this
area was realised. He thought it was part of India.

They call him a barbarian...

Marco Polo
His book on his travels opened the minds of Europeans to the civilisation in the Far East.

They say only birds can fly...
“Heavier than air flying machines are impossible”
Lord Kelvin
President,
Society, 1895

The Wright Brothers
They used the facilities of their bicycle repair shop to construct their early aircraft.

Royal

They told him to give up...

Sir Edmund Hillary failed in the eyes of many people in 1951 and again in 1952, in his attempt
to climb Mount Everest. In 1953, he and Tenzing Norgay, his Sherpa guide were the first people
to reach the 29,028 foot summit of Mount Everest.

They say women can’t...
“Sensible and responsible women do not want to vote.”
Grover
Cleveland,

Junko Tabei
In 1975, Junko Tabei became the first woman to reach the summit of Mount
Everest. As a dutiful Japanese wife and mother, she had to face up to the challenges
of raising money for her expeditions and raising her child and yet focussing on her
dreams. She has climbed the summits of the highest mountains in 20 of the 167
countries of the United Nations and intends to do the same for the remaining 147
countries.

People say they should stay at home...
“Some people may wonder why we must go and climb mountains when it is safer to sleep at home.”
Datuk Seri Dr. Mahathir at the launching of Malaysia-Everest Project '97.

The Malaysian Everest ‘97 Team – to do what no Malaysian has ever done before.

Billi with Magendran and Mohanadas.
On 23rd May 1997, at 2.30 pm Malaysian time, Magendran M. Munisamy and Mohanadas
Nagappan became the first Malaysians to reach the peak of Mount Everest.

People say they are going to be “white
elephants”...

The Twin Towers of Kuala Lumpur, the tallest building in the world. Photograph
was taken by the author on Federal Territory day, 1st February, 1997.

They say it’s a waste of money...

The Dhammakaya Cetiya
The building of the greatest contemporary wonder of the Buddhist world – now under construction
upon 1000 acres of land at Wat Phra Dhammakaya, Patumthani, Thailand – the Dhammakaya
ya
–
dedicated to world peace and acting as a “Mecca” for Buddhists all over the world. It is being constructed
the
finest and toughest materials designed to last for at least a thousand years and with technology never used
re.
Upon
completion, the place is expected to accommodate 1 million people meditating at the same time!

Billi and the completed Dhammakaya Cetiya in the background (right).

They say it can't be done...
“The mile record is 4 minutes 12.75 seconds.
This record will never be broken.”
British
Olympic

H
a

In 1954, Roger Bannister became the first person to run a mile in less than four minutes (3 minutes
59.4 seconds)

They say that humans can’t live without a
heart...

Christiaan N. Barnard
In 1967, Christiaan Barnard became the first man to perform the first human heart transplant. In
1974, he again became the first person to implant a second heart in a patient linking the circulation
of the two hearts so that they worked together as one.

They say it's impossible....
“Man will never reach the moon regardless of all future scientific advances.”
Dr. Lee De Forest, inventor of the vacuum tube and father of Television.

On July 20, 1969, Neil Alden Armstrong, commander of Apollo 11 became the 1st person in the
world to walk on the moon.

They say life’s mystery could not be
cracked...

James Watson and Francis Crick
In April 1953, James Watson and Francis Crick presented the

300 structure of the DNA-helix (the molecule of life), the molecule that carries genetic information
from one generation to the other. In 1962 they shared the Nobel Prize in Medicine with
Maurice Wilkins for solving one of the most important biological riddles. Their discovery
has led to a new biological era and has given rise to a new way of looking at and
manipulating biological processes, called molecular biology. This has opened a totally new
field of possibility leading to the successful establishment of the human genome project. It
has opened the way to genetic engineering and therapy. It is likely that future humans will
be free from illnesses that plague humans today and designer babies will be the order of the
day.

They say it only happens in science
fiction...

The young Dolly (left) with her surrogate mother.
Dolly, the world’s first sheep clone was created by Ian Wilmut and his colleagues at the Roslin
Institute in Edinburgh, Scotland. Unlike any mammal that has ever lived, Dolly is an identical copy
of another adult and has no father.

They say man will never be able to invent a
robot to replace human being...

The above robot, developed by the Korean Institute of Science and Technology (KIST) can talk,
see and hear and has the ability to perform tasks which any child can do.

They laughed...
When they were told that it would sell a million copies! Dare to Fail has now been translated
into 10 languages and more are on the pipe-line.

Those who believe in the message of the book and are keen to participate in the One-Million copies
project, please contact
Hardknocks Factory at +6012-2781991
Distributors required for all countries. Foreign language rights available. E-mail: billilim@gmail.com

Doing what no other author has done
before...
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“Singing is not your
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Music director of the film
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“The horse is here to stay, but the automobile is only a
novelty – a fad.”
President of Michigan Savings Bank, advising Henry Ford's lawyer not to
invest in the Ford Motor Company.

“You have a chip on your tooth, your Adam's apple
sticks out too far and you talk too slow.”
A Universal Pictures Executive when dismissing Clint
Eastwood in 1959

“You
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ain't going nowhere... son.
You ought to go back to drivin' a truck.”
Jimmy Denny, manager of the
Grand Ole Opry, firing Elvis Presley after one
performance in 1954.

When Helen Hayes was a young actress, she was only 5
foot tall. Her producer told her that if only she were 4
inches taller, she could be a great actress. She later went
on to become “the first lady of America theater”
regardless of her height.
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They say he/she can't....
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William Henry Gates III
One of the world's richest private individuals, Bill Gate's personal fortune is estimated at US$90
billion (RM342 billion), as of the 30th April 1999.
As the chairman of Microsoft, he makes about US$400 million (RM1.52 billion) a week!
After dropping out of college, he started Microsoft with a friend in 1975. He likes to hire people
who have made mistakes. It shows that they take risks, he says. His favourite boardgame as a child
was RISK.

RISK
To laugh is to risk appearing the fool
To weep is to risk appearing sentimental
To reach out is to risk involvement
To express feelings is to risk exposing your true self.
To place your ideas, your dreams before the crowd is to risk their loss.
To love is to risk not being loved in return.
To live is to risk dying.
To hope is to risk despair.

To try is to risk failure.
“For every Bill Gates-type success story in the United States,
there are 5,000 failures.”
An analyst at Miti's centre, Japan

“If no one ever took risks, Michelangelo would have painted the
sistine floor.”
Neil Simon Pulitzer Prize winning playwright.

STOP PRESS

STO
P

“Prudence, yes. But
bankers who want to
be certain always,
who will take no risk
at all will become
pure money-lenders
or
chettiars
Tun Dr Mahathir Mohamad
Former Prime Minister of Malaysia

* An Indian caste who specialises in money lending

STOP PRESS – PRESIDENT GOING
BANKRUPT!

“Dream what you dare to dream
Do what you dare to do
And be what you dare to be.”
Dr. Walter Doyle Staples.

The man who
failed o be
President.

The man who failed to be President.

34
“I would rather die on my feet with honour than live on bended knees in shame.”
Benigno (Ninoy) Aquino Jr.
Born in 1933, Ninoy as he was commonly called had an undying dream and
obsession to be the President of the Philippines. From a low rank reporter he
rose to become a journalist and later turned politician. He became the youngest
mayor in his province at the age of 22 but after seven months of running the
town he was disqualified because he was 19 days short of the required age at
the time of his election. From then on, the “Boy-mayor” had his eyes fixed on
the presidency.

He became the youngest governor in his province at the age of 28.
In 1967 he became the youngest Senator in the Philippines at the age
of 34.Ninoy Aquino Jr. was all set for the 1973 presidential
campaign, but his hope was dashed when the country was placed under
martial law in 1972 and all elections were cancelled. He was put under
arrest and detained in military prisons for seven years and seven months
(24 months of which was in solitary confinement). Aside from being
condemned to prison he was facing a death penalty for “subversion”
and other “crimes”. Life was ‘hell’ for him and his family. In protest
over the injustice he was suffering, he went on a hunger strike which
almost killed him – forcing the then President Marcos to release him
to undergo treatment and surgery in the United States on condition
that he should not speak out about the country while he was there and
he was not to return to Philippines again.
Disregarding the condition, for 3 years while he lived in exile he spoke out to inform
the world about what life was really like in his country.
In 1983, although he was warned of an assassination plot on his life if he should
return, Ninoy Aquino Jr, against the advice of even those closest to him decided to
return home. He could have taken the easy way out to escape the real and imminent
danger to his life by simply opting to seek political asylum in the United States. But
he chose to meet his fate head-on because he felt it was his duty to suffer with his
people especially in times of crisis. He was returning to help his people win back their
lost rights and freedoms through non-violence and strive for a genuine national
reconciliation on justice.
On August 21st, 1983 Ninoy Aquino was gunned down at the Manila
International Airport approximately 50 seconds after rising from his seat. The man
who would be president had come home from exile – for the last time.
His death however sparked off the beginning of the fall of Ferdinand Marcos from
the pinnacle of power and ironically brought about the transformation of his wife,
Corazon Aquino from an ordinary housewife to become the first woman President
of the Philippines – bringing back his long cherished dream of democracy to his
country. Interestingly, his son, Benigno S.
Aquino III became the 15th President of the Philippines.

...

The President who failed, but changed the
world...
The person who has the courage to lead the world out of the cold war,
hence changing the world once and for all.
“I would like to express my
heartfelt thanks to those who stood
my side, defending the righteous and
good cause over all these years. We
could have probably avoided certain
errors and done better in many
ways. But I’m convinced that
sooner or later, our common efforts
bear fruits and

by

will

316 our people will live in a Mikhail S. Gorbachev prosperous and democratic society.”
Extract from Gorbachev’s televised address at the time of his resignation,
25th December, 1991.

STOP PRESS

A tribute to the man who fails
Today I pay tribute to the failures of yesteryears. Why?
For this reason:
That as I turn the pages of history into man's struggle to make
our world a better place to live in, I see the “failures” of the past
– failures that have meant more to the human race than all the socalled successes recorded in the history of the world.
Today I pay tribute to Socrates –
As I see his homely face when he stood at the very end of the
trail called failure, waiting, with upturned eyes, moments which
must have seemed like an
eternity, just before he drank the cup of hemlock
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that was forced upon him by his tormentors.
Today I pay tribute to Christoper Columbus – As I see him,
a prisoner in chains, which was the tribute paid to him for his
sacrifice in having set sail for unknown and uncharted seas, to
discover an unknown continent, and prove that the earth is round.
Today I pay tribute to Thomas Paine – As I see the face of
the man whom the English sought to capture and put to death as
the instigator of the American Revolution. I see him lying in a
filthy prison, in France, as he waited calmly, under the shadow of
the guillotine, for the death which he expected would be meted
out to him for his part on behalf of humanity.

Today I pay tribute to Martin Luther King Jr. –
As I see him being struck down by a bullet from a sniper
– the prize he received for spreading love and peace to serve
humanity.
Today I pay tribute to Mahatma Gandhi –
As I see his sad face and frail body crumbling down as he
took an assassin's bullet – the reward he received for his
sacrifice on behalf of humanity.
Today I pay tribute to the Man of Galilee –
As I see his face, as he suffered on the cross of Calvary –
the reward he received for his efforts on behalf of suffering
humanity.
Yes, today I pay tribute to all the failures now and those
yet to come, and all those unsung heroes – who failed on behalf
of humanity.
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Oh, to be such a failure,
To go down in history, as these men did, as one who was brave and
courageous to face criticism;
As one who dares to fail and to place humanity above the
individual and principle above material gain!
On such “failures” rest the hopes of the world.
Oh men, who are labelled “failures”, up, rise up! Do it again!
Somewhere in the world of action there will always be room for you.
No failure was ever recorded in the annals of truthful men, but
only of the cowardly-hearted, who fail and dare not attempt again.
Today I pay tribute to the man who fails.

“
T

HE test of a man is in the fight he makes,
The grit that he daily
shows;
The way he stands on his feet and takes
Fate's numerous bumps and blows,
A coward can smile when there's naught to fear,
When nothing his progress
bars;
But it takes a man to stand up and cheer
While some other fellow
stars.

It isn't the victory,
after all,But the fight that a brother makes;
The man who, driven against the wall,
Still stands up erect and
takes
The
blows of fate with his head held high;
Bleeding, and bruised, and
pale,
Is the man who'll win in the by and by,

For he is the one who dares to fail.”

WHAT
WOULD
YOU DO IF YOU
CAN'T FAIL?

Every Failure is
a Lesson that
drives a person
to try a new
approach never
tried before
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WHAT
WOULD
YOU DO IF YOU
CAN'T FAIL?

THE AUTHOR
Mr Billi Lim, was born into a large family of 14. His days as a
teenager, student and later in business have been checked with lots
of failures. He failed to get into the local university in his first
attempt. He would have been rejected again in his second attempt
had he not held a state bursary. He has failed a few times in his
love life and has gone through an emotional ‘hell’. He has built
businesses to great heights and seen them crashing down.
His business experiences range from direct selling / MLM,
General Insurance to supermarket and retail outlet trading, TV
response marketing and TV Placement-advertisement.
324 Today he is a very much sought after speaker, trainer and consultant
in the region and has spent over 20 years in Entrepreneurial
training and manpower development. He makes his audiences
laugh–hard, while he delivers messages that touch their heart and
break their mindsets. He inspires all audiences as he mixes
common sense with laughter and breathes life into every topic.
He has spoken to over a hundred organzations including multinational companies like Nestle, Glaxo Smith Kline, Prudential,
Allianz, Nu Skin, Bombardier, Ford, Godfrey Phillips, CNI Corp,
PT Mayora Indah, just to name a few.
His current speaking circuits covers Malaysia, Singapore,
Indonesia, Thailand, Philippines, Japan, India, China and USA. He
is ready to

WHAT

He holds a B.Sc. Degree and a Diploma in education
from the University of Malaya. He also finished a
marketing course from the University of Singapore and a
managerial course from the
Asian Institute of Management, Manila. He is the founder of
IHK (Institute of Hardknocks) and the Originator of the
renowned “Born To Be Free” seminar. His book “Dare to Fail”
is now available in English, Bahasa Malaysia, Mandarin, Bahasa
Indonesia, Taiwanese, Thai, Filipino, Vietnamese and Hindi. The
Spanish and German version are 325 already on the pipe-line.
The books had captured the first and second spot in the bestseller
list in the New Straits Times. With it, he has launched an entire
Dare To Fail (DTF) movement in the region and in so doing has
created an immense interest in the DTF concept with his series
of Dare To Fail books.
He has contributed much to uplift the spirit of all the
people who were affected by the Asian financial crisis.
He created national sensation by running in the
Malaysian 10th, 11th and 12th General Election as an
independent candidate against two formidable
opponents.

He is also a very popular Talk Show guest having appeared on
many radio and television shows in the region. Millions of people
have heard him talk. He is fondly known as the “Failure Guru” a man who helps you when you are down. He has also established
a record by building the tallest book tower in the world. He has
always believed that in one's life...
“Lest we be forgotten when we are dead and
rotten
write something worth the reading
or do something worth the writing.”
This book Dare To Fail is another step towards that direction.
The book was written during his holidays in Germany, London
and Australia.

Billi with his sisters, nieces and nephews in Germany, Australia and London.

Dare to Fail was founded by Billi Lim in 1996 with
over 20 years of experience in entrepreneur and
manpower development. It provides publishing, training,
motivation, consultancy and project
advisory services to a wide range of individuals and their
organizations. The training programs are 327 specially
formulated to suit the objectives of any person or their
organization to transform them into truly outstanding
performers. Shifting the mindset of individuals and organizations
from mediocre to superstar performers is our specialty.
Dare to Fail offers its services to the corporate world
through public seminars, in-house workshops and as
project advisor when corporations embark on projects
big or small. It is also a publishing house for selected local
or international authors who want their works to be
published.

Programmes developed by Billi include:• Born to be Free Seminar
• Bouncing back to Target Seminar
• Business Opportunity Seminar
• “Dare!” Seminar
• Dare to Brand Seminar
• Dare to Breakthrough Seminar
• Dare to Face Rejection Seminar
• Dare to be Different Seminar
• Dare to Change Seminar
• Dare to Dream Seminar
• Dare to Fail Seminar
• Dare to Sell Seminar
• Dare to Serve Seminar
• Dare to Network Seminar
328 • Human Relationship Program
• No failure, only success delayed Seminar
• It can be Done! Seminar
• Pushing the Limits Seminar
• Superstar Seminar
• Super Speaker Seminar
• The Final Sprint Seminar
** Seminars can also be specially customized to suit client’s
needs.

Billi is this only Speaker in the region who conducts
in 5 different languages, namely English, Malay,
Chinese, Indonesia and Thai!

Billi receiving the recognition for his contribution towards the King’s Distance Learning
Program from His Royal Highness, King Bhumibol Adulyadej of Thailand.

Mr. Billi with
the Former
Prime Minister
of
Singapore,
Mr. Goh Chok Tong.

Billi with Mr. Bob
Hawke,
formerthePrime Minister
of
Australia and his lovely wife.

Billi presenting his books to
HRH Princess Maha
Chakri Sirindhorn
of Thailand.

Billi presenting his books to
Tun Dr. Mahathir Mohd.,
the former Prime Minister
of Malaysia.

Billi together with Mrs Cory Aquino,
Billi with Former President of
Indonesia, the former president the Philippines.
Pak Gus Dur
(Abdurrahman Wahid).

Billi with the Former Prime Minister of India, A.B. Vajpayee.

Billi presenting his books
to Datuk
Seri Najib Tun
Razak, Prime Minister of Malaysia.

Billi with
Dato’
Seri
Ahmad
Zahid

Billi with Tan Sri Muhyiddin Yassin
the Deputy Prime Minister and
Minister of Education,

Billi with Datuk
Ong Teeformer
Kiat,
President of

Billi presenting his
books
and
Dare2fail
cap to
Datuk
Seri S. Vellu,
Samy
former
of President
the MIC
(Malaysian Indian
o

Billi
withChua
Dato’
Soi Lek,

.

Billi presenting his
bookDatin
to
Seri Dr.
WanWan
Azizah
Ismail, wife of
the former
Deputy
Prime
Minister
of
Malaysia,
Datuk
Seri Ibrahim
Anwar
and
Billi with Tun Dr. Ling Liong Sik, Former
President of PKR.
President of the MCA.
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Billi presenting his books to Datuk Seri Dr
Lim Keng Yaik, former President of Party
Gerakan.

Billi with Datuk M. Kayveas Billi with Mr. Lim Kit Siang, President of PPP, People’s
Advisor of DAP, Democratic Progressive Party. Action Party.

Billi (2nd from left) together with Michelle Yeoh, the James Bond Girl and Sirivat
Voravetvuthikun, the multi-millionaire turned sandwich vendor in the popular talk
show ‘Global’ on TV2.
Billi
being
interviewed on
popular
morning show
in Thailand
“Ban Lek Ti
Har” Channel
5.

Billi being interviewed on TV3 in Malaysia Today (MHI).

Billi with the Supreme
Billi presenting his book to Miss Patriarch
H.H Somdet Phra Nyanasamvara Thailand 2000.
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Billi presenting his books to
Billi with Dr Sippanondha Ketudat, Khun Abhisit
Vejjajiva,
the chairman of the National
The Prime Minister of
Economic and Social Development
Thailand.
Board (NESDB) of Thailand.
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li tal
k toFila
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h
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Billi conducting the “Dare To Fail” seminar in Stockholm Sweden to
delegates from 130 countries.

Billi giving a seminar to more than 2,000 people in Taiwan.

Billi with Jack Neo, Singapore
Billi with super songbird,
Datuk Siti Nurhaliza.
movie director and
producer.

champion, Ade Rai of Indonesia.

Billi with World Body
Builder Billi with popular artist, Inul Daratista
in Indonesia.

Billi giving a seminar to 1400 students in a local University (UPM)

Billi
giving
Sura
baya,

a

Billi giving a seminar to more than 5,000 people in Bangkok,
Thailand

Billi giving a press
conference
Ho in Chi
Minh
city,

Billi in India planning the launch of his
Hindi and English book.

“My hair shall not grow if the economy doesn’t bounce back!” Billi sacrificing his hair
in his effort to help the nation’s economy recover. Smiling behind is Malaysia’s very own
James Bond girl, Michelle Yeoh.

Billi conducting a seminar in Tokyo, Japan.

Billi together with his mum, nephew and brother in the latter’s restaurant in Glenelg,
South Australia.

Billi, a man who practises what he
preached... standing for election as an
independent candidate in the 10th, 11th
and 12th Malaysian General Election.
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